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The basic objective of pavemm design E to provade feasible süuctural aitemtivs with optiirial 
sewice üves which aiinimize total life cycle cash This is achievad by gcaaaimg a series of design 
alternatives, PerfOrmiqg stnictural and eooaomic anaiysg and provYling the resultts in an organised fomt, 
which provides the bas& for the decision-malong at the pmject 1ewL 
OPAC 2ûûû i .  a new pavement design package, which bandles the pavement design process in 
a comprehemive computerized system. nie system was developeü at the University of Waterloo under 
a contract with the Miaistry of Transpoctation of Ontario. This thesis provides the procedures and the 
background engineering principks used in the development of the system. 
The foiiowing tasks were carried out. First, the existing OPAC was evaluated in Iight of both 
the requiremenîs of a c o m p u t e ~  pavement design system and tüe special needs of the system users. 
Second, some of the available major pavement design sysieas were feviewed in temis of their design 
methodoIogies, amputer package availability, advantages and disadvantages. The third mk was 
collecting pavement structure, performance history, subgrade and trafic data from in-sewice 
pavements on the Ontario bighway nenwork, Fiom which a new set of pavement performance 
prediction modeis were establisbed. Fourth, a ii*u emmmic anaiysis module was developed based on 
the most m a  Ontario and internationai siudies Fiftb, a comprehemive system design was 
developed, which speciBcd derpils of each design module, input and output requirements as weli as the 
logic connections amng the modules. 
The key enhancements and inaovatiom in OPAC 2000, compared to the existiag OPAC 
system, incluâe: 
1. A new set of fiemile pavement performance models, 
Capabüity of canying out overiay designs, 
Capabiiity of carrying out reliability aaalysis, 
Capabüity of canying out ri@ pavement design inchding overlay desigis, by eniploying 
the AASHTO ri@ pavement design equation, 
A new, impfoved and mocie compreheasive economic amiysis module, 
Capacity of estimating impacts to enviroament due to pavement works, 
Use of the MS ~iadows~-bzsed mmputhg envimmneat, 
A versatiie, comprehemive aad "mer-friendly" software package (in SI uni&), and 
Demonstration of how the OPAC 2000 performance models could be used to extend the 
system to network level pavement management. 
This thesis provides the pnicedwes, equations and the related background engineering 
principles that were used in the development of the system. Tbe following conclusions are based on the 
stiady: 
The mechaniîtic-empirid nature of the OPAC pavement design rneihod is retained in the 
OPAC 2000 pavement design system, 
The OPAC pavement performance prediction mode1 is updated bas& on ininsenice 
pavement performance data. Two separate modeIs are developed based on cluster 
anaiysis: one for Southern Ontario, and one for Northern Onîario, 
A systematic methodoLogy was rrsed in developing OPAC 2 0 0  as a fully functionai self- 
containeci pavement design package, 
A project level pavement design system should be considered within the scope of an 
overail pavement management system. 
Although OPAC 2M)O was developed for the pmvuNe of Ontario. the engineering phciples, 
the techniques and the methdology iaed in deveioping the system are klieved to be uansferable to 
other regiom. Thmugh appropriate maiel calibratiom, OPAC 2 0 0  type of systerns could be readüy 
adapted to such other regions. 
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A major problem facing engineers and researchers in the pavement commtmity is the 
complexity in pavement design, wWh in tum impacts the decision-making of pavement management 
at both the project level and the network level. The prupetnties of materiais us& in construction, tk 
traffic loads carried by the pavement, and the environment in which the pavement fwK:tions al1 have a 
role in the pavement's performance. Furthemore, many of the factors that need to be considered in the 
pavement design process are "dynarnic" in nature. For example, the paving materials ioed nowadays, 
the construction metbods and equipment as weil as the characteristics of traffic loads are quite 
different h m  tbose of decada ago. in addition, pavement desiguets have to cornider the cost issue in 
selecting pavement design alternatives as it often repnscnts a major pan of the total investment in 
buiiding ami maintainhg a highway network. 
There bave been many computeriaed pavement design systerns developecî to help engineers, 
dong with tbeir experience and engineering judgments, in âesigning pavements. As an example, the 
Ontario Pavement Analysis of Cos& (OPAC) system was developed by the Ministry of Transportation 
of Ontario (MTO) in the mid 1970's [Jung 1975, Kber 197J1 and bas beea used as the principal 
pavement design tml  mer since W C  19ûûJ. 
During the p s t  two decades, bowever, pavement design needs in Ontario experienced 
substantiai changes. Due to the limitations in the performance modeîs, Iack of oompreheasiveuss, and 
lack of venatility of the exWag OPAC, MT0 initiated a project in 1992 to update OPAC and the 
contract was awarded to the University of Wa~rioo (Project No. 21184). 
OPAC #WM is the mme of the pmjec-it incorporates both nnv engineering and ea>mmic 
analysis procedures and a comprebensive cornputer software package. Tbe pmject was planned to be 
Camed out in four stages: Stage 1 involveû identifying fuwional and openhg requirements of ibc 
new system, as s<munarkd in the wiiter's M.A.Sc. tbesb [Ht 19931. Taslu in Stage 2 included 
developing pavement performance models and defailed cornputer software sptem design. Stage 3 was 
development of the so fwe  package. Stage 4, subsequent m thb thesis, is planned for minhg 
sessions and on going system support. 
This W h  describes the engïaeering and eammic andysis proadrues and the system design 
of the OPAC 2ûûû amputer sofcwue package. Working examples are also pmviâed in various parts 
of thesis to explain the analysis procedures. 
1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Research 
While the main objective of the fe~earch was to develop a new compre4msive, practical 
pavement design system for OnU*o, as subssquentty d e s c n i  in Chapter 2, aca>mplishment of the 
following tasks was a key to complIete the pmject. 
First, the existtbg OPAC was evaiuated in light of both the requiremenû of a computerized 
pavement design system and the special needs of the design system users. This task was Eiihed in the 
early stage of the pmject through investigating the existing OPAC system and a series of intewiews 
with MT0 regionai pavement design engineeis [He 19931. 
Second, some of the availabie major pavement design systems were reviewed in terms of their 
dcsign methodologies, amputer package availability, advantages and disadvantages. This task was 
iaitiated in the fmt  stage of the pmject, and expanded later on as some newer pavement design 
systems evoived, 
The tbiid task was coIIecting pavement structure, performance history, subgrade and uaffic 
data Gom in-service pavements on the Ontario highway network, h m  which to establish a new set of 
pavement performance prediction modek These modeIs fonn the backboae of the flexible pavement 
design modules in OPAC 2000, 
Fourth, a new economic analysis subsystem was developed based on the most recent Oniario 
and international studies. As an enhanœment, a vehicle emission prediction subroutine is included in 
the OPAC 2000 package to meet tk requirements of aaessing environmental impacts of pavement 
rehabilita tion. 
Last, but mt least, a cornprebensive system design was carricd out which specifkd details of 
each design moduie, input ami output requiremenfs as well as the l o g i d  connections amoag the 
modules. The systcm design was useci to guide the development of the software package and the 
OPAC 2000 user's manuaï. 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of nine chapters. Chapter 2 generally d e s c n i  the requirements of the 
new OPAC 2000 pavement design system. A bnef &ew of the existing OPAC system is also 
included . 
Chapter 3 covers the fadings from the nvkw of available pavement design systems, which 
included some new developments. The structure of the OPAC 2000 pavement design system was 
developed based on the tïndiqp. 
Chapter 4 surnmarizes the design procedure for flexiile pavements. A major part in this 
Chapter is the calibration of the pavement performance prediction model. As weîi, a reliability 
analysis procedure was developed and is explaineci in detail. 
Chapter 5 provides the framework and the procedure for rigid @ofland cernent c o m t e ,  
PCC) pavement desigis based on the 1993 AASHTO Guide for Structural Design of Highway 
Pavemens [AASHTO 19931 (referced to as the AASHTO Guide hereaftcr). 
The eoonomic evaluation module is one of the major subysterns of OPAC 20. The l i b  
cycle cost anaiysis pmdure in this module is presented in Chapter 6. It involves calculatiag both the 
agency costs and road user cos&. A sub-module for estimating vehicle emission effects associatecl with 
pavement rebabilitation activities is included. 
Chapter 7 desaibes the development of the software system structure. A major featwe of the 
user interface is the report module which consise of the design inputloutput report, the sensitivity 
analysis report and the graphies, etc. 
Chaptrr 8 provida the ouilook and an example of how the OPAC 2000 pavement 
performance modeîs can be used in the network level of pavement management. 
F i y  a summary of the a v l y  developed pavement design system and recommendations 
towarù hi- impnmments are covered in Cbapter 9. 
CHAPTER 2 REQUIREMENT OF A PAVEMENT DESIGN 
SYSTEM 
Pavement management systems bave secn rapid ôeveIopment in both the tbcory and the 
practice in the past huo decaâes. Pavement design is an essential component in the overail pavement 
management p n x m  At the pmject Ievel, it amves at a structural design, determines the initial 
investrnent, and the Future maintenance and rehabiiitation nee& from the budget of the agency. As 
weii, it infiuences the üaveling pubüc in the fonn of the rad user cos&. For example, poor pavement 
conditions resuitiag h m  hadequate pavement design or insufzicient hiadhg for maintenance and 
rehabilitation will cause an iarease in vehicle operating aat~ to road users. Therefoie, appropriate 
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Figure 2 1 Information Fiows in a Pavement Management System [Hudson 19791 
The network k e l  of pavement management involves data acquisition, "needs" analysis, 
rehabiiiîation alternative anaiysis and netwoik strategy opcimization analysis. The o f î e a a ~  
bdget is then allocated to the road network to achieve the highest costeffectiveness. The basis of the 
analyses is the pmject leva pavement data including the suucural data, traffi data and pavement 
performance data. Figure 2.1 shows schematicaiiy the data Llow between two levels of pavernent 
management 
In pavement management systems, tüe design activity is mt a stand-aloae task for an 
individual pavement sedon, but part of a series of systematic activities, To emre data used in and 
provided by the pavement design process meet the requirement of future analysis at both the project 
and n e w r k  levels, the pavement design itself needs to be considemi as a subsystem in the overall 
pavement management systetll 
2.1 Pavement Design as a Subsystem 
The basic objective of pavement design is to provide struchual alternatives that are iwible 
both technicaiiy and economicaily. This is achieved by specifying pavement layer thicknessa with 
proper types of materials based on the tmffic and environmental conditiom and by Iife-cycie cost 
analysis to the pmject being designed F i  22  s t x m  a framework of a pavement design subsystem 
F a a s  1994: 
Whüe there are dikent ways of achieviag tbe objtxtk of pavement design, Figure 2.2 shows 
generally that in designhg a pavement, t h  major gmtp of activities apd to be conducted: (1) Input 
~ o m t i o n  iebting to materials, trafûç dmiate ami ax& pli6 selection o f a  b ige  period, shuciural and 
mmmic models, the identification of objcanig and constraim, a d  variPaa data on tk inputs U, ihe 
moQel. (2) Geaaatbg design alteniativg with sppiôed design sûategies (Le mataial types and thickness, 
criteria on sUuchnal ami eaommic amiysk, etc). (3) Stnaunil aaatysir ami t m m d c  evaluatlon of the 
alternatives ami tbe pnicess to select the k t  strategy for Uiplementation nie activities irrvolved in tk 
pawmeot design Pr- urluâe tbc @ut aad output data, the seprate analysis modules as WU as the 
report genaetiag module. Ali thse aeed to be organkd with a systernatic metbodology. 
Figure 2.2 Framework of Pavement Design [Haas 19941 
2.2 Identifying Requuements of the New Pavement Design S ystem 
To achieve the goal of pmvidiag technicaiiy and ecommicaIly fa ible  design alternatives, a 
satisfactory pavement design meds to a d d m  the foliowing h u e s  [He 19931: 
1. Pavement type, i.e., Ikxiile, rigid or composite pavements, 
3. Design criteria, such as performance Ievels, M e  spaa, nliabiiity, etc., 
4. Mainienanct and rehabilitatkm policies, 
5. Emaomic analysis of various pavement design alternatives, ami 
6. Recornrnendation of the optimai design strittegks, 
With these general requirements in mincl, an appraisal of the exiîting OPAC system was 
carried out. It inciuded a careful review of the cunent PC version of the software (OPAC2M). A 
successfui pavement design systcm has to be able to addnss the local acedr of the highway agency; 
more specifically, the potential users of the system. In addition to the new system development, as 
substantially described, signifiant efforts went into a cumpreknsive iser survey of the MT0 heaü 
office and regional pavement design engkeis. The detaiied survey results are summanummanzed in a 
previous study [He 19931, wïth the major timdiqgi cestateci as foliows. 
The appraisal revealed the folowing positive characteristics of the existing OPAC sysiem: 
Separati~n of the performance mode1 into traffic and environment associated Ioss 
components, 
Simplification of the actual pavement structure into an equivalent two-layer structure for 
structural anaiysis, 
Qpability of using f i e n t a l  or mechanis tically based properties of the pavement 
layer materiais (i.e., moduli), 
Capability of calculating a fundamentai tesponse of the pavement (i.e., deflection) 
A comprehensive economic aaalysis mode1 which converts aI1 costs to present worth, and 
which incorporates user a i s .  
It was also determined that the existing OPAC system has some key limitations in fulfùling 
the requinmen& of various pavement design îasb [He 19931: 
1. OPAC can be used only for new flexible pavement daigns, not overlay desigm for 
pavement cehabilitation pcojects which iepresent the majority of current pavement design 
mks, 
2. The existing OPAC system does w t  have the capability of designhg poriland cernent 
conmete (ri@) pavements ami asociated ri@ pavement overlays, 
3. The pavement perfocmanœ pmdictioa mode1 for environment associateci deterioration is 
based on perfonaaacc dam of only 8 yeas, aad the traffic aswriated part of the mode1 is 
qucstionable whtn the nurnber of Equivalent Single Axie Load (ESAL) applications 
reaches the l m 1  of moce than 7 million [Jung 19921. Tbae rnodels are not L W  wiih 
reliability measurements for the performance predictions, 
4. The user cost madel is based on vehide operating cost FOC) relationships h m  the mid 
1970's, and it is not clear h m  both the existbg OPAC documentation and the sysiem 
output whelber the user cost item listed for pavement design afternatives contains both 
vehicle operating cost (WC) and the tMic deiay ai, 
5. The amputiag emriroment of the existing OPAC is wt "mer-fiiendlyw. It requires a 
the consutning quential set of steps for operation, aud has littie Elexibiliiy. The system 
d o s  not have graphic presentation capabilities (Le., plotting pavement performance 
predictions, mnomic analysis resul!s, etc.). It is realized that the user-friendliaess 
problem is largely attributable to limitations of computer îechnology at the tirne ihe 
OPAC system was developed. 
The software appraisal and the survey results also showeû that despiîe the sbortcmnings, the 
basic principIes used in the structural and economic analysis modules are still valid. The foregohg 
weaknesses, however, can be coasidered as requiremeats for the new system OPAC 2000. 
CHAPTER 3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE STRUCTURE OF 
OPAC 2000 
This cbapter d e s d i  the generai organizaiion of OPAC 2000. As the initial step of 
designing the new pavement design systern, the basic bulding biocks or modules are idenmeci and a 
framework of the system is developed Baseû on the niadules and the framework the system design of 
the software package is performed. To support these efforts, the basic types of pavement design 
methods and the available pavement design systerns were reviewed as  surnmanzed in the chapter. 
3.1 Categories of Pavement Design Methods 
Thete are a variety of pavement design methais used by different highway agencies in 
different times* and the way of categorizing pavement design methods from author to author. 
Haas et ai divided pavement design methods chronologically into 6 classes [Haas 19941: 
Methods based on expenence (1920-19309s), where a ceriain pavement structure is linked 
with a standard service life without excessive distresses. This method c m  be relativeIy 
reliable for particular jwisdictions, 
Methods based on 'Soil Formula" (1930's): the methods are based on simple wii 
classification lests and empiricai correlations with pavement thiclmas, 
Me- based on simple strength tesa (1930's), whem simple procedures of measuring 
maferial pmpetties are establisheâ and the material properties are related with pavement 
thickness, 
MethoQ basxi on EiiId or laboratory strength tests (1940's): field or laboratory tests are 
perfotmed to obtain pavement layer and subpde moduli and the moduli are used in 
theoretical analyssis ptocedures in oider to 1 s t  deflection or to ensure stability, 
Meihods based on the elastic lryered theory (ELT, 1950's): pavement thickness is 
determiaed by considering distress mechanE;ms such that certain critical stresses, sîmins 
or deflections are not exceeded, and 
6. Methods based on statistical evaluation of pavement performance (1960's), where 
pavement thicknesses are determined based on performance prediction aiad economic 
cornparison of aliermtives. 
With the evolutioa of computer techmlogy, recent developments in pavement design f d  
mon on the latfer two types of mcthods Dependhg on the way tb designed suucture is evaiuated in a 
cornputerizaï pavement design system, Rauhut et al classiaed pavement design metbods into t k e  
basic types [RPuhut 1987l: 
1. Design based on empirical pavement performance rnodeis, where pavement performance 
is evaluated with s mathematicai relationship developed h m  fiild data, 
2. Design based on mechanistic analysis: design alternatives are evaluated tbrough 
analyzing mechanistic response of the pavement structure, such as stress, strain and 
deflection, and 
3. Design based on mechanistic-empirical performance model: pavement performance 
model is developed by employing mechanistic mode15 combined with field data. 
The design methods based on empirical pavement performance models c m  be reliable for 
the jurisdictions for which they are developed. A key limitation of empiricai rnethods is that they a 
hard to use in the regiom where the field conditioos are differeot h m  those used in developing the 
methods. One marcher reported that the pavement performance models of some empirical methods 
based on raid tests may not adequately predict Eiild performance of in-service pavements even 
within the inference space of the modeis [Daleiden 19941. 
Mechanistic mechods a n  based on analysis of the primary mpo~lses in the pavement 
structure, such as strain, stress and deflection. Two factors contriiute to the tirnitecl use of mechanistic 
models in bighway agendes: (1) mechanistic meihods typically nquire inputs from extensive 
laboratory testhg and relatively piecise field measurements, and this is not always p ~ i c a i  Co 
highway agencies; (2) researchecs in ibis fîId bave realizeâ that pavement perfonnance will likely be 
infiueoced by a number of Factors which will not be precisely modeled by mechanistic methods 
The mechmistic-empiriail approach is getting increased attention in various higinvay agencies 
and research bodies. The pmccdure is to calibrate the mechaniîtc (primary respome) performance 
prediction model with observai performance indices, i.e., empirical correlation [Paterson 19921. Main 
benefits of such a proceduse include: (1) impmved reliabiiity, (2) ability to ptedict specific types of 
distresses, (3) ability to extrapolate h m  lirnited feld and laboratoty mults [AASHTO 19931. This 
type of mode1 was recommetxhî for îhe n a n t  SHRP/tTPP studies in tk United States and Canada 
(Rauhut l987J It can be seen in a later section ihat ibe OPAC pavement design system Q alro of this 
type- 
3.2 Evaluation of Avaiiable Pavement Design Methods and Cornputer 
Software 
In order to gain insight fof the OPAC 2000 projecî, some of the available pavement design 
systems were evaluated in terms of the analysis metiiodology, advantages and disadvantages. A second 
purpose of the assessrnent was to look for a candidate rigid pavement method for the OPAC 2000 
system as an Ontario based rigid pavement method does not exist. It was aot intended to have a 
comptete Iist for the pavement design systems developed in the pas4 but the systems chosen were those 
being used exteusively both in North America and in other places in the world. These included the 
AASHTO flexible and rigid pavement design methods, the Asphalt Institute method, the US. Fderal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) method, the Shell method, and the Portland Cernent Association 
(PCA) method. 
Discussions of these design systems and their associated cornputer prograrns were documented 
in an earlier study [He 19931. Later in 1993, two more pavement design system were made available: 
the D A R w ' ~ ~  Pavement Design System deve1oQed by ERES Consultants, Inc. [ERES 19931 and the 
PAS system by Awria in  Conmte Pavement Asociation [ACPA 19931. both based on the 1993 
AASHTO 'Guide for the Design of Pavement Structuresm[AASHTO 19931. Table 3.1 summarizes 
the fmdings of the study, with +tes on the two software packages: D A R W ' ~ ~  and PAS. 
The pavement design methods mentioned in Table 3.1 can be caiegorised as empirical 
(AASHTO) or mecbanistic (all others). The AASHTO methoci can be used for flexiile, rigid 
pavement and overlay desigm, whüe olbus work ody on flexi'ble or rigid pavement design. Some of 
the meibods do wt provide an overlay design pmaduie. 'Ibe use of pavement performance fonapt 
(PSI), the load quivalence factors (LEFs) and the quivalent singie axle load (ESAL) calculation 
procedure makes the AASHTO meihod more practical ta pavement engineers For these reasom the 
AASHTO rigid pavement design method is selecred as the basis of the OPAC 2000 ngid pavement 
design module. 




Design procedure available for flexs'ble, 
rigid pavements and overhy desigris 
Rigomus or simplified ESAL calculation 
Present ~e~ceaba i ty  index ml) concept 
developed to evaluate pavement 
perfomance 
Drainage condition cm be considered 
Available life cycle cost (LCC) analysis 
Available sensitivity analysis procedure 
Available backcalculation of FWD' 
measuns 
1. Design procedure available for flexible 
pavements and overlay designs, including 
ernuisi fieci asphalt material 
2. ESAL calculation routine based on 
AASHTO 
3. Guidelines for selecting asphait grade and 
modulus of asphait m k  under d ioe~nt  
climate conditious 
4. Provision for staged construction 
S. Available life cycle cost &CC) analysis 
1. Design procedure avaüable for new flexible 
pavements 
2. Use of stochastic inputs and output 
distributions of pavement performance 
(PSI), and distresses (cracking and ~Uing)  
3. Adaptabüity for a broad range of trafflc and 
cl imatic conditions 
1. Questionable performance 
prediction for flem'ble 
pavements 
2. LCC aaalysis not linked 
with stnicniral aaalysis 
1. Not Linked with pavement 
performance 
2. LCC analysis not liaked 
with structural analysis 
- 
1. Complicated procedure; 
impractid for routine uses 
2. Lack of rigid pavement 
design, pavement overlay 
design and LCC analysis 
p d -  
Pavement deElenion m u s u d  by the Falling Weight Defiedometer (FWD) as a streagth prameter. Backcalculations 
can be perfamied based on ifie FWû measutes to estimate moduli of both the pavement materials and the subgragde. 
Table 3.1 Continued 
STRENGTH 
1. Design procedure available for new f'iem'ble 
pavements and overlays 
2 Considers dimatic impacts 
3. Available nit depth prediction subroutine 
1. Applicable to al1 types of pottland cemea 
concrete pavement (PCC) desigrs (plain, 
reinforced, continwus reinforced) 
2. Estimates slab fatigue and subgrade erosion 
3. Considers effecs of concrete sbulder, curb 
or gutter, etc. 
1. Not linked with pavement 
petformance 
2. h c k  of mt analysis 
procedure 
1. Not linked with pavement 
performance 
2. Lack of cost analysis 
P-= 
3.3 Development of the Structure of OPAC 2000 Pavement Design System 
A carehil evaluation of the existing OPAC pavement design method idenüred its strengths 
and weakness and mncluded that the basic engineering principles and methdology useâ are s a  valid. 
The study has set the stage for developing the structure of t&e new OPAC 2000 pavement design 
system. It was considered essential in thk pmject to keep the saeagths of the existing OPAC while 
makiag impmements to the shortcorninp. The major focus of dweloping the new systern is on the 
f0Uowing areas: 
Calibrating the flexible pavement performance prediction mode1 with M T 0  in-sem-ce 
pavement performance data, 
Develophg OPAC 2000 rigid pavement design module based on the AASHM rigid 
pavement design method, 
EqaWng design pavement types to indude oveday desigm f& both flexible and rigid 
pavements, 
Iacoxporating a reliability concept in the scrwmü analysis modules, 
5. Dcveloping o compmhensive ecommic aaalysis moduk with new agency cost data anci 
vehide operathg aist sady d i s ,  the addition of a mw user deiay cast mode1 and a aew 
edssioa effed model, 
6. Dweloping a versatile computing package based on a mmplete system design for a 
Microsob Wlndows enviromnent 
Based on previously identifid requirements, a gemral structure of the new system OPAC 
2000 is given in Figure 3.1. It basicaily iiiustrates that the two major blocks, structurai analysis and 
eu~nomic analys& ceceive input uwi dam and command füa. U t  data and graphic outputs c m  be 
included in the reports generated and that the h e r  is provided with on-lhe help. 
33.1 Structural Amlysis Modules 
There are seven structural analysis modules in OPAC 20ûû for performing various types of 
pavement designs: (1) New flexible (AC) pavement analysis module, (2) New rigid (PCC) pavement 
analysis module, (3) AC overlay of AC pavement analysis module, (4) AC overlay of PCC pavement 
analysis module, (5) AC overiay of existing AC/PCC pavement analysis module, (6) Bonded PCC 
overlay of PCC pavement analysis module, (7) Unbonded PCC overlay of PCC pavement anaiysis 
moâule. 
The flemile pavement design and flexible oveday design modules (No. 1 and 3) are based on 
the new OPAC 2000 pavement performance prediction mode1 as developed in Chapter 4. The rigid 
pavement design and rigid overlay design modules (No. 2,4,5,6 and 7) are based on the AASHTO 
Guide [AASHTO 19931 as descriibed in aiapter 5. These modules are included in the block of 
STRUCWML ANALYSIS. 
The output from the structural amiysis blocks b m e  the input to the eoonomic evaluation 
module for the lifecycle cost analysis, which iricludes the predicted pavement petformance, materiai 
types, Iayer thicknessa, lane width and number of lanes and the shoulder information. 
Figure 3.1 OPAC 2oû Syslem O v e ~ e w  
33.2 Ecowmic Analysis Module 
This module takes the pavement performance data and stnictural design data genemted fiom 
the structural anaïpis modula to calculate life-cycle costs of pavement design alternatives. Results of 
the emnomic naalysis are the pnsent wonh of the agency cos& Pnd road user COSE. Agency cos& 
incIude the initial cunsvuction cost, maintenance cost, rebabilitation cost and residual value. Road 
user cos& iaclude vehicle operathg cost and user delay cost due to pavement rehaôilitation. The total 
cost of each pavement design alternative is caiculated by adding up agency c06ts and uset m t s  and 
subtracring the nsidual value in tem of the ptesent wonh. Deililed d-ption of the cost anaïpis 
procedures is provided in Chapter 6. 
As an option, a vehicle exnision prediction output related to pavement rehabiiitation act~ties 
is a h  made available h m  the ecommic analysis module because of sharing the same vehkle speed 
calcuiation procedure. The model predictr the amount of wo major poilutana: aubon monode (CO) 
and hydrocarbon 0. The inclision of ibir model wüi meet the potential requirement that the 
planned project is facing envirolmental assessmentr. 
3 3 3  Other Modules 
The remainder of Figure 3.1 inc1udes the blocks of DATA AND COMMAND FILE, 
GRAPHS, OUTPüT REPORTS and ON-LINE HELP. These are dealt with by the user interface in 
the software package. 
The DATA AND COMMAND FILE block aUows tk w r  to give design inputs and select an 
appropriate module to perfonn analyses based on the inputs. In the software package the result of the 
analyses can be pcesented both in figues and in oqpnbû tables through the GRAPHS and OUTPUT 
REPORTS blocb. The ON-LINE H E U  block piovida messages assisting the user in manipulating 
the sptem. A material library and a maintenance a*ivity library are a b  designed to be available "on 
line" to facilitate @ut operatioris. More detailed inçormation on this part is pmvided in Cbapter 7. 
FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT DESIGN MODULES 
Both the new flexible pavement design module anci the flemile pavement ovetlay design 
module in OPAC UWW) are based on a set of newly developed pavement performance pdiction 
modeis which incorporate reliability analysis. 'Ihir cbapicr dgcibeJ the e f f i  ma& to calibrate tbe 
OPAC pa- pafaniaace pitdiaioa aadel (Section 4.1) and tk organbation of tbe OPAC Mo0 
flexible pa~eme~~t  dg@ modules. The reliability analysis metbod and the design procedures of fiexiik 
pavement design modules are docurnented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. A sample analysis is 
given in Section 4.4, 
4.1 The New Pavement Performance Prediction Mode1 
Through the descriptions in this chapter and the foiiowing chapter it c m  be found that the 
pavement performance prediction mode1 is the bais of the OPAC 2000 pavement design system. The 
development of the new pavement design system started w$h working on the pavement performance 
prediction modek The e x i s t a  performance piediction mode1 and the structural analysis procedure is 
F i t  reviewed in this section It is foiloweâ by the efforts of in-service pavement performance data 
collection and proceshg and the method used in developing the new models, 
4.1.1 Petormance M d e l  and Structural Analysk Procedure in the Existing OPAC 
nie pavement performance prcdiction moda in the aimnt OPAC was developcd baseci on the 
AASHO and the Brampton road tests. The mode1 is divided into two parti: the traffic-related part and 
the environment-reiated part, as expmsed by the foiiowing equation: 
- - siandard wheel load (ic, 40 kN on a dual tire) 
- - nioduius of the aquivalent granihr base materiai (cht average value is 345 MPa) 
- - maiulus of the &grade (MPa) 
O 
O radiis of loaded area (Le, appmxiniately 163 mm for an quivalent cimilar 
imprint of a duai tire). 
Tbe caiculatbn of tbe Riding Cornfort Index la65g due to traftk, PT or ARCIT, is as follows2: 
ARCI* = 2.445SY + 8.805iY) (4-4) 
Y -  3.7239 r 106 x W: x N (fa W. m m) 
* The equition wrr deiived €mm a shdy of the relationship houka the ûdemark subgrade deflection and the pavement 
performance data €mm the -HO mad test ( R ~  - 0.9) PQct 19nJ. 
Equation (4.5) shows h t  for a particular pavement sedion tbe tnaxhum amount of environment 
inâuced performance loss is decermiaed by Po -Pm), and the rate of l a s  is at a maximum in the initiai years 
and reducs with time as PE approachg a hypotheticaî ultimate value of P, at i n f i  tirne. nie asymptotic 
value of P. of a pavetnent can be ma& a hmtbn of Ws: 
where: A ami are constants. 
Since P, is larger for stroagr pavements ( s W  Ws), it can be f o d  that, by substituting P. into 
Equaiion (4.9, PE is smaller for sbosger pavema&. 'Iheiefore, Equation (4.5) Wicats that stronger 
pavements wüï be b s  affectai by envbmmtai F i  as ampared with weaker pavwmts [Jung 1975J. 
ARCI, - (RCI, - A XI - eay ) 
1 + BW, 
The R* and the Standard E m r  of Ptimate (SE) of the equation are no< povided wîth the litentuce revimd. 
19 
Rc& = initial R a  
205-DMIc+s 
PCI = 100(O.lRCR)r 
205 
wtrere. RCR is the riding quaiity measined by î k  Portable Universal Roughness Device (PURD), and DM1 
is the Distress Manifsiation ladex, a weigbtui sum of the amount a& Sevefity of fifteen individuai 
pavement distresses such as rutting, rippling, Vanous types of cm-, etc Corstants C and S are equai to 
1.077 and zero in th& relatiorship, mpeztkly [MT0 1990& P U  is on a sale of O ü~ 100. It is 
appmximately ten times greaet in numaical value Wn RCI in the origirial xmdeis. 
4.1.2 Strategy of Updating the OPAC Mode1 
The method of separating performance loss due to traific and environment is a unique feature 
of the foregoing formulation4. This smtegy is endorsed by the AASHTO Guide for Design of 
Pavement Smctures [AASEITO 19931. The conoept is given as: 
This is very simiiar m appmach to the OPAC midel. The nnal sbape of the performance c m  is determiaed 
by the combirtatioa of t r a B  aad e n v i r o ~ t a l  effem. 
Sdectïng a pmpr matbecnatical form L a important step for bddbg a pertoniianoe I1Yulr!I. With 
regard io updating th OPAC crpdei, ibae wae iwo I<y  ider ratio^: (1) it was co~sidered important to 
reiain the capabnity oiseparady moddling PT ami Pb and (2) tbe mathematical fomi of ihe exirtiug OPAC 
modelhasgoudengineamgsigaificanwaadbenceshouldbemaimaine& 
T k  üaffic-related part (PT ierm) in tbe OPAC midel is based on tbe AASHO Road Tst in which 
ibeaccdcr~rdttaff)cloaaisgwp~tbedomiiiam6rlaofperf~lass.ForUibpm~itis~midered 
that tbis part s W d  be retained until neuner study resuits with loadh!emsive mt data are ma& available 
' I t  is realized bat a d e r  sepntion between the uiftic and the environment is very hard to acbieve in practia; any 
interaction effects are sbàreâ by the two terms (PT and PE). 
The environment-related part (PE term) m tbe mo&i was fnim the Brampton Raad Test of wbich 
performance &ta was aMihbk for oniy eight years. Due to ibe fact tbat only one geographic location was 
used in the Btaapton Rœd Test, with a short period of p e x f m  -toriog, ùie calibratlon or 
U p a a t i n g o f U r p a v e m e ~ p e r f ~ m i d e l S f ~ m t b e P ~ p a r ~  ie,Bpatiion(4.7), intbispfo- 
1. Data colI8ction and prucgsing, including clariSiag traffic, structure a d  subgra& soü 
information, ckcking for passible unceasomble obsavatioas, 
4.13 Data Collection and Pmwssing 
A significant amount of effort was devoted into aquiring the necessary data base and developing the 
new flexible pavement petformance prediction model. 
The existing OPAC pavement performance prediction model was based on a limitai database 
nom 36 test sections with 8 yesrs ofperfomiamr observations [Pbaag 19811. Because of the inhmnt 
variabüity of pavement material properties and the lack of precise measuring of trafic load and 
environmental effects, performance modeIs buiit on road tests need to be calibrated in an iterative 
process based on Long-îenn pavement pe~omiurc daîa [Wb 1987) Acquisition of long-îerm 
pavement performance data is crucial to the model calibration in the project. Thus, considerable work 
occuned in acquring the data for building the database. 
With the help of MT0 siaff in boih the head oEce and the regions, pertormanœ data fiom 
more than 100 pavement sections wete colIected, among which 94 sections h m  all over the province 
are considered relatively amplete and h e m  are caed for mode1 calibrationS. Table 4.1 Lis& the 
distribution of the sections. Appendix A con- a sample of the collected pavement performance data 
sheeis. A amplete listing of the 94 sectiom can be found in Appendix B, in which the =Begin Year" 
and the T n d  Yeiu" mark the period for which pavement performance data weE avaiîable, 
Table 4-1 Distribution of Pavement Sections Used for Model Calibration 
District (#) 







Structural data includes the layer thicknesses and moduli of the pavement materials and the 
subgrade. They are CaRied on the aAction Plan Fact Sheeaw h m  t&e MT0 pavement management 
ppp--p 
' M T 0  has apprmimately 3,tKKl sections in i is  pavement managemot database. Hmvever, wmplete data bas not yet 





Owen Sound (5) 
Burliagton (4) 
Toronto (6) 





New Liskearcî (14) 
Sault Ste. Marie (18) 














database* Some of the missing data on the sheea were aquired by visiting the regional pavement 
engiaeers. It sbuld be mention& that pavement coring tests would be valuable to acquire more 
accurate structural data, but it was decided not to petform îhe tests d~ to the large amount of 
potentiel test sections and the constrain& of ticne and icsourres. 
The structural data are used in calculating the Odemark subgrade deflection, i.e., 'W," in 
Equation (4.3), which links thickness with pavement performance. Standard GBE factors are rised in 
caldating the quivalent thichrss of pavement structures ushg Equation (4.2), i.e, using 2.0, 1.0, 
0.67 for asphait layer, granular base and subbase, respectively. For structures with asphalt overlays 
an al = 2.0 is used for the new material, and an a* = 1.25 is used for the old asphalt material. The 
GBE values (ai's) are detemiined based on Table 3.5 of the MT0 "Pavement Design and 
Rehabilitation Manual" [MTO 1990 1. 
Average modulus values (M,) are useci for viuious types of subgrade. The Ms values are listed 
in Figure 3.13 of P T 0  19901. Converteci modulus values in the SI uni& (MPa) a n  subscquently 
provided in Section 4.3. 
4.1.3.2 Traffic Data Proassing 
The OPAC mode1 requins estirnating the nurnber of traffic loads to be carried by the 
pavement in tecms of the standard 80 kN quivalent single axle load, Le., ESAL'S. The aawnulated 
ESAL numbet is used in Equation (4.4) as the N value to estimate the traffic associated pavement 
performance loss. The cumnt wihod uses the muPl average daiîy traffic (AADT), truck percent 
(Tnick 96) and î k  k v y  commercial truck percent (Hm%) data to determine the truck factor (TF) in 
calcuiating the N value. TF represents the number of ESAL'S pet truck* Because the HCT% data is 
often not readily avaüable for use in pavement des ip ,  a new metbod was upd to estirnate the vuck 
factor O for various higbway classa. wbich is baseâ on a recent study of Ontario highway traffic 
loading [Hajek 1995a, 199SbI. The truck factors used in calculating the N value for the modd 
calibration are given in Table 4.2. 
The truck factors shown in tbe tpble are for al1 truck classes for the cc~nesponding road class, 
because the truck c b  distribution is mt available in tbe historiai affi data. They are irred as tbe 
default values. Typicai Vuck factm for different truck clas, repnsenting the cunent situation, are 
provided in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. 
Table 4.2 Truck Factors for Different Road Classes 
4.1.4 Pavement Section Grouping with Cluster Analysis 
As pointeci out earlier it is very d i f f i t  to predict performance for the pavements in the whole 
province using a single model, such as the e x i s t a  OPAC modeI. Cluster analysis was therefore 
chosen as a means to subdivide pavement sections in the pavement performance database into smaller 




Cluster analysis is a technique used for identisfing groups of the same natute or similarity in 
Iarger data sets. Of the many clustering analysis methods, there errists two basic categories: the 
hierarchicai method and tbe optimization method. The principles underlying the methods are based on 







The data abjects in this pmject are the coUected pavement sections. The attniutes of the 
pavement sections used for measuring the "dissimilarity* are the changes in pavement age, change in 
pavement seoriceability or perfomiance (APCI), the overall pavement structural depth in cems of thc 





The fimt step in the cluster anaiysk is to prepare the above data in a mauix fom so that each 
mw dermes an object, and each c o l m  represenfs a variable. A oomplete listing of the pavement 
attributes is given in Appendix C. 
The next step is to select a summary statktic for measuring the dissimilarity or the "distancew 
benveen the objecîs. nie Euclidean methoâ is the mat a>monly used for defining the distance. It is 
calculatexi by the foiïowiag equation Pveritt 19931: 
where: i and j represent the objects in the data file. Here they represent any twD pavement sections, 
and k =1,2, ... p is the variable(s) rsed in the clster analysis. 
The calnilaiion was pei2ormed with the SYSTAT~ statisticai software package. Among tk 
many metbods iised in the aaalysis, the single linlrage me- the Ward minimum meth i  
(both are of the hierarchical type) and the k-mears metbod (opthkation me- ptoduced consistent 
results* A tree diagram genexated h m  the Ward method is given in Appendix D in which the section 
iD starting with letter 'N" represents a pavement section h m  the North Region or the Northwest 
region, and the pavement sectioas startiag with other lettes are h m  the Eastern, Centrai or 
Southwest fegions. 
The resuits of the cluster analysis indicaied a largest recognizable group (12 sections) h m  
the Northern and Northwestem Regions in a cluster. No other apparent pattern can be found Gom the 
output. It is considemi that the cluster analysis result indicated a potential climatic effect on the 
pavement performance. Because of limitations ia the database a climatic variable was not incIuded in 
the clwter analysis. In future studies, however, the climatic data, such as the k z i n g  index, freeae- 
thaw cycles,etc., could be included in the analysis, 
Aitbough the cluster analysis result is not clear cut (ten other sections h m  the Northem and 
Northwest Regions are mixed with South Ontario sections), it is reasonable to conclude, applying 
engineering judgment, that the data h m  the Nortbern and the Northwestern Regions c m  be pooled 
together in one group and the data h m  the Southwest, Central and Eastern Regions be put into 
another groupe The cluster analysis thus provides an approximate grouping method and this result is 
used in calibrating the OPAC pavement performance model. 
From the tree diagram it is found that tluee more subgroups can be further identifieci in the 
Southem Ontario group. As stated in the following section, the strategy of using smaller groups for the 
model calibration was not successhil. 
4.1.5 Fitting the Pavement Performance Reàictbn M d e l  
As stated in Section 4.1 Cor the overall model updating strategy, the cuve fitting is Fonaed on 
the emriromental ieiated part of the OPAC model. Equatiom (4.1), (4.5) and (4.6) are put bgether 
and rearranged as: 
with the variables denned in Section 4.1.1. The mode1 updating is in effect to calibrate coefficients f! 
and a based on îhe observai PCI values (for 'F in the equatïon) and initiai per%ormanœ Po The 
portion of the petformance l o s  due to tnîffie, Pr, is calculated ushg Equation (4.41~ baseâ on the 
coiiected traffi data, Applying the distering resule, the database is dividecl into two groups. The 
Southem Ontario p u p  includes pavement sections in the Southwest, Central and Eastern MT0 
cegions, while ibe Nortbern Ontario group coves the Northern and Northwestern regioas, The sune 
SYSTAT amputer package is used for tbe non-linear regtession aaalysis Cor the two groups with 
Gauss-Newton metbod. The SYSTAT output of the regmsion analysis results are given in Appendix 
E TLtVo sets of new coefficients are aquired, each for one group, as given in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Summary Results of Regression Analysis 
1 Parameter 1 SouthemOntaM 1 NorihemOntario ( ~&tia~OPACModel 1 
l 
South 3.262 ~ 
North 0.905 
By inspecting the tegression resuit, a large difference in the magnitude of $ is found between 
the existiag OPAC and OPAC 2ûûû. The followuig aspects in the new database are considered to have 
contriiuted to the difference: 
1. The Brampton r a d  tests used only one geographical location in Centrai Ontario and only 
36 short test sections. The new coeffiienû of the Southem Ontario mode1 are based on 
77 in-senrice pavement sections which are spread in ali the regiom in Southem Ontario, 
2 The length of the dala series of the Brampton r a d  tests was 8 years, whik the database 
used in developing ibe OPAC 2000 performance models contains observed pntomanœ 
data of up to 20 yeacs, 
A factor of 10 is used to amvert ARCi~into P-r (Le., PCI sale). 
SSE - Sum of Squales of Residuals (Emws) 
3. For the coefficients of the Nonhem Ontario d e l ,  the site location and the length of data 
series are coasidered tbe main reasons for the difference. 
The ngnssion resuit shows that with the help of clusber analysis the new mode1 Cor Northem 
Ontario reduxs âhe pndiction e m r  substantially, and the one for Southem Ontario ceduces the 
prediction error to a certain extent (by regression, the SSE value reduced 58% and !H6, respectively). 
Some sample plots of obserrved PCI values versus predicted PCI's by both the existing OPAC and 
OPAC UN)O models are given in Appendix F, in which the r i t  three are sections from Southem 
Ontario, and the next three are sections from Northem Ontario. 
Further tests based on the traffic and structural inputs h m  the 94 pavement sectiom in the 
database indicated that when the Northem Oniario mode1 is used in the Southem Ontario group, the 
average initiai service life is reduced by 3 to 4 years. 
Another set of regression analyses was performed on some srnaller data groups generated 
from subdividing the Southem Ontario group and the Northern Ontario group, but the hprovement to 
the prediction was not significant. It was thecefore da*ded to use the coefficient values resulting from 
the analysis based on the Wo groups (as presented in Table 4.3) for flexible pavement performance 
prediction in OPAC 2ûûû. 
4.2 Reliabiliîy Analysis 
One of the shortcornhg of the existing OPAC is the lack of a means for quantitatively 
assessing the reliability of  pavement design alternatives. Becaise of the variability of pavement 
material properties and the lack of accurate measurement of traffic loads and environmental factors, 
pavement performance prediction aui not be precise. Therefore, decisiom on pavement design bave to 
be made under conditious of uncertainty, and it is the duty of the pavement engineer to estimate the 
level of uncertainty tbat is associated with his/her designs. and report it to the decision maker. OPAC 
2000 provides a tool for chis estimation based on standard enginee~g reliability principles. 
4.2.1 ReliabiIity Concept in Pavement Design 
The formai defidtion of reliablity as associateâ with pavement design is given in the 
AASHTO Guide (Cbapter 4, Pan I) [AASHni 19931. A simplified statement is that reliabiiity is the 
probabïlity that the pavement wül pmvide a certain b e l  of performance over the design period. nie 
followiag eqiiation b used for caiculaling reliability Pnis lw: 
where: R represenû retiability, Pf is the se~ceability index (PCI, in OPAC îûûû) at a given year, and 
Pt is the minimum acceptable se~ceabüity level (terminai PCI). niis concept is d e m i  in Figure 
4.1. The shaded area in the figure represen& the reliabiiity, or the pmbabüity that the performance of 
the pavement at the given year will be equal to or higher than the minimum acceptable levei. 
A Given Year 
Figure 4.1 Concept of Pavement Design Reliabiiity 
The reliabiIity of the predicied pavement s e w b  Me c m  be detuied using the same concept, 
where the reliability is the probability that the pavement king desigœd will have a service life q u a i  
to or longex than the specined minimum service Iife requiremeat. 
There are two basic sources of urcoertainty: (1) the îdealization of design inpu&, and (2) ihe 
e m r  incorporated in the regression maiel. To account for the uncectahty, the asociated variables 
aeed to be treated as random variables imiead of variables w*th define values. In practice the design 
variables are assumeâ to be nocmafly disüiiuted aüout their mean values and varii~ces. 
in OPAC 2000 variables considerd to c o n m i  to the f i t  type of enor include h e  
estimated ESAL applications (N), the GBE's (ai) of the paving materials, the subgrade modulus (hZ) 
and the initial performance IeveI (Po). The mode1 Miiaace (d) h m  the regression anaiysis is uscd to 
account for the second type of error. The method of predicting pavement performance based on 
reliability anaiysis is desctr'bed in detail in Section 4.3. 
4 e t 2  Seleetiog Design Relia bility Level 
In operating OPAC 2000, a teminal f CI value and a reliabiIity level need to be specified so 
that design alternatives with reliabüity lower thaa the specified level wül be rejected. The reliability 
Ievel selected for pavement design should comply with the Ministry's policy. A set of suggested leveis 
of reliability is given in the AASHTO Guide. They are listed in Table 4.4 for re ference. 
Table 4.4 Suggested Levels of Reliabüity by AASHTO (After [AASHTO 19931) 
Interstate and Other Freeways 
PtinCipai Axterials 
8s - 99.9 
80 - 99 
92.5 
89.5 
80 - 99.9 
75 - 95 
90 
85 
In OPAC 2000, for a speciried minimum required initiai senfice life, a higher design reliability 
ievel wiU result in a stronger pavement structure, and bence a h m  initiai construction cost A smng 
initial pavement stnicture, h<nirever, may not necessarily mean a h i e r  rotal cost b u s e  of the 
potentiaï nduction in the future reùabilitation cos( and mad user cost. A semitivity snalysis 
subrouthe is included in the system to help assess the impact of disetent reliability levels. 
ït should k noced that if the design period (aaalysis period) incluâes several cydes of 
constniction/rehabiiitation, the compound reiiabüity wiU be lower than that specified for individual 
design stages. For exampte, if the design reliabiiity level is selected as 0.90 and îhe design period 
includes one nnnr construction pend and two rehablitation periods, the overall reliability would be 
0.90 x 0.90 or 0.81 (assuming the second rehablitation has not yet reacbed the end of iis senice Me). 
In general, the overall reliability cm be calculated as: 
where: n is the number of constructions/rehabiiitations in the design period. This concept is d e s c r i i  
in the 1993 AASHTO Guide (Part 1, Chapter 4) [AASHTO 19931. 
4.3 Structural Analysis Rocedure 
This section descrr'bes the flexi'ble pavement design procedure in OPAC 2000. Empùasis is 
placed on the input data piocessing with respect to the design ctiteria, layered materiai properties, 
subgrade type and condition, and traffic loadhg calculation mettbod. The pavement performance 
analysis procedure and reliability analysis procedure descn'bed in this section appIy to boih the new 
flexible pavement design and the flemile pavement oveday design, 
43.1 Information R e q u i d  for Structural Analysis 
Three categories of input data a n  quired by the structural analysis procedure: project data 
and performance criteria, data for structural d y s Y  and data Cor mnomic analysk Pmject and 
performance data inûude the pmject ID, ihe location, length and cnmsectionai Monnation, the 
pavement perfonnaace standard, required initial pavement Me, reliabiiity, etc. Structural aaalysis 
related data inclde ihicicness and modulus OC pavement materiais, subgrade moduius and the expected 
tmific loading. inpuis telated to ecommic anal ysis include the funding for construction, discount rate, 
unit costs, maintenance u x t  and the CIOSS-sectionai data, etc. This section wilt be focused on the 
sauctural related inputs. Economic analys fi inputs are subsequently discussed. 
4.3.1.1 Pavement Matenal and Subgrade Data 
The thkkmsses of pavement layes prwide inputs in terms of a set of minimum and 
maximum layer thickness limïis, and an iacremental amount of thickness which are used in OPAC 
2 0 0  to generate pavement design alternatives. The strength parameters are the GBE values h m  the 
M T 0  Pavement and Rebabililation Manual FîM) 19901 as pceviously d e s c r i i .  
As in the existing OPAC, a future overiay t h i ~ ~  is also aeeded for calcuiatiag Me cycle 
costs. This thickness is not a design output, but a value estimateci by the design engineer. The 
thickwss wiil be added to the pavement structure if the anaiysis pend (design period) is greater ihan 
the initial pavement Me, and the perfomiaace cuve reaches the minimum acceptable lewel (according 
to the specified reliability). For c1ariQüg the terminology, this estimateci thickness is referred to as 
"future overlay thickness" in the thesis, as opposed to the designed uew overlay thickness; the new 
overlay design procedure is d e s c r i i  in Section 4.3.3. 
The subgrade modulus used in flexiile pavement designs is given in Table 4.5 (excerpted 
from P T 0  19901 and convertexi into SI uni&). Compred to the exkting OPAC, the strenglh 
parametes (GBE's and M.) are not treated as defulte quantities, but are used as 'mean values" 
accompanied by the associateci enors (in terms of the peccentage of the mean) which are estimated by 
the user as c e q u i m i  by the reliability analysis. 
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43.1.2 Traff5c Data 
The OPAC 2 0  mode1 requins estimating lhe number of  traffic loads to be d e d  by îhe 
pavement in te= of the siandard 80 irN equivalent single axle load, Le., ESALs. The accunulated 
ESAL numbet k used in Equation (4.4) as the N vaiue to estimate the trafflc associated pavement 
performance loss. The new ESAL caiculation method h based on the foliowùig equatbns [Hajek 
199Sbl: 
For geometric (exponential) growth, 
For linear growth, 




total number of ESALs accumulated in the design lane after the latest 
construction (or overlay), 
number of years since the cecent construction, 
initial year average annual daily üaffic 
number of truck classes 
tmck fraction in the total AADT 
proportion of the truck population which belongs to truck class i 
Truck Factor for truck class i. Here either the FfIWA 13 class vehicle 
classification scbtmes (oxniüïng the t i t  3 classa) or the simplified four- 
class scheme [Hajek 1995b1 can be uSed* Truck Factors for both schemes are 
given in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, 
days per year for truck traff'i. A default vaiue of 300 is used for Ontario, 
lane distribution factor, iised to account for the truck traffic in the design 
lane. Values of LDF can be found in Table 4.8, 
GR = traffic growth rate, can ôe eitber geometric or liuear. 
Table 4.6 Typical TnicL Factors for Slmplified Vehicle Classikation [Hajek 199Sb] 
' Tnick Factor, TF 1 RangeofTnickFactor 1 
6 and more axle trucks 1 S. 10 I 2.0-6.5 
2 and 3-axle trucks 
4-axle trucks 
5-axle trucks 
Table 4.7 FWWA Vehicle Clases and Typical Truck Factors [Hajek l995b 1 









I 4 1 Bises with two or more axles 
1 5 1 'Itwo-de six-tire singie unit trucks 
I 7 1 ~our ormore axle single unit ~ u c k s  
- - 
8 1 Four or less axle single trailer trucks 
I 9 1 Five-axle single traiier U U C ~  
I 10 1 Six or mon axle single traiier inicb 
I 11 1 Five or l e s  axie muiti-trailer trucks 
12 
13 
Six-de multi-mer trucks 
Seven or more axle multi-mer trucks 
nie accumulated ESAL's (N) thus ca1culated is used as the mean value ia the input of OPAC 
2ûûû pavement design system. The rser is asked to estimate and input the possible enor of N which is 
used in the reiiability anaiysis. 
Table 4.8 h n e  DisDiSution Factor (LDF) mjek lWSb J 
l Number of lanes in one l AADT I LDF direction 
43.2 New Flexible Pavement Design 
nie structural anaiysis of flexible pavements starts with generating design alternatives 
(various layer combinations) based on the specüied thiclaiess Iimits and the quired inciements. The 
resuits are erg- in an ndhemional amy, where: n is the amber of layers. For new overlay 
desigm this n equals to 1. For each pavement design alternative, the anaipis procedure inctudes the 
foiIowing steps: 
Calculate mean PCI values based on the yeariy accullulated ES& 
Calculate variance in PCI due to enors in design variables (-3 bascd on the variance of 
Pb GBE's, M, and N, 
caiculate yearly pavement peirormance for given reliabüity, 
Determine the pavement Iife prW, and 
Future overlay analysis. 
These steps of the stnrniral analysis are repeated For the future overlay pend untù tbe pre-specified 
analysis period is reached. 
4.3.2.1 Caiculating Mean PCI Values B a s 4  on the Yearly Accumulated ESALs 
To caïcdate pavement performance, PCI, one of the models devefopped in Section 4.1 is 
selected according to the location of the pmject (Soutkm or Northem Ontario). nie result of this 
calculation will be used later ia the pnicess of calculating PCI values for the given reliability. The 
procedure is d e s c n i i  as follows: 
Step 1: Caldate the equivalent granular thickness of the designed pavement structure: 
hi - - thickness of layers of a design alternative, 
GBE = Granular Base EqUvaiency factor of the layers, 
m; = drainage coefficient of the material'. 
Step 2: Calculate the Odemark subgrade defkction of tbe designed pavement structure: 
-  standard wbeel load (Le, 40 IcN on a dual tire) 
- - midul~s ofthesubgra& (MPa) 
-  mdulis of the quivalent granular base material (average 345 MPa) 
Drainage coe0Eiaeats are set to a default value O€ 1 at the a u ~ t  stage. MT0 requins provision O€ the ability ;O uçc 
the drainage coeft'iacnts in the future when specific study results are made available, 
a -  radius of laabed area (Le, appmximately 163 mm for an equNalent circutar 
Snprhî of a duaI tire). 
Step 3: Calculate the petformame l o s  due to traffii: 
Y -  3.7239 x 10' x W: x N (for WS caïculated in mm) 
N - - nwaber of (80 kN) ESAL applications, 
Step 4: Calculate the performance l o s  due to environment: 
1 
PE - Po(l - KI- e") 
1 + BWS 
Y - - number of years in service. 
a and $ in the mode1 are detennined accordhg to Table 4.3. 
S tep 5: Calculate the pavement performance index: 
wbere: PO is Uie initial pavement performance iadoq ami PT and PE are the pafomclce losss due to tta0[ic 
and environment, mpeabdy. 
4.3.2.2 Calculating u,,'~ased on the Variance of Po. GBE's, M. and N 
Equation (4.12) requires ailculatiom of the mean and variance of the dependent variable 
based on the distributions of independent variables. For n o m  models, such as the one in OPAC 
2000, it is often d i f f i t  to solve directly beaiiae of the integration involveci in calculating 
probabüities. The semnâ moment approximation method [ h g  19841 is used for caicuhting the 
variance of the parement perfomance index PCI due a the emr in ihe input (63 based on variances 
in GBE, M., N and Po: 
where: 
s2 is the variance in PCI due to enors in design variables. X is the v-r of design variibles 
Pa &, M. and N. is the variance of Uit design variables dP/d& is the partial derivative 
of PCI with respect to one of the design variables. nie partial derivatives of pavement 
performance (P) with respect to each of the individuai design variables PR He, M, and N are 
given in Appendix G. 
ami 
where both COVs (coefficient of variation of the ih variable) and X (mean value of the iU> variable) 
are from the inputs. 
432.3 Caiculating Yeariy Pavement Performance for Given Reliability 
Tbe pavement performance index (PCI) is calculated on a yeady basis using the equatiom in 
Section 4.1. The yearly pavement performance index PClf with a given reliability level is determimi 
as: 
where: 
ow is the standard deviation c~rrespnding to k preûiction emrs due to regression, which 
quais 7.027 and 4.661 for Soutbem Ontario (Southwest, Central and Eastern Regions) and 
Northem Ontario (Nocthem and Northwestem Regions). respectively. 
and 
ZR is the staadard normai deviate c~nesponding totbe design reliabiiity level (R). To fadiilaie 
progmmming, the 'Inverse Normal Probability Integrain m e W  is used in detemUnmg ZR 
[Abramowitz 1%4]: 
v = 0.5-R 
t - J-j 
Q = 2515517, cl = 0.802853, Q= 0.010328, and 
dl = 1.432788, d2 = 0,189269, d3 = 0.001308. 
The foL1owing table contains typical dues  for different reliabüity level (R): 
Table 4.9 Typical a vaIues for different reliability levels 
Suggested design reliability levels and some comments on the eCftxt of using different design 
reliabiiity levels with OPAC 2000 are given in Section 4.2.2. 
4.3.2.4 Determining Pavement Life Period 
Thc caldated PCIf D compaml with the minimum acceptable level PCI (Pt). The Life of the 
pavement is detemiined as t&e time requircd for PCk (for given reliabüity) to reach Pt. The pavement 
life period belore the fmt overlay is the initial life. Design alternatives wüh an initial pavement life 
shorter than the specilied value are dir;carded. For other design aiîernatives the program continues to 
perfonn future overlay analysis. 
It is possible Uipt there is no fessible design alternative available due to improper input of 
either the range of layer thickness or the budget limit. The foiiowing method is irsed to deal with ibe 
problem. ARer generating cbe design alternatives, the program9 star& analyzing the design alkmative 
with the fmximum structural thickness and detemines its initial l ik  This initial life is then comparai 
with the required initial life from the input, as CoUows: 
1. If the calculateci initiai life is shorter than the required, the program wül stop and give a 
message telling the user that the= is m f i i b l e  design alternative for the curent set of 
inputs and cemind the user to adjust the input and try again, 
2. Othe- the pmgram goes on to analyze the design Pliernative with the minimum 
stnichml chickaess and determines its initiai agency cost. This initial cast is then 
compareci with the avalable funding level h m  the input If the initial cost is higber than 
the available funding level, the program will stop and give the same message as in Y", 
The situation in "1" iadicates h t  the layer thickness specified by the user is too low or the 
selected subgrade is too weak for the traffic condition in the design. The situation in "2" indicam that 
the budget limit speciued for the design is too low. The program will save a fide as a able which 
shows al1 the inadquate design alternatives with the reason why they are rejected. 
3. If the situations in either "1" or "2" do aot appear, cbe normal analysis process will begin 
from "Calculathg Mean PCI Values". 
4.3.2.5 Future Overlay Analysis 
For perfoming the life-cycle cost analysis, the specified future overlay thickness is added on 
the pavement structure at the enâ of each analysis cycle. The abow calculatious are repeated with the 
following modiricati011~: 
Equation (4.16) for calcularing H, is replaced by: 
'Ihe "program" refers to the OPAC 2CMû amputer package as subbequentiy desciibed, which incaporaies the mechocl 
desai bed herein. 
GBE, = GBE of the future aiaiay nia- 
GBE = GBE of the hym in tbe dsign aiternative @fa  to tbe MT0 Pavemeat Dg@ 
and Rebabiütation Manual W O  199ûD, 
For aspbai t layers: 
For granular layers: 
Pa in Equation (4.27) is rbe paveaent paformance index before the owrhy. Here it may 
be sligbtly higher than the muiimum acceptable performance leveI due the hct that PCk is 
calculated on a yearly basis. 
For calculatiag cbe accumuiated traffi load in funire overlay analysis, muation 4.14 (or 
4-15, if the linear growth is choseu) is modined in the way tbat the ESALs Mmured before the future 
overlays are excluâeû. 
More overlays are triggered w k n  the predicted P U f  reaches Pt. The proces continua until 
the total number of yeaxs reaches the anaiysis period (AP). nie structural analysis of one design 
alternative is finished at this point. The program wül go back to 'Design Alternative Generator", and 
the calculations are repeated for anoiber design aiiemtive. 
- - - - 
" Drainage a~~fficients are set to a dehult value of 1 al the m n t  stage. kîTO rcquirrs povïsion of the ability to use 
the drainage co~ficients in the future whea speàfic snidy results are made available- 
IL The equatioas are baseci on the source report as given in îhe refaencc wïth sow modifiatiom. 
Alier ali the design alternaiives bave been analyzed, the analysis outputs inciuding structural 
depth, pefionnance histofy and pavement Lift are then used as inputs to the ecommic aaalysis module 
for Me-cycle a ~ t  anaiysis. 
4 3 3  Overiay Design on Fkxible Pavement 
The same performance models and procedure as those of aew flexible pavement daigm are 
used in the new overhy desigis for tkable pavemen&. The only change is with the calculaiion of the 
equivalent svlrture ihickness K. Equation (4.16) is changed to: 
GB& = GBE of the new overhy material, 
GBE, = GBE of the layen ia tk exkting pavement stnicnire (cefa to tk MT0 Pavement 
Design and Rebabiiitation Manuai [MT0 19901 for tbe coetricient of the exhting 
P-m-), 
The user is asked to identify the existing pavement layers as well as the new overlay layer and 
to input the GBE's for both new and old materials with the associated estimated errors. The process of 
structural alternative generation is modificd so tbat design alternatives are generated by varyiag only 
the thickness of the new overlay layer. In the event that there is no feasible overlay design alternative 
available for the specined input, the be message sbwld be given as mentiomi eadier in the section 
of 'Determining Pavement Life", and the user is prompted to di@ the input. 
For peifoming the life-cycle a s t  uialysis, design alternatives satisfying the requirements of 
both the initial design Me and the Wing level will be Wher analyzed for future ovettays ushg the 
same procedure as in new pavement d e s i p .  
4.4 Sample Analysis 
A six-hne bighway is taken as au example of the structural analysis using the OPAC 2ûûû 
flexible pavement analysis proceduce, The s#ucniral-related inputs are given in Table 4.10: 
Table 4.10 Sample Project Data of Rexiile Pavement Analysis 
- -  - - 1 ~ o t  ~ ~ ~ s p i ~ a ~ t  c o k e t e  ( 110(mm) 1 ~iv'd/unti 
1 Granular Base 1 iSû(mm) 1 hitialperfomiaaceindex(~)( 95 1 
I 375 (mm) Performance index alter luhue I overiays (Ph) 
Future Overlay Minimum acceptable I 50 performance index (Pt) 
Miil-aff depth before tunire 1 10(mm) 1 
overlay 
~ Reliability (R) 
The traffic load anticipated on ihe above pavement structure is 12,500 initial AADT 
inc=reashg at a rate of 4% per year. Then is 17% of toial trucks in the uaffic flow, 4096 of it is hwo 
and three axle trucks, 30% four axle trucks, 20% rie d e  trucks and 10% six and more axle trucks. 
The aaalysis period is 30 years, The foregoing traffi inputs translate ïnîo a yearly 80 kN quivalent 
single axle l a d  (ESAL) of 409.116 in the fmt year and 1,2û0,837 by year 30. 
Subgrade Strength (MI) 
Applying the OPAC 2000 struchual analysis procedure (asswning this highway is in 
Southem Ontario), the equivaient granular thicknes (&) of the above pavement sûuctw h m  
Equation (4.16) is 639 mm, and the Odeniark subgtade deflection (W.) h m  Equation (4.17) b 0.464 
~IIL The yearly pavement perCbmame is predicted as shown in Table 4.11. 
The mult in Table 4.11 sbows that the pavement smrtun H l  bave an initial serviœ life of 
12 years with a 9096 rrliabiiity. It requins future ovcdays at Yeu 13 and Year 2 2  By the end of the 
30 year anaiysis period the peirormance index wül be about 60 PCI. 
Coefficient of variation of design variables GBE, Ms and N 
34.5 (MPa) COV* 0.1 
Table 4.11 Sample FIexible Suucniral Analysis Resulis 
CHAPTER 5 RIGID PAVEMENT DESIGN MODULE 
&fore smhg devleloprnm O€ ttie rigid design module for tk OPAC zoo0 package, an 
imtestigaatka was ma& on tk amilable rlgid dsign methDdslpackags (sg Cbapfer 3). As indicaied 
pfeviously the AASHTO rigid pavement hi@ mabod MS sdcaed as tbc bas§ of tbc OPAC 20 rigid 
pavement design module*. 'Ibe foüowiog rigid pa- &si@ iyps are inciuded in tbe rigid 
pavement design aùoduk: new ri@ a PCC pavemenr~, bonded PCC m l a y  on Wtüg PCC paveumts, 
unbooded PCC ovaky on exbting PCC pavemals, aspbalt comme (AC) ovetlay on ri@ pavements 
(PCC) ami AC overlay on AC-overlaid PCC pavements (AWCC), 
To help determiriing Ibe feature h t  shouid be iirluded in tb rigid design module of OPAC 2MlQ 
a detailed investigation of DAR WU^ 20  and PAS 5.0 was mamade. Altbough there is no signifiant 
differe~lce belwtm DARWm and PAS, th= are some variatiom in tbe user interhce and caldation 
functiom. DAEtWm is qerated in a Microsoft W h -  environment. Tbe WiPdows ewironment 
provides an iufegrated system perfomiiiig multiple tasks ami supports m m  active screers. PAS, howwer, O 
desi@ for use under the couventionai DûS enviromnent which supports only one active screen. A m t h  
difference is with tkir  pcnver of ca1datiors. Generaiiy, DARWm bas more calculatioa huictio~ than PAS 
does. 
The limitatio~s of both packages are very similar. Fit, both of them do bot bave road user cust 
e1ements in theu life cycle oost streans. 'ibis is due to ihe lack of the capability to predict pavernent 
perfomnce change, w k h  is an esential requirement for cstirnating the road user ast (vehicle opemting 
cost a d  the user &iay cost). Aaother ümitation, or iacrrmmience to tbe Ontario iisers, is that both packages 
are dewloped in Imperia1 units. In other wwds, SI units, tb o W l  uni& med in Carsada, are mt 
incorporated. As a resuit, it wmid be derirable for Omario paveaient eagiaeâs to bave a ri@ pavement 
design package whicb a q i s  SI unis. 
With tbe prcçedimig ax&mtiom, the rigid desigp LllDdule m OPAC 20 was h l o p e d  wi4h tk 
foliowing features. Tbe uist F i a t m  of tk module 5 tk capabiiity to prrdia rigid pa-t perfomiaace 
change ova time, and tk result is ised in detennining tbe p a s  life and mid mer cos&. The second 
feature n tbat it offus a iser hterfiiœ m SI dis. nie m s t  unkpe feature, houilerrer, is tbat ihe ri@ 
- - - - - - - - 
I2 In the absence ofruffiaent Ootario iigid pavement pi(ormanœ &ta. the AASHTO rigid pavement design equaiiou is 
used wiihout modification- Users of OPAC 2000 are encoumged to check their designs with local practiœ. 
5.1 The AASHTO Rigid Pavement Design Equation 
Equation (5.1) h m  Part 1 of Uie 1993 M H T O  Guide [AASHTO 19931 5 the basic formula for 
rigid pavement stnrnnal anaîysis m OPAC 2 0 .  S b  al1 the ds ign  inputr required by tbe e~uation are in 
Imperial uni& the input parameters in OPAC Mo0 arecoI1Viefted b m  tk SI uni& into Impaial h t s  at the 
beguaiog for the analysl. Aller tbe stnictural amiysis the resuits in Impaial uni& are converteü back ùico 
SI uni& in the design outputs. 
+(4.22 - 0.32 x P,) x log, 
- - pirdiaed maiba of 80 LN (lû-Kip) equivaient singie axle load applicatiom, 
- - staiidard normal deviate, see Section 5.3.2 
Equation (5.1) is usal for deierminiiig the amamt of traflic lœding in tans of tk total cumulative 
number of ESALs for a given PCC slab thickipu O), the diourable pavement performance loss (Pa ami 
otber inputs. In OPAC 2000 Ihe equation is tmrafomied so tbat for each dgign alternative the yearly 
pavement performance iodat (Pf) k SOM for based on the projected yearïy MEC. This process is 
subsequentiy dscussed hirther. 
5.2 Structural Analysis Procedure 
There are fvc rigid pavement design submodules in OPAC 2000 for designing new ngid 
pavements, ôonded and unboaded PCC overiays, AC owrlay on PCC pavements and AC overlay on 
ACmCC pavements. Whüe the overali ~tnich~d analysis proceduce is simüar to <bat in the flexible 
pavement design module, the differences wiil be empbasized. 
" PSI: P m n t  Servimbility Index àeveloped a t the AASHO road test, with 5 representing the p r f k t  pavement 
conditioa and O representing total failure. 
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JPCP; jointed xeinfOfC6d- paveaient, JRCP and coarinuoisly r e i n f d  mmxete pavement, CRCP) 
ref- shaild be ma& to tk AASHTO Guide [AASHTO 19931. 
5.2.1 Data Requirements 
Of the tbra categories of input data, the pro- ID and performance criteria, most of the 
structural analysis data and the economic anaIysis data are otganiæd in the same way as in the two 
Elexible pavement design submoduies. Some particular inputs requited by the AASHTO ngid 
pavement design equation are suùsequentiy exphined dong with conespondiug design submodules. 
5.2.2 New Rigid Pavement Design 
The structural analysis of rigid pavements starts wiîh genetatiag design alternatives (various 
PCC sIab and the subbase layer combimtions) within the thickness limits and incremenis specified by 
the designer. The results are orgaaiaed in a 2-dimensionai array. For new oveday designs the 
dimension reduces to 1. For each pavement design alternative, the analysis procedure the indudes the 
fol1owing parts: 
1. Calculate the yearly accumulated ESALs, 
2. Caldate design subgrade reaction k-value, 
3. Calculate yearly pavement performance index Prmd deiemine pavement tKe, and 
4. Cany on future overlay analysis. 
As in îhe Hnxiik pavement design module, a future oveday chiciules is naded for the life 
cycle cost analysis. This thickness is not a design output, but a value estimaied by the user. The 
thickness will be addcd to the pavement structure if the anaiysis period (design period) is greater than 
the initiai pavement lice, and the petcormance cum reaches the minimum acceptable lewel (amrding 
to the speci&d diability). In OPAC ZOOO the future overlay materiaï can be eiibçr asphait concnte 
or portland cernent ancrete for the design types of 'new rigid pavemenr, %onded PCC overlayw and 
'unbonâed PCC overiay"; wbûe it can ody be asphalt ancrete for 'AC ovcilay on PCC pavement" 
and for *AC overlay on AUPCC pavementw desip. 
522.1 Calculate the Yeariy Accumulated ESAis 
Based on the input AADT val=, tbe amoubt of truck tra[fic and the dismiution of the truck 
classes, the same meibod as descri i i  for the flexible pavement design (see Chapter 4) is used for 
caicuiaiinp accumufated ES- in rigid pavement desip. 'Ibe accumulaleci ESAL (N) in Equatiom 
(4.14) and (4.15) becornes W18 in Equation (5.1)- 
5.2.2.2 Calculate Subgrade Reaction k-Value for Each Design Alternative 
The subgade reaction k is a fwtion of the smngth of the rad  bed mil, the depth to rigid 
foundation (bedrock) the thicloiess of concrete slab ami the thkkness of the subbase. Tbe terni subbase 
is used by AASHTO, whidi is a h  refened to as 'base" in other design methods. The caldation is 
accomplished by using the procedure stated in the AASHTO Guide. Basically, the k-value is 
detennined under two dilTecent conditions: without the effect of kâmck (depih to bedrock exceeds 3m 
(10 ft)), and with tbe e f f i  of  bednx:k (depth to bedrock is l e s  than 3m (10 ft)). 
(1) Without the effect of bedmk 
In the case where a subbase is used, the composite modulis of subgrade reaction without 
bedrodc e f f ~ t  is defmud as (1986 AAStETO Guide, Volume II) 14: 
9 - subgrade reaction without rigid louadation, MPa/mm @Vin) 
- 
O subbase thiches, mm Ci) 
-  average inadbed soii moduiu~ after Conside~g the seasonal efftm, 
MPa @si) 
-  average subbase moduits a k r  considering the seasonal effect, MPa 
@si) 
" h in the 19% AASHTO Ouide. the fuirtiou 'logw denotes the natural logaciihm *Lnw. 
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in the case where the slab is directly pîaœd on the subgrade, i.e, without the subbase layer, 
the composite modulus of subgrade reaction is &fined as: 
= MR/19.4 (5-3) 
(2) With the effect of bedrock 
Wben t&e depth h m  the top of subgrade to the bedrock is less than 3m (10 ft), the subgrade 
reaction k with the bedrock effect is defined as: 
where: 
k = subgrade ceaction wiih rigid foundation, MPafmm @Vin) 
- Dsg - subgrade ihickness, mm (in) 
Mn = average roadbed soil modulus after cornidering the seasonal effect, 
MPa @si3 
~ M R  = detemined by Equation (5.2) or Equation (5.3) 
td, and h m  the above calculations an also called effective k h). Tu obtain the 
final design subgraâe reaction k-value, ta is modfied by îhe effect of 'loss of supportw (LS) of the 
subgrade: 
1. when IS = O (i.e., stable subgrade): 
k = b  
2. when LS = 1: 
where: = 5 ... 2000, 
3. when LS = 2: 
k = 0.07 + 7.318 
where: k& = 10 *. m. 
4. when LS = 3: 
The loss of support, LS, is a unitless parameter which depeads on the condition of the 
materiai undermath the slab. Table 5.1 shows the scheduie of typical LS values [AASHTO 19931. 
Table 5.1 TypicaI Los  of Support Values (LS) 
I Type of Material 1 ~odulus (MP~)  1 b o ~ ~ u ~ p o n  1 
1 Cement treated granular base 1 XKKJ-~~OOO 1 0-1.0 1 
1 Cement aggregate mixture 1 3450-7000 1 0-1.0 1 
1 Lime stabilized materiais 
1 Fine graimd or naturai subgrade materiais ( 20-280 1 2.0-3.0 1 
52.23 Calculate Yearly Pavement Performance Index Pr and Determine Pavement Life 
Periods 
For a particular design alternative, PCC slab thickmss D is known. With the calculated 
subgrade reaction k-value, ihe yeady accumuiated ESALs and other design parameters such as 
materiai properties, drainage and reliabiïity ghnn in the input, Pr is the only unknown in Equation 
(5.1). The yearly Pr value is obtained thugh a 'Sdve forZ routine pmgrammed in the software 
package. 
Ihe mult of (bis calculation pcovk  a saies of points wbich Form a picdricd perfol~~~illl~e curv
for tk pavmmt dcrign alteniainir Using the same procedue as in the flexible pavement design 
module, the initiai pavement life is detemllned whw Pr reaches the minimum acceptable peifonnance 
level Pi. The feasible design alfernatives are determineci based on the requircd initial life and the 
available hiading Ievel. These altemitives are thea Doplyzed for future overlays. 
5.2.2.4 Future Oveday Analysis 
For perfomihg the lifecycle cost analysis, the specfied future overiay ttricbiess is added on 
the pavement sûucnire at the end of each analysis cycle. The AASH'iO 'Remaining L W  method is 
us& in deteminhg the e f f i  slab thiclaiess at the time of hmne ovetlays [AASHT'O 19931. Tbe 
analysis is -ed out in the foUowing steps: 
Step 1: Detenniniag the accumulami ESAL's for PE = 1.5 PSI 
According to the AASIITO "Remahhg LKe" metbod, this is a c M  by plugging Pf = 1.5 
into Equation (5.1) with the ieliability 1-1 set to üe S M ,  then Nu = ldgwls. 
Step 2: Determinhg the effective slab thickness of the design alternative before the future overlay 
Dra= (1 - Nt / Nu) 0.165 D (5-9) 
where: 
Nt - - the accutluiated ESWs correspondhg to Pr = Pt, 
D - - the PCC slab thickness of the design alternative. 
Step 3: Determine the total requiied slab thicbies a b  future oveclays 
Dra = thiclrness of hiture PCC overlay from the input. 
Wben asphalt m m e  (AC) is cbosen as the future overlay material, the AC 
thickaess (Dx) h m  the input needs to be mnvecteû to the equivakat PCC thicltaess ofo) 
using the following eqtlittion: 
DX= 2.2233 Dr. - 0.1534 ~h~ + 0.0099 D % ~  (5.12) 
The quivalent PCC thiclaess Pb) œeck to be solved for ushg Equation (5.12). O m  Dfo is 
obtaineû, Eguation (5.11) is used to a l d a t e  the tocpl slab thickness. 
Step 4: Analyze pavement performance and pavement life 
The new slab tbickness obrained h m  Step 3 is used in Equation (5.1) to detemine 
the pavement performance and pavement lire after future overhys. A Ui the Elexiile pavement 
design module, the calculation of ibe accumulated ESAIS mxk to be modiI*d to exclude the 
ESAIS which occurred before hiaire overiay(s). 
More overiays are iriggered wben the predicpd Pr mches Pi. The proces continues 
until the total number of years reaches the analysis petid (AP). The structural analysis of one 
design alternative is fiaished at this point. The program WU go back to 'Design Aluxnative 
Generator", and the calcuiations are repeated for each design alternative. 
Mer aii the design altematives have been analyzed, the stnrctural deptù, performance history 
and the pavement life penod of each feasible design alternative an? entered bto the eaonomic analysis 
module for life-cycle cost analysis. 
5.23 Overlay Deslgns on Rigid Pavements 
OPAC 2000 cm be used for four types of new overlay desigm: boaded PCC overfay on PCC 
pavement, unbondeci PCC overlay on PCC pavement, AC overlay on PCC pavement and AC ovetlay 
on AWCC pavement. AU the design procedures are based on Part ï I ï  of the AASHTO Guide 
[AASHTO 19931 with modifications so that the design aaalysis foilows the OPAC 2000 procedure. 
This section gives the detaiied calculation procedure of the four types of overlay thicknes desip. It 
should be emphasized that the importance of a pavement condition survey, the guidelines on 
determining the feasibüity of the overlay stiategy, pre-overlay repais and reflection crack control, 
etc., as documented in the A A S m  Guide, should mt be overlooked, 
5.2.3.1 Bonded PCC Oveday on PCC Pavement 
Bonded PCC overiay requins a reliable bond between the overlay layer and the existing PCC 
surface. The structural aaaiysir is performed in tbe foiiowing steps: 
Step 1. Determiae tbt rquired total skb UUclrmss Pt) for the fuNe (ra ffic 
The total PCC slab thickness Dr for the future traff'i and the effective thickness Deff 
of the existing PCC slab must be detemiined in order to detemine the required oveilay 
thïcIsiess. For a given or specified minimum acceptable periormance level Pt, Dr can be 
detemiined by solviqg for 'D" in Quation (5.1) with a triai and e m r  procedure. The hiture 
traffic is the accumuiated ESALs (WB) projected for the required initial pavement Me. 
Some design inputs are dicferent h m  the ones for new pavement d e s i p .  The 
paranaas ropujicd by EQuation QI), such as tk mDdulus of subgrade i a i c t h  15 cmmte 
moduli E, and Src a x l  slab b d  trarsfer J, sbwld represeat the ptaperty of tk dt iûg  pavement 
ratba tàan tbat of rhe new rigid pavement, These inputs can be entered d W y  or be compuGed 
by the backcalcuiation procedure in OPAC 2000 if the deûection data is available. The 
backcainilation procedures are d e s c r Î Î  in the following sectïotis. 
S tep 2 Detemine the effective thickaess Da of the edting PCC slab 
The effective thickness DeBE of the existing PCC slab is detemhed by the Condition 
Survey Method: 
Da = effative thickness of the existiag slab, mm (in) 
Fdr = durabiiity adjustmeut factor, and 
D -  thickness of the exiuiag slab, mm (in) 
It should be noted that the ternainhg life method is not used here, it is only used for 
determinhg the effective thickness Dm in future overlay analysis. 
Step 3. Detemine the required overïay thickness (Dd) 
The bond PCC oveciay thickness Dà is calculated with the following equation: 
Dd 0 Df- Da (5.14) 
whenx 
Dd = PCC overlay tfüclmess, mm (in) 
ï& = total slab thickness to carry future traffic Gom Equation (SI), mm (in) 
Da = effective thiclmss ofexhaing slab fkom EQuation (5.13), mm (in) 
Step 4. Pavement pfiormance, pavement Life and hiture overlay analysis 
The procedure €or performance, pavement M e  and future overlay anaiyses are the 
spm as desaiibed in the Section 5.2.2 on New Ri@ Pavement Design. The oew PCC slab 
thickness Dr is ised in Equation (5.1) for solving the yearly pavement pex€orma.nœ Pi. 
It should be nomi that in new overlay designs the overiay PCC tbickness thus acquired wili 
oniy be the design Pltemative wilh the minimum requind thickness. The program may geaerate more 
design alternatives accordhg to the input overlay thickness boundaries and the increment in order to 
make cornparisons of the life cycle cust bas& on both agency cos& and road user cos&. 
5.2.3.2 Unbonded PCC Overlay on PCC Pavement 
The structurai anaiysis for unbonded PCC overlay design shares the same procedure as in 
bonded PCC overlay designs. The differences are in Steps 2 and 3 where a different equations are used 
for detennining DcaE and Dd: 
Step 2. Determine the effective thickness Dd of the existing PCC slab 
The effective thiclaiess Da of the existing PCC slab is detennined by the Condition 
Survey methoâ: 
Dd = effective thickness of tbe exîsting sfab, mm (in) 
- FM - joint and crach adjustment factor for unbondeci PCC overfay, 
D -  thichies of the exirting slab, mm ((in) 
L shouid be mted that the remaining life meihod is m t  useâ kre, it is only used for 
determining the effective tbichess Dm in future overhy analysis. 
Step 3. Detemine the required overlay thichess Pd) 
The unbonded PCC overlay thicknes Dd b dculated with the following equation: 
wbere: 
Dd = PCC oveday thiclaiess, mm (in) 
& = total slab thickness to carry friture traffic Gom EQuation (Sol), mm (in) 
Da = effective thickness of existing slab h m  Equation (SAS), mm (in) 
5.23.3 AC Overlay on PCC Pavement 
The structurai anaiysis for AC oveday design sbues the same procedure as in boaded PCC 
overlay desigus. The only change is in Step 3 wkre a diOlerent equation is used For detennining the 
AC overlay thickness Dd: 
Step 3. Detexmine the reqwred overlay thickness Pd) 
The AC overlay thicknes Dd is calculated with the following equation: 
Dd = AC overlay thickness, mm (in) 
Dr = total slab thickness to cany future îraffic from Equation (Sol), mm (in) 
De = effective ihichess of exisüng sIab from Equation (5.13), mm (in) 
5.2.3.4 AC ûverlay on A C K  Pavement 
The stnrtural aaalysis for AC overiay on exictiag AmCC pavement design is simüar to the 
procedm in bondeâ PCC overlay daigns. The differences are in Steps 2 and 3: 
Step 2 Determine the effective thickness Daof the existing AC/PCC pavement 
The effective tbickness Da of the existing AWCC pavement is deterniiried by the 
Condition Survey Method: 
- DE= - thickness of tbe exïslllig PCC slab, mm (in) 
Fi. - - pint and cracks adjustnieiit factor 
Fair = durabil& adjutment factor 
Step 3. Determine the quired ovetlay thickness Pd) 
The AC overlay Ihiclaiess Dd is cdculated with Equation (5.15). 
It shouid be notai that only AC material is used in future overlay andysis for new AC overlay 
designs, and the designer may indicate a miil-off depth on the exîsting AC layer and future AC 
overlays Gom the input. 
5.3 EWD Backcalculation 
For pavement rebabilitation pcojects a good understanding of the existing pavement in 
of the layered material properties and the subgrade condition is lunâaxnental to the success of 
pavement des ip .  However, when such information is mt avaüable, it is also mt ecommical nor 
practical for a highway agency to malce extensive destructive tests for a11 the rehabilitaiion pmjeco in 
the network. Nondestructive testing, such as with the Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD), is a 
valuable tool to aquire the missing idocmation. 
SIace the linEEage ktween the OPAC pavement design method ami FWD pavement evaluation 
bas not been established at the present clm, the backcaidation program in OPAC 2000 is oaly 
available for ngid pavement analysis. F d h g  Weight Deflectometer siwey results can be used to 
estimate the subgrade reaction coefficient $ the elastic moduliis Ec anâ the rupture modulis S'c of the 
existing PCC slab as well as the load tramfer coefficient J by running the FWD Backcalculation 
subroutine in the OPAC ZOOO systern. 'lbe calcuiation procedures d e s c r i  here are organiaed 
separately for enistiag PCC pavements and for existing AC/PCC pavements. They are al1 based on tbe 
AASHTO Guide (Cbapier 5, Part Ili). 
53.1 Backakubtion for Exbang PCC Pavements 
The backcaIcuIation procedure for subgrade teaction k, or static modutus k, invalves detenaining tbe 
defkction basin area (AREA), and the dense liquid radius of relative sti[uiess (14. AREA can be 
calcuiated with the foiiowiag equation: 
= 6 [l + aw&) + 2(dddo) + (d#ldo)] (5.19) 
AREA = &flectionbasinarea, mm2(i$) 
& 9 O maximum deflectbn at tbe astre of the lœding plate, mm (in) 
di - O deflection at 3û.5 cm (12 in), 61 cm (25 in), and 91.5 cm (36 in) h m  the plate 
ceatre, mm (in). 
The dense liquid radius of relative stifhiess Ik (mm (in)) can be detemiined with the ioiiowing quation: 
The dynamic modulis Ih, (MPa/mm @Vin)) of subgnde reaction is deiemiined with the followiag 
equation: 
P O O load pIate pressure, kN (ibs) 
do - - maximum deflection at the center of load, mm (in) 
Ik 
-  deteminCa by Equation (5.20), mm cm) 
a -  load plate radius, mm (in) 
Y - Euler's constant, 0.57721566490, 
The static moduliir k (MPa/mm (psiii)) is atimated as a baifof dyiiamic modulis b. 
k = k &  
2. Backcaldation of Elastic Modulus & 
The elastic modulus & (MPa @si)) is backcaicuiated as: 
E = [W- ~~3kd~1LyD~ 
where: 
CL -  Poisson's ratio for concrete 
- 
kyn - detenined by Equation (5.21), MPafmm @si/in) 
Ik 
-  detemineci by Equation (5.20), mm (in) 
D -  sIab thickness, mm (in) 
3. Backcalculation of Rupture Moduius S: 
The rupture moddus StC (MPa @si)) is backcaiculated as: 
= 43.5(~d107 + 488.5 
where: 
& = determineci by Equation (5.23), MPa @si) 
4. Backcalculation of Lmd Transfer Coefficient J 
The load tramfer cœfoom J depeabç on ibc paçaaas hsd -fer A U .  LX' can be &tamiaed by 
measuring th detlBCtjOll a i  th centre of the bad piate, @lace tk b d  plate on one side of tk pint) ami a i  
U)Onmifiomibe~emnisingthefdlowiqgepuatiom 
hr = unloaded side defledion, mm (in) 
For overlays dgigfxi on existing CRCP, J value b mmmended to be beîswm 22 and 2 6  [AASKTO 
19931. 
53.2 Backcalcuiation for Exkting AC/PCC Pavements 
1. Backcalculation of Modulis of Subgrade Reactioa k 
The backcalculatbn procedure for subgrade reaction k, or static modulus k, involves determining the 
defiection basin area ARE%p and the dense liquid radius of relative stiffbess (id. To deennine 
ARE%, the deflection of the slab at ihe center of load, & , must first be modi£ied with the 
following eqmtion: 
where: 
do -  maximum de£lection at œnter of load, mm (in) 
- 6- - AC compression at center of load, mm (in) 
The AC compression at the enter of load can be determined as foiiows: 
(1) When AC layer is removed: 
d O ~ ' 0  
(2) When AC and PCC Iayers are bonded: 
do, = -0.0000328 + 121.5006 ( D A )  LQnB 
whetie: 
D r  -  AC layer thickness, mm (in) 
F = elastic modulus of the AC layer, MPa @si) 
(3) When AC and PCC layes are unbonded: 
Q - = -0.00002132 + 38.6872 ( D A )  awm 
where: 
D, and & are descri i  as above. 
Then the deflation area AREApcc (mm (in)) of the slab can be calculated with foiiowing 
equation: 
AREg, = 6 [l + YdddopJ + YWdopJ + (W&,)] (5.3 1) 
where: 
a, PCC deflection in cenw of loadiog piate that is the diffete~ce between sWrace 
deflaction aod AC cump~essbn~,, mm (in) 
4 = deflection at 30.5 cm (12 in), 61 cm (24), and 91.4 an (36 in) h m  plate centre, 
mm (in). 
'ïhe dense liquid radius of relative st ifhs lk can be computeâ with the foîiowing equation: 
where: 
With lk Erom muation (5.32), the dyriamic moddus )h, of subgrade reaction and static modulis k can 
be determined iising Quaion (5.21) and EQuation (5.22), respectiveiy. 
2. Backcaiculation of EIastic Modulus & 
The elastic d u l i s  E is determined 4 t h  the same quation as EQuation (5.23): 
E, = [lai- ri4kdyllL'yD3 
where: 
CL -  Poisson's ratio of concrete 
- '% - determined by Equation (5.21) Ik detemimd by Eguation (550) 
lk 
-  determined by Equation (5.32) 
D -  ihickness of exisiing slab, mm (in) 
3. Backcaiculatioa of Rupture Modulus S: 
The rupture modulus SIc @Pa @si)) is backcalculated with the same equation as Equation (5.24): 
S: = 43.5(~J103 + 488.5 (5-34) 
where: 
& is determiaed by muation (5.33), MPa @si). 
5.4 Sample Analysis 
A four-lane portland cernent c o m t e  (PCC) pavement is under cornideration in this example. 
Asphalt ancrete is planncd to be used as Lbe future overlay material. An anaiysis period of 30 y e m  is 
used. nie süucniral-related inputs are given in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Sample Project Data of Rigid Pavement Arialysis 
I Layers and Siie Information I Other Design Criteria I 
Future Overiay 
Mill-off depth beioce hnue 
over la y 
1 Drainage 1 le0 1 1 1 
combiiiedstarJdard&0fthein86cpredictionaiidp<forariaceprediciiai 
The traffic load anticipated on the above pavement süucnire is îû,000 initiai AADT 
iacreasing at a rieci rate of 3.5% per year. There is 10% of total trucks in the traffic Elow, 40% of it 
is two and three axle trucks, 30% four axle trucks, 20% five axle trucks and 10% six and more axle 
trucks. The analysis period is 30 years. The foregoing traffi inputs translate iato a yeady 80 kN 
equivalent single axie load (ESAL) of 36&4ûû in the t h t  year and 762,236 by Year 30. 
Applying ibe OPAC 2 0 0  sinictml analysis procedure, the subgrade reaction k-due  of the 




Subbase elastic modulus (Esb) 
PCC slab nrp ture (S 'c) 
Roadbed Soii Strength (MU) 
Subgrade Deph mg) 









Initiai performance Wex (PO) 
Performance iadex after firture 





Table 53 Sample Rigid SVuctunl Analysis Resula 
Year I KI . Year I PCI 
The table shows chat the tigid pavement design altcmative wiil have an initial life of 16 years with a 
90% ieliability. It requins a Future ovnlay at Year 17. By the ead of the 30 year analysis period the 
performance index will be about 53 PCT. 
Afkr the stnictml analysis is rihed, al1 the fcasible pavement design alternatives and tbe 
performance aaalysis mults are enterai into ibe economic Malysis module for lire cycle cost analpis. 
CHAPTER 6 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS MODULE 
The economic analysis module in OPAC 2ûûû de& with two major types of cos&: highway 
agency cas& and road user costs. Both are updated and enbanced ftom the cunent OPAC [Kher 
19753. Within the analysis pend agency cos& inciudt the initiai pavement construction cos& 
maintenance cos; pavement rehabilitation oost and the residual value at the end of the analysis period. 
The agency cost suaim is sckmatically displayed in the micicile part of Figure 6.1. The d o w n d  
arrow means that the residuai vai* reptesents a cost recovery. 
Road user cos& (referred to as  the user cos& hereafter) iocludes the muai vehicle operathg 
cost ( ' O C )  and the traffic delay cost due to pavement rebabüitation (overlay) interruptions. Both 
types of cost are related to the pavement performance history as shown in the top pan of Figure 6.1. 
In the user cost siream, VOC increases as the pavement deteriorates. When PCI caches the minimum 
level and a pavement rehabilitation is triggered, the user delay cost is induced. Meanwhiie, vehicle 
emission d u ~ g  the rebabilitation is also predicted to help assess the impact to the environment. 
Figure 6.2 shows how these costs are interrelated aad how each cost caiculation is started* It 
ais0 shows that ail cost elements are added up at each year and discounted to the present worth with a 
discount rate specified by the pavement design engiwer. The p r o a s  is repeated for each year of the 
wble  analysis period to obiain the total costs. The total cost caiculation is pertormed for each design 
alternative, and finally, the design altemath are ranked h m  the least total cast to the most 
expensive one in the output report. 
6.1 Agency Costs 
Agency asts mmidered in the OPAC 2ûûû aammic analysis module indude the initial 
construction cost, rehabilitation cos& aad maiateaaaa costs. initial construction cost (INC) and 
rehabilitation construction cast (RHC) are fosts to buW the traffic la=, shouldeis and other parts of 
the pavement. Maintenance cos& (MC) &lude the routine maintenance cost and mn-mutine or oiu- 
the  maintenana cost. Administration cas& of the agency are mt  induded in OPAC 2000, becaise 
they should not affect the choice of a design strategy. 
PCI 
User 
1. Initial Construction Cost 
2- Maintenance Con 
Cats 3- Rehabiliiaiion COS 
4. Rcsiduol Values 
Cos& 
u n  { 5. User Delay Cmi 
Costs 6- Vehiclc Operotin6 Coa 
(7. Emissian. noi in dollars) 
Figure 6.1 OPAC 2000 Cost Anaiysis 
( Stnicûicai Design Inputs, Unit Cos& Trafic Data, etc. ... 1 
- - 
1 1. Initiai ~onstruction cost I 
5. User Delay Cost c 
P 
Predicted Performance 4 
2. Yeariy Maintenance Cost 
_j 
4. Residue Value v w 
Resent Worth of Total Costs = PW I+ PW2+ PW3+ PW4+ PWS+ PW6 
Figure 6.2 Stnictwc of OPAC 2000 Economic Anatysis Module 
Yr=Yr+l  
, 
6. VchicIe Operation Cost 
I I A 
3. Rehabihtion Cost 
Since OPAC 2000 uses the present wotth method in the ea,nomic aaalysis, the cost elemens 
that bappen in the future, such as rehabiiitation constniction cmt, maintenance cost and the residual 
value, need io be disoounted to the present time witha discount rate determined by the designer. 
To hxease the fkrtbility in application, OPAC 2000 ir designcd to accept various cost uniis 
such as unit cost by weight or by volume and lump sum cost. This is accompiisbed through two built- 
in libraries (database): Material Library and Maintenance Activity Libmy. The nwo liararies contain 
typical materials and tbeir unit cos& wd in Ontario as well as typical maintenance activities with 
costs. For applications outside Ontario, the items in the libraries need to be updated acmtding to the 
local situations. 
6.1.1 Initial Construction Cost 
Initial construction cast is the cost to build traffic lanes and shoulders. After the structural 
analysis the cross-sectional dimensions of the pavement structure are detemirmi for each design 
alternative which include the lane width and the number of lanes, layer thickness, shoulder width and 
thickness, etc. The material quantity of each pavement layer and shoulders is determined based on this 
information. Unit cos& of materials are h m  either the pre-ediied material Iibrary or entered from the 
interface windows provided with the system. The pmduct of the material quantity and the unit cost 
gives the initial anstrwtion cost. initial mmtnrtion cost is comidered to OCCW at the beginning of 
the analysis period, tberefore, it is already in the form of the present worth (PWINC). 
6.1.2 Rehabilitation Cost 
As with the initial construction cost, rebabilitation cost is the produa of the material quantity 
and the unit mt, but it only invoIves the future oveilay matnials. The tbicLaes of the fume oveday 
is given by the desi-r in the hput, and the timing of future overiays is detennined tlnough the 
s~uctural analysis. Future rehabiiitaiion commrtion cos& aads to be d i sco~~~ted  U> the present time 
for ia-pfesent worth (PWRHC), as exprcssed ia the following eguatio~ 
PWRIiC - present worth of total tehabilitation costs, $/km; 
- - rebabilitation cost at Year i, $/Lm; 
r O discount rate, speciried by the user, and 
i - O number ofyem h m  the preseat time to each cehabilitation year. 
6.13 Maintenance Cost 
OPAC 2ûûû takes into acoount two types of maïnîemnœ costs. (1) The routine maintenance 
cost caa take two foms of annual increase: a constant amount ïmease or a anstant percentage 
increase; (2) The nonmutine maintenance or one-tirne maintenance cust may take pIace at any year(s) 
specifïed by the user during the input process. For the routine maintenance cost caiculatiou, tbe 
daigner has to specify the base year maintenance mt and a p w t h  rate so that OPAC 2000 can 
cornpute the annuai cats in later years. For one-time maintenance cos&, users have to enter the mt 
values and the correspondhg years. 
The present worth of total maintenance cmt (PWMC) is the summation of yearly maintenance 
costs which include one-the mainrenaace cos& in the specified year(s): 
PWMC- mci MC 
where: 
PWMC= present worih of totai maintenance ast, $/km; 
~ = routine maintenance cost at Yeu i, S/km; 
MCj = one-time maintemce cost at Year j, S / b ;  
r O  discount rate, and 
i, j -  number of years h m  the present tirne to each maintenance activify year. 
The residual d u e  @SV) in OPAC 20 cefers b tbe termimi value plus the salvage value. 
The tenuinal value is based on tbe remaining serviceability of ihe pavement at the end of analysis 
period. R is a iutlction of pavement amdition hkx and tbc last rehabilitation cost. The present 
worth of terminai value k detemined as follows: 
PWTMV= 
RHC, @?CI, - minPC1) 
(PCI~ - r n i n ~ ~ l )  (1 + r) 
where: 
PWTMV - the present worth of the pavement terminal value, $/km; 
M G  O O the last tirne cehabilitation oost, $/km; 
PCIi - PCI immediately after the Iast rehablitation at Year i ; 
PClt - O PCI at the end of analysis period; 
minPCI O - minimum acceptable PCI specified by the user, 
r œ - discount rate, and 
i -  number of years fium the 1st rehabilitation to the present. 
On the other hand, the salvage value is defioed as the value of relsabIe materials in the 
existing pavement structure when the PCI reaches the minimum PCI level. It is a fraction of each layer 
c a t  (entered as a percentage) estimated by the designer based on M e r  experience. The present 
worth of residual cost PWRSC can be calculated as: 
where: 
PWTMV = present woitb of the terminai value at the e d  of amlysis period, Sllmi 
PWLV = pnsem worth ofsalvage vatues by the enô ofanaiysis paiod, $/km 
The residual a s t  M m  Equation (6.4) is in effat a negative cos4 as it repiesents a renaned value at 
the end of the analysis peciod. 
6.2 User Costs 
User cm& considered in ihe pavement design period indude the user delay cost and vehicle 
operation cost (VOC). User delay a t  is induced by pavement rehabüitation comtnictioas. Generaiiy 
speaking pavement design altematives with more future ovedays wiil be associateâ with higher user 
delay cost. VehicIe operation cost refers to the increased user expenses on vehicles due to Ihe 
deteriorateci pavement condition- There are other types of user cost that may relate to pavement 
condition, e.g., accident cost. Becatse of the limitations in aqwring precise data that separates 
accidents due to the worsening of pavement condition h m  those due to human errors, accident cast is 
not inctuded in the OPAC TOOO mad user cost analysis. 
Since aii user cos& happen in the futwe, they need to be converted to the present worth wiih a 
discount rate given by the designer- The methoâ of the conversion iç the same as in agency cost 
calcula tions. 
6.2.1 User Delay Cos t 
The user delay cos calculation translates the time delay in& cost by the value of tirne. The 
delay consists of two parts: (1) the slowing M a y  due to the d u &  speed through the work zone on 
the pavement and (2) the queuing &fay due to the congestion e n  the trafic demand exceeds the 
reduced capacity during the construction. To determine the slowing delay, two types of speeds, the 
normal speed and the reduced speed, have to be deteminexi as descn i i  later in the speed model, 
Reiated to caiculating the speeds are the normal highway capacity and the reduced capacity uader 
construction, which are also used to deterinine the queuing delay. The normal and reduced capacity 
caldations are d e s c r i i  in the capacity model. 
6.2.1 -1 Traffic Control Plans 
There are various combinations of traffi handling meihods that can be used during the pavement 
rehablifatioa In OPAC 2000 eigbt traffi amiid plans are useci for two-Iane highways, mulolane 
undivided highways and multiiane divided highways. The schematk Iryouts are show in Figuies 6.3 
and 6.4, in wbich the shaded areas represent the paving work zones. Table 6.1 is the relation between 
highway types and the trafic ~onuot plans: 
Table 6.1 Higbway Types and Traffic Conuol Plans 
The foUoMng pIOcedwes of calcuiating different types of delays ale o q p b x î  by îhe abve traffic 
pIans. 
6.2.1.2 Slowing Delay 
The stowing delay is evaluated as the difference between the longer travel the during 
construction and the normal uavel tirne without construction, with the following equation: 
Divided 










Di -  slowing delay due to low speed wüh traffic conml Plan j (j = 2 to 8). hour; 
Uadivided 
Plans 1 & 2  
Plan 3 
P h 4  
N A  
1.5 = assumed length of work zone, lun, 
- Vrj - reduced speed with trafic amtiol Plan j, lanm, and 
- Vnj - normal speed comsponding to the reduced speed with iralfic contfol Pl= j. 
Vrj& Vnj in EQuation (6.5) are deunnimû t h u @  the sped model, as subseque~tly 
d e s c f l i *  
" Note chat for j -1, this is similar to a signalizeâ intersection. as subaguentiy di-. 
71 
Traffic conttol plan 1 
Traffic conirol plan 4n 
+@ 
Ftag- pcrson 
Traffic control plan 2 
shouldcr 
Traffic conirol plan 3 
Traffic control plon 4b 
Traffic control plan 4c 
Figure 6.3 Tmffic Conrrol Plans 1 - 4 

62.1 3 Queuing Delay 
When tbe traffi  demand ex& the capacity, que* delays (Dq) occur around the 
pavement work zone. The queuhg delay is calculated in ternis of the portion in a unit time (one but) 
which depends on the selected üaffic conüol plan. In quantitative terms, it is the ratio of the diCference 
b e m n  the numbers of the amving vehicles (ARR) and the leaving vehicles &EA) to the reduced 
capacity (CAPr): 
Dq = (ARR - LEA)/CAPr 
The number of anivïng vehicles in one hour is e q d  ta the hourly volume HV, while the number of 
leaving vehicles refers to the vehicles passed ihrough in one hour, which is quai to the work mne 
capacity, CAR. Assuming quai delays for aU aniving vebicles, during the penod of one h o u  the 
queuing delay can be toughiy estimated as: 
where: 
Dq, = queuing delay in one bow with trafic control Plan j, hour; 
CAP9 = reduced capacity with traffic control Plan j, vph, 
KV = two-way houdy volume where Plan 4 is applied and one-way hourly volume 
where Plans 2,3,5,6,7 and 8 are applied, vph. 
Eguation (6.6) indiates that when HV is lm than or equal to CAPrj , the= is no queuing 
delay, and that the queuing delay anis whea HV ir p a t e r  tbaa C W .  
The MBC demand is measured in tems of the hourly volume 0, whifh is a proportion of 
average annuai daily üaffic (AADT). Chaaging with buis and seasons, HV ia workiag hous in 
summer in Ontario ca.  be estimated approximately with the following quarion: 
HV = 1.2 x DF x AADT x HF (6-7) 
where: 
1.2 = average summer factor [Karan 1974, 
DF = ditectionai spiit factor, 
AAM' = average annual üaiiy traffic, vebicles per day, and 
HF = bourly tàcîor, 0.125 for hm-lane highways a d  0.07 for other highways. 
For hm-lane highways wiih a Oagpersan control, Le., Plan 1, the delay equation for a 
signalucd intersedon pnxented in the 1994 HCM (Highway Capacity Manual) is used to simulate 
the situation= 
DL - - stopping delay, secheh; 
DAF = delay adjustment factor for qualiiy of pmgression and mntrol type; 
X -  V/C ratio for one group; 
C -  capacity of Iane group, vph; 
g -  effective green time for lane group, sec; and 
m -  an iricrementaï delay calibration tpmi representing the effect of arriva1 type 
and degree of platoouing. 
For simplification, assuming DAF = 1 and m = 16 and relaxing X, the above delay equation is 
reananged as: 
Di = {O-% C(l-g/C)2/ [l-(g/C)~)/MOo (6-8) 
+ 173x2{(x-1) + [(x-1)' + 16X/c~}/3600 
where: 
Di -  average delay time under flag-person control, ho wheb; 
C - O ceduœd capacity (Cml)  d e r  WC control Plan 1, vph; 
X - O v/c ratio, v is two-way houriy volume HV (vph); 
g O O green tirne, sec; and 
C O O cycle length, sec. 
Since the value of 'g/C ratio affects îhe capacity which then controls delay tirne, the green 
time and the cycle Iength are caiculated at different traffic levels. The suggested green tima and cycle 
Iengtbs with the least delay at diaremnt tcaffic levels in tenns of AADT are determined and lisîexi in 
Table 6.2 
Table 6.2 Green Tiie and Cycle Length at Diffeteat TrafGc Levels 
AADT Green Time (s) Cycle length (s) 
With the assumption that the vehicle occupancy is one person per vehicle, and commodity 
delay cos& are ignored, the user M a y  cost wiih traffic control Plan j can be caiculateû as iollows: 
DLj -(Dj +Dqj)xJDj x H V x q  (6-9) 
where: 
DLj = user delays with traffic control Pian j, hotu 
Dj - - delays due to low lluough speed with tram cmtrol Plan j, ho% 
Dp, = queuing delays with mffr control Plan j (j = 2 to 81, houq 
JDj = job duration, ~OW, 
H V  = two-way hourly volume, where: j = 1 or j = 4, and one-way hourly volume, 
where: j = 2,3,5,6,7,8, vehicle @erson) pet how, 
JTj = number of job tims with oaffic conml plan j> aad ihey aie assignexi as: 
The delay cost on the one kilometer length commrtionl' at Year i @LG) b tbe pmduct of 
the length of delay and the time value which equals to the hourly wage rate at Year i: 
where: 
DLG = delay ~ o s t  at Year i, $/km; 
DL, = average delays at Year 4 hour, and 
WGi = hourly wage rate at Year i, Show. 
The review of travel time values indicated that bi-weekly income levels in Ontario are most 
likely to Ml into Ihe range h m  $1,750 to $2,500 m o v  19931. For simplicity, a bi-weekly salary 
level of $2,000 is used as the b a i s  of cornputhg the user delay cos&. Theteforr, the houriy wage rate 
of $25 is then iecommeadcd as the vaiw of travel tirne for peuple hvolved in the traffic fleet. 
For six-lane mdivided Mghways delays due to construction on al1 six lanes sbould be the 
combination of the delays under both Traffic Control Plan 6 and Traffic Control Plan 7: 
D E ,  - (DL, + DL,) x WGi (6.11) 
where: 
DLC, = delay cost ai Year i, $/km; 
l6 This is the number ot tiwr ibit a nlubiliatim job bas ta cover UK saw reai of highway, uring a single Iaoe 
pavement work U M ~  or doubie lane work ~ocie, as indicad by cbc shadeci areas in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. 
" Sedion 6.2.1.2 indicated a work zone lengh O€ 15 km. nie Iength of mnstructiou witbin that work m e  is assumed to 
be one km. 
Dr, = average delays at Year i with traffic cantrol Pian 6, how; 
DL7 = average delays at Year i witâ ira ffic controi Plan 7, hour, and 
WG = bouriy wge rate at Year î, S/hour, 
The foIIOWitlg equation (6.12) evaiiiates the present wrth of mffi delay costs (PWDLC) 
during the haire overlays of each pavement design alternative. 
PWDLC= present worth of toial delay cos@, $/km; 
DLG = delay cost at Year i, $/km; 
r -  dismunt rate, and 
i - - nurnber of y- h m  the present time to when the delay happens, year. 
6.2.1 A The Capacity Mode1 
The capacity of highways is calculated under two situations. The normal capacity refers to the 
road capacity without construction, and the reduced capacity is that under the condition with closure 
of a certain number of lanes during the coristniction. The two types of capacities are caldated based 
on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) [TRB 1985, TRB 19!34]. The normal capacity is a funaion 
of the cross-sectional characteristics of cbe highways which are divided into NO-lane highways, 
multilane undivided highways and muItiIane divided highways. The reduced capacity varies with the 
traific alteration methoci (traffic oontrol plans). 
The normal capacity (-1) is used whea traffi control Plan 1 is selected, and the normal 
capacity (CAPn2) is used when traffic conml Plan 2 is selected. The normal capacity for two-lane 
highways, eithcr CAPat or CAPn= in vehicles per bour per Iane (vpbpl), can be determined by the 
following equation: 
where: 
cApnlt2= one lane normal capacity for two-lane highways, vphpl; 
1400 = passeuger cars per hour pet lane under ideal conditiom, pcphpl; 
0.72 = adjusment hctor for the preseace of heavy vehicles in the traffic Stream, a& 
FYP -  adjistment factor for narrow laaes and cestricteci shoulder widths. 
The folIowing fhctiom for caîculating F, are baseû on Table 8-5 in HCM (with R squares greater 
than 0.998): 
In the case that lane widtb is 3.75 m: 
in the case tbat lane width is 3.5 m: 
F, = 0.67295 + 0.19016 SHD - 0.016662 sHD2 
In the case that lane width is 3.25 ni: 
In the case that lane width is 3.0 m: 
F, = 0.564ûS + 0.17525 SHD - 0.020156 sHD2 
In the case that lane width is 2-75 m: 
F, = 0.49142 + 0.15413 SHD - 0.020156 sHD2 
where: 
SHI3 = pavement sboulder width, m 
The reduccd capacity (CAPrt 2) is alcuïated under two diDlennt conditiom. Wben the 
shoulder is tao nanow (ies than 3 m) to p a s  vehicles, only one traffic lane can be opened to the 
traffic and the other l ~ n e  is closed for construction. In U s  case, the mcthod of a flag pmon control, 
Le., traffic contml Plan 1, has to be used. With the flag pema mntrol, the reduceâ capacity CAPq is 
conirolled by the p n  lime g and tbe cycle leu@ C as expressed by the followhg equation: 
where: 
CAPrl = the reduced capacity using traffi control Plan 1, vpbpl; 
CAPrii = the normal capacity using traffic çontrol Plan 1, vphpl; 
g - - green tirne ftom Table 6.5 second, ami 
C -  cycle le@ h m  Table 6.2, second. 
In the case of wide sboulders (equal or grealer than 3 m defined in OPAC 2000), the shoulders 
are capable of carrying traffic tbrough. To capture the restricted driving condition on the shoulder, an 
adjustment factor of F, = 0.565 is needed in estimating ibe shouider capacity C M Z .  
CAPr, = 1400 x 0.72 x F, - 1400 x 0.72 x 0565 - 570 
where: 
CAPrz = the reduced capacity using tram cantrol Plan 2, vphpl; 
1400 = passenger cars per hour per lane under an ideal wudition, pcphpl; 
0.72 = adjustment factor for the presence of heavy vehicles in the traffic stream, and 
Fm -  adjustment factor for namw lanes and restricted shoulder widtbs, 0.565 is 
detemineci using Equation (6.17). 
The traffic conml Plans 3 and 4 are used for 4-Iane undivided and &fane undivided 
highways, nspectbely. The capacity calculatiom are ba& on the HCM service flow rate V, 
calculation procedure for multilane undivided hsghways. 
For Plan 3: 
w 3 =  Vp = HW(n x PHF x Fb) = W j ( n  x 0.88 x 0.n) 
where: 
VP -  service flow rate, passenger ais per hour per lane, pcphpl. The maximum V, 
is 2uIo pcphpl, 
PHF = 
- Fiiv - 
For Plan 4: 
one-way hourly volume, vpb, 
number of bnes opened to iEie traZfic, roe n = 2 for normal capacity and n = 1 
for reduœû capacity, . 
peak bour factor, assumed to be 0.88, 
heavy-vehicle adjustment faaor, assumd to be 0.72 
CAP, = Vp = HV/(n x PHF x Fh) = HV/(n x 0.88 x 0.72) 
where: 
VP - - seivice Eiow rate, passager cars per hour per lane, pcpbpi. The maximum V,, 
is 2200 pcphpl, 
IiV = two-way bourly volume, vph, 
n - - number of lanes opened to the fraffic, use n = 6 for normal capacity and n = 4 
for reduced capacity, 
PHF = peak hour factor, assumed to be 0.88, 
- Fhv  heavy-vehicle adjusmient factor, assumed to be 0.72 
3. Multüane Divided Highways 
The tra€fic control Plan 5 is used for 4-1- divided highways- Plans 6 and 7 are used for 6- 
lane divided highways. Plan 8 is used for 8-lane Wdeû highways. The normal capacity (CAPn5 
CAPno, C A h  and m) of divided highways is atimated by adjushg the ideai capacity with a 
factor Fh = 0.72 which counts for the presenœ of k v y  whicles: 
CAPns,cApns,cAPn7,cApne=2ûûûx Fb,=2ûû0x 0,72= 1440 (6.23) 
where: 
CAPnk CAP&, C A P n 7  am! C m  are normal capacity of the multiiane divided bighways, 
v4'k 
2000 = capacity under ideal conditions, vphpl 
- FIN  adjustmenî b o t  for the presence of beavy vebicles in the traffic stream, 
assumed to be 0.72. 
CAPrs = CAPQ = 1030 vehicles per hour pet lane 
CAPr7 = CAPr, = 2600 vehicles per how per two lanes 
The procedures of caiculating the capacities are summarized in Table 6.3. 
6.2.1.5 The Speed Mode1 
Vehicle speeds on a two-lane higbway mrmally depend on the road geumetry, the length of 
passing zone and the traffic volume. In order to deîemine the speed value ushg Table 8-1 from the 
1985 HCM, some simplificatioas have to be made. Firsî, 20 percent of length is assumed as no 
passing zone. Next, the speed values on the level terrain and on the rolliag terrain are averaged. After 
the two simplifications, vebicle speed cm be evaluated by the ratio of hourly traffic volume to the 
capacity. The tesuiting fiinctions are as foLIows: 
Vn2 = mrmai speech on two-ïane highways, km/h. 
Vrz = reduced speed on two-lane bighways with traffc mntrol Plan 2, km& 
Kv = bourly volume, vphpl, 
CAPn2 = nomai capacity determine by Equation (6.131, 
CA- = rediiced capacity of 570 vph on two-lane highways using Plan 2. 
Table 63 Summary of Capacity Calcuiatiom by Highway Types 
Normal Qpacity 
CAhr = CAPn2 = 
1400 x 0.72 x Fm vpùpl 
CAPn3=Vp= 
W / ( 2  x 0.88 x 0.72) vpbpl 
cAm,=v,= 
W/(6 x 0.88 x 0.72) vphpl 
Reduced Qpacity 
CAPrr = C a  x g/C vphpl 
CAPr2 = 570 vphpl (sùoulder 
mpacity 1 
CAPO = vp = 
W/(l x 0.88 x 0.72) vphpl 
CAPr4 = V, = 
W/(4 x 0.88 x 0.72) vphpl 
CAPr5 = CAPrd = 1030 vph per 
lane 
CAPr, = CAPr. = 2600 vph per 2 
laaes 
2. Multilane Und~ded Highways 
Based on Figwe 7 4  in the 1994 HCM, vehicle speeQ on a multilane highway are infIuenced 
by not only the service Elow rate V, but also the h-f low speed determineci by lane widths, access 
points, etc. The Uee-fîow speed FFS is evaiuated by tbe following equation: 
FFS = (FFSi - Fm - Fhr - Fk -Fa) x1.609 = (60 - 1.6- Fiw - Fie -29 xl-609 (6.28) 
- - estimated uee-aow spced (laam) 
-  60 mph, estimated tîee-flow speed under ideal oooditioris 
- - adjistment for median type, 1.6 mph assumeâ, based on Table 7-2 in HCM. 
- - adjustment for la= width (ft), based on Table 7-3 in HCM. 
-  adjustment for lateral clearance (ft), based on Table 7-4 in HCM. 
- - adjustmeat for a a z s  points, 25 mph assumed, based on Table 7-5 in HCM. 
1.609 = conversion coeffiçient from Imperia1 to SI uni&. 
Accordiag to HLM (Table 7-3), lane width adjustment factor Fh (milem) can be calcuiated using the 
following equation: 
Fh = 207.6 - 34.1LW + 1 . 4 ~ ~ ~  
where: 
LW = lane widtb, f i t .  
For normal conditions (without consuuetion), the lateral ciearance adjustment 
be calculated using tbe following quation (based on Table 7 4  in HCM): 
For 4-lane highways: 
Fk = 5.4 + 0.3208 S& - 1.2036 s-~ + 0.392968 s-~ 
- 0.05499 s&' + 0.0035807 s-' - 0.000089 stf~boih~ 
where: 
S&= laterai clearance (total width of both shodders), feet. 
For 6-lane highways: 
Fi, = 3.9 + 0.1333 S& - 0.67507 s w 2  + 0.22109 s & ~  
- 0.031033 s&' + 0.00202 s&* - 0.00005 s-~ 
wbere: 
S&= sarne as above 
(6.29) 
factor Fi, can 
For restricied conditions ( d e r  construction), lane width adjustment factor Flw b assurned to 
be 6.6 mile& and lateral clearance adjustment facm FI= is set as 5.4 and 3.9 mileh for four-lane 
highways and six-lane highways, respectively. Free fiow speed (FFS) can be expresxd as: 
For 4-lane highways: 
For 6-lane highways: 
FFS = (60 - 1.6- 6.6 - 3.9 -25) ~1.609 = 73.084 (kdh) 
Knowing the service flow rate V, as desaiàd in the capacity model, aad the Ine-fiow speed 
FFS fkom Equation (6.28), the nosmal speeds (yn3 and V4) and reduced speeds (VrJ and Vr*) can be 
derived bascd on HCM (Figure 7-4) p 19ûq as iollows: 
Vn, vr = FFS - f(V") (6-34) 
where: 
fv~) = 6.5333~10~ Vp + 3.7893~1~' V: - 1.331 lx 104 V: + 8.6264~10-* V: 
VP 
-  service flow rate, pcphpl 
Substituthg V, with the nomal capacities (CAPuS a n i  C m )  and the r e d d  capacities (CAPr3 aad 
CAPrd) as defmed in the Cdpacity ModeI, Equation (6.32) can k expnssed as: 
Normal speeû on 4-lane highways: 
Vn3 = FFS - [6.5333~10'~ (HVL2672) + 3.7893~10-' (~ /1 .2672)~ 
- 1.3311~10~ ( 1 1 . 2 6 7 2 ) ~  + 8.6264~10'~ (~~/1.2672)7 
where: 
Vn3 = normal speed on four-lane highways, km& 
FFS = free flow speed on four-lane highways deterrnined by Equations (6.28), (6.29) 
and (6.30), 
HV = one-way houriy volume, vph 
Normal speed on 6-laae highways: 





-  nomai speed on six-lane highways, kmh 
-  Uee fiow speed on six-lane highways deiermined by Equations (6.28). (6.29) 
and (6.31), km& 
R e d d  speed on 4-lanc highways 
Vr3 = FFS- [6.5333~10" (HVlû.6336) + 3.7893~ lu7 (~~10-633q2 
- 1.3311~ lo4 (HV10-6336).' + 8.6264% loeU ( ~ ~ 1 0 . 6 3 3 6 ) ~  
where: 
- Vr3 - normal speeû on four-lane highways, kWh 
FFS = Gee flow speed on four-lane bighways determined by Equations (6.28), (6.29) 
iiiad (6.32), 
H V  = oae-way houtly volume, vph 
Reduced speed on 6-lane highways 





-  normal speed on six-lane highways, km/h 
-  free flow speed on six-lane highways determined by Equations (6.28), (6.29) 
and (6.33), kmm 
- - one-way hourly volume, vph 
The nomial speed a d  reduced speed on a divided highway can be determined using the speed- 
flow relatioiship displayed in Figure 3-4 in the 1985 HCM. Knowing hourly volumes and capacities, 
or the vlc ratio, the normal speed can be determiaed using the m e  of 70 rnph design speed in the 
figurie. The fit!ed resdts are as follows: 
Normal speeds Vb and Va7 m) on Mane freeways: 
Normal speeds Va (km/h) on Slane k e w a F  
Vb = 97.505 - 19.0~~/(4~1440)]~' - 3 0 . 1 6 5 0 ~ / ( 4 ~ 1 4 4 0 ) ~ ~  (6.41) 
HV = one-way b w i y  volume, vph 
The reduced speeds Vrs Vr, Vr, and Vr. (kmh), d e r  traf f i  conVol Plans 5, 6, 7 and 8, 
can be appmximated to loUw the spad cunn with 60 mph design speed in the figure. The fitted 
results are as foiïows: 
Vr5, vf6 = 89.2995 - 18.5384(HV/1030) - 22.4906(~/1030)'~ (6.42) 
HV = one-way hourly volume, vph 
in the case that v/c ratio is greater than one, the reduced speeds @Wh) are determined by the 
following equations: 
Vr5, Vr6 = 2û9.17 - 160.9(HV/1030) when 1 < (HV/1030) r 1.2 (6-44) 
Vr7, Vr, = 209.17 - 160.9(HV/2600) when 1 < (HV/t600) s 1.2 (6-45) 
Vr5, Vr6 = 16.09 when (HV/1030) > 1.2 (6=w 
Vr7, Vr8 = 16.09 when (HV/26ûû) > 1.2 (6-4") 
HV = one-way hourly volume, vph 
The procedures rsed in the Speed Mode1 are surnmarized in Table 6.4. 





6.2.2 Vehicle Operating Cos t 
Vehicle operating cos& (VOC) in OPAC 2000 aie caldated by a VOC model. VOC is a 
function of pavement performance and wbide type. The performance predictiom for both flexible 
pavemena and rigid pavements have ken descriibed earlier in the structural anaiysis modules. For 
perfomiug ihe VOC calculation the output of the performance index, PCI or PSI, needs to be 
converted inm the International Roughness index 0. 
6.2.2.1 Converting PSI (PCI) Into IR1 
The calcuiaieb PSI (for rigid paveme~lt~) or PCï (for flexible pavements) h m  tbe stnrtwal 
amiysiî k amertd hiao IRI (unit dian) by tk fdawing equation [Paterson 198q: 
IRI = -s.sssss~o.2PSI) (6.48) 
6.2.2.2 VOC Caiculation for Diffennt Types of Vehicles 
nie veWe operaiing c a t  FOC) mode1 in OPAC MO0 is used to caldate the increased 
VOC due to the increase of pavement roughness in rrns of M. Because the pavement mugbaess 
(rm) is used as a cornmon platform, no dflexentiation is made for the VOC calculation for ditlerem 
pavement types. 
In the calculating procedure vebicles an divided into three groups: Gmup A is for cars, Group 
B con sis^ of 2-axle and 3-axie trucks and Group C inclides trucks with 4 and more axles. in ibe 
software package Gr~up A is detemined by subtracting the truck portion (tnick percent) h m  AADT. 
Group B consists of the first class in Table 4.6, or Classes 4, 5 and 6 in Table 4.7 (FHWA vehicle 
classes). Group C includes the vehicles of the remaining three classes in Table 4.6, or Classes 7 to 13 
in Table 4.7. 
The relationship between VOC and IR1 by different vehicle groups is pmvided by Ontario 
VOC mode1 version 3.0 W O  19931. The extra VOC as a function of IR1 for the t h e  vehicle groups 
can be expressed by the foiiowing fitted equaiioos (R squares are greater than 0.998): 
VOCC I N  = 18.545 IR1 + 1.6223 IRf  - (6.51) 
where: 
IRI = IntemationaI Roughness Index, m/km 
For given ûaffii distributions, VOC in Year i for the three groups can be calculateci by the lollowiag 
equations: 
VO- = DAYS AADTi x TYB x VOCB-IRIi /Io00 (6.53) 
where: 
VOC at Year i for Group A, 
VOC at Year i Tor Group B, $/km; 
VOC at Year i for Group C, Sm; 
average annual daüy traffic at year i, vehicle per day; 
proportion of Group A in AADT; 
proportion of Group B in AADT; 
proportion of Group C in AADT; 
extra VOC at Year i for Group A determineci by Equation (6.49), 
$11000 veh-kmt 
extra VOC at Year i for Group B detennined by Equation (6.50), 
$11000 veh-km; 
extra VOC at Year i for Group C determineci by Equation (6.51), 
$11000 vebkm; and 
workiag days in a year. For amsistency the same variable is used as 
in the ESAL calculation, 
The extra muai VOC including the speed cycle and idiing effects for the ihree groups at Year i is 
accomplished by multiplying a hctor of 1.35: 
V w  = 1.35 x (Vm + VO- + VOCC.) (6.55) 
where: 
VOG - extra annual VOC for al1 vehicles in Year i, S b ;  
VOCAi L O extra VOC in Year i for Group A, $/km; 
VOCBt O - extra VOC in Year i for Group 8, $/km, and 
v w  -  extra VOC in Yeu i for Croup C, $/km. 
The present worth of the extra VOC at each year is 
PWVW = VOCi l(l+r)' 
where: 
PWVûC+ p m n t  wocth ooCxtm VOC in Year i, 
VOC = extra VOC in Year i, $/km; 
f -  discount rate, and 
i -  number of years fiam the present t h e  to the VOC calculating year. 
The present wocth of the total extra VOC for al1 yeam k 
P W O C  = pwvoq 
PWVOC 
PWVW 
- - present woah of the total VOC throughout the analysis period, $/km, 
- - present woah of VOC in Year i, $/km. 
6.3 TotalCost 
The total cmt refers to the sum of agency cos& and user costs. As stated before, agency costs 
include the initial coastruction cost, rehabilitation cos4 maintenarice cmt and the residual value as a 
negative cost, wMe r a d  user c o s  include vehicle operatuig cost and user delay cost. Therefore, for 
each design alternative the present worth of total costs can be caicuiated as: 
PWTrC = PWINC + PWRHC + PWMC - PWRSC + PWVOC + PWDLC (6.58) 
where: 
PWTI% - present worth of total cos4 $/km; 
PWLNC - ptesent worth of initial corstruction cost, $/km; 
PWRHC w - prcseat worth of toial rehabilitation ast, Sntm; 
PWMC - praent worth of toral maintenance COS& $/km; 
PWRSC - present worth O t residual axt, S m ,  
P W O C  - pcesent worth of total extra VOC, $/km, and 
PWDLC - present worth of toial delay cost, $/km. 
OPAC 2Mîû uses the least total cost criierion to deîenaiae an optimal âesign alternative. 
Thetefore in the output the amilable pavement design altemtiva are ranked fmm the alternative wiîh 
the least total ccist to the oœ with the bighest, while the user can select the nimiber of design 
alternatives h&be would like to evaluilte m the output. It sbould be mted that OPAC 2000 pmvida 
the option of iaduding or excluding the veWe operating aat &or the user delay cast in the total 
cost calculation. 
6.4 Vehicle Emissioa Model 
A vehicle embion model for estimating the increased air pollution durhg pavement 
rehablitation comtructions on highways' is d e s c n i  in U s  seaion. The main pollution components 
comidered in the rnadd include farbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocaibom (HC). Other poliutants, 
such as nitrogen oxides (NO) and certain metallic compounds, a b  exist, but they are significantly 
tess than the amount of CO and HC generated by the passing whicie during the pavement 
rehabilitation. 
To highlight pavement strategy cornparison, a basic assumption applied in the emission model 
in OPAC 2000 is that within the analysis period emission peak hours happen in the overlay 
construction period. In other words, low vehide speeds due to resurfacuig activities are a major factor 
to be examineâ in devebping the emission model. It is realized that the emission level of CO and HC 
poUutans is a h  relateci to many other factors which are beyond the scope of thk research. 
The basic relatiomhip underlying the emisjion model is tbat pavement overlay activities came 
vehicle speed to drop and then the lower vehide speed causes a h i e r  emiPion leva The emirsion 
mode1 takes in<o casideration the selected mffi conml plan and vehicle ûeet speed prediction based 
on capacity. It gives the e m i W  amount the two pollutauts as output. The model is based on the study 
in the Highway Performaace Monitoring System (HPMS) [FHWA 1987 which links vebicle emiîsion 
with the &et speeû. A step by step description is pmvided here to demomtrate how the emission 
model wo* 
Step 1: Chme a traffic antrol plan coftesponding to the number of lanes on the divided highway: 
la Only hiph- with more than 4 bnes arc c ~ m i d e d  beause two-lane highways, with Iower tra& volumes. would 
have suhsbntiaiiy less extra vehicle cmissions due to rehabilitation. 
4-Lane Hinhwav 6-Lane Hiehwav 8-Lane H u w a y  
Traffic Plan 5 Traffic Plan 6 Traffic Plan 8 
Siep 2 Defenniae Ibe capacity CAPaj aad cbe duad câpacity CAhj mrresponding to thc 
selectecl tmftlc oontml Plan j, as spccificd previo~sly in the capacity rnodel. 
Skp 3: Wict the AADT ami ndurly volume HV d d g  the wocking thne at the rehablitation years. 
where: 
AADTi is the mual average traffic at Year i 
Step 4: Predict the nomial speed Vûj and the nduQd spaed Vq ioliowing the same procedure as 
d e s c r i i  previorsly in the speed model. 
Step 5: Given vehicle speeds, p d k t  CO and HC emission aw>m (kg/lûûû veh-km) by vehide types 
using the WMS emission mode1 P A  1987. 
In the eaiission mode1 vehicles are divided into the same thtee groups as in the VOC 
mudel. The CO and HC emissioa amount by Groups A, B and C in the direction without 
construction is noted as COAn, COB& COCa and HCAQ, HCBn and HCCn, respectively; 
and the CO and HC emission amount by the vehicle groups in the direction with construction 
is noted as CO&, COBr, CûCr and HCAr HCBr, HCCr, respectively. 
Step 6: Calculate CO and HC emissioas (kglkm-h) of al1 vebicIes h m  both directions. Equations 
(6.58) and (6.59) are useci to calculate the two pollucants: 
CO = [(CûAn x TYA + COBn r TYB + COCn x WC) 
+ (COAt x TYA + COBr % TYB + COCr x TYC)] x W / I ~  (6.59) 
+ @CAr x 'NA  + HCBr x TYB + HCCrx WC)] x W/lO (6.a) 
where: 
TYA, 'WB, and 'WC = percentaga of AADT for Gmups 4 B, and C, iespcctively. 
Foiiowhg the same procedure ihe CO and the HC emissionr at the second or later 
rehabiiitation period(s), if aay, can be predicted so that peak emissions througbout the anaiysis period 
can be estimateci for each pavement design aitemative. 
It may be mted, as for the VOC and user delay cost calculations, the amputer package 
provides the option of including or excluding veàicle enhion caiculatioas. 
6.5 Sample Analysis 
The Glane higbay in the previous !lexible pa~emena design example s taken for the life-cycle ccst 
anaiysis. The material unit asts for ihe four ïayers in tk paveme~lt stniuufe are given m the foliowing 
table: 
Table 6.5 Material Unit Cost for the Sample Problem 
When tk unit cost is entered as $/roarlie, a deusity fàcîm is rned to coaiert it into tk volmettic 
p r i o e . A m ~ p e r o e n t ( ~ ) s a h a g e v a l u e n i s e d m t b e g i p u t  fmalithelayers,whichreplgent~ the 
reusable materials at tk end of tbe amipis penod The routine niaintenaace cast is estmiated as 
S l,ûûû/laaekm at the base year, ami iarerring yeariy at a 5% rate ln addition to this, a scheduled onetime 
mainteriance cmt of $1û,ûûû/hnekm is estimami for ewiy ûIth year a b  tk initial and hihm ovaky 
co~stnictiots. An aaraial dscount rate of 6% 6 rsed tor converthg the co6Is into the preseut wofîh nie 
resuit is given in Table 6.6. 
The tuio capmats in the residuai value are the saivage value at Year 30 and ihe teniiinal value of 
theunlsedpavementü6rwùich kevaluatedas a poicioaolthcszmiovaloy aat at Year 22 'Ilietotal 
cost of tbe dsign alternative uada evaiuation 5 tbe sununation of the present worth of the abinne cost 
etements, which is eguai to S2,266,Wl/lan. 




































































































































The amount of vehicle emissions dur& tehabilitation pe&b are giwn in the followiog table: 
Table 6-7 Esthnatal Emksion Output for the Sample Proôtem 
In the design report the pavement design alternatives are raaked amrding to the present 
worth of the& total cos& dong with the structwal analysis resulû. A f i l  design decision can be 
made based on the ptedicted performance and the life-cycle costs, as  well as the estiniated emission, if it 
is required by an environmental asesmem. 
CHAPTER 7 THE SOF'IWARE SYSTEM DESIGN 
One of the major tasks in the development of OPAC 20 was the comprehensive system 
design for deve1opment of the software package. The fouadarion of this package is the various 
structurai and economic amiysis &des as weli as their iapuîred input data, as descn'bed in deiaü in 
the previom chapters. The focus in this chapter wüi be on the general system design and the report 
module, 
The platform of the operating system for OPAC 2000 was selected to be Microsoft~ 
Windows. Because system coding repnsented a large and extensive effort, a sub-contract to the 
University of Waterioo wu arranged with ITX Siaaley Ltd. (formeriy Pavement Management 
Systems Ltd.) located in Cambridge, Ontario. The coding work was canied out by programmers in the 
fina, under the direction of the writer of this thesis. 
7.1 General System Layout 
As indicated earlier in Figure 3.1 the traffic, eoonomic and other project data have to be 
entered hto the system for the structural and economic analysis modules to function, and the analysis 
resulis becorne outputs to various design reports. The connections between the modules and user 
interfaces need to be specified. In addition, users should be able to access the system help message. Ail 
these tasks are organized ihrough tbe systern design. The foiiowing task groups are designed in the 
OPAC 2000 software package: 
1, File: file utilities and systern setup 
3. Anal ysis Modules 
4. Report 
5. Help: on-line help 
Tbese task groups are designed in such a way that they cm be translateci uito menus and 
submenrrs during the system ading. The use of the tadt groupin@ &es it easy to foiiow the MS 
WidowsfY 's convention of designiug tùe user intefices, More deîails are given in tbis exœpt 
for the On-Line Help which is basically the conkn& of the User's Guide. 
It may be notai that a cornprebensive users guide was wfitten as a part of the software 
package development. The Guide is contained in Appendix I, and pmviâes detailcd exampks of ai i  
the elements of this chapter, 
7.1.1 Fik and System Management 
The 'File and system management" p u p  bas rn hiactiom: (1) Fiie managemens which ir 
similar to most of the W i i  pmgrams ami is iaed to staa a ncw project, to open an exbting design 
document and to save the analysis report when the design is filnished; (2) System nianagement, 
Figure 7.1 The Task Gmup of Fiie and Sywm Management 
such as piinüag the rrpon and setting up the sysfem defaults, etc. Figure 7.1 shows the organization 
of this p u p .  
7.12 Input Windows 
Input wiadows are designed to pmvide îhe user intefice for three types of bput informatio~~= 
(1) Project information, such as project name (highway number), section [D, nmber of lanes and Iane 
width, as weii as design criteria induding performance leveis, initial life requhments, the reliability 
lwel and the anaiysis period, etc.; (2) Traffic Ioading information, wbich ailows the user to enter 
values of the variables identified in Chapter 4 to caladate the ESALs; (3) Economic analpis 
information, such as the available fiinds for initiai constniction, maintenance cost and discount rate, 
etc. Figure 7.2 shows the orgaaization of this p u p .  
Figure 7.2 The Task Gmup of Input Wmdows 
, Bouded PCC overlay 
on PCC avement 
d&d&m_I I___ 
Figure 7.3 'Ibe Ta& Group of Anaipk Modules 
The YAnalysisw group provida a m  to 8 anaipis moduks The f h t  7 are the pavement 
design modules induding new flemile pavement, new ngid pavement, AC overlay on AC pavement, 
bonded PCC overiay on PCC pavement, unbondxi PCC overlay on PCC pavement, AC overlay on 
PCC pavement and AC ovetiay on pavement The range of layer thiclmess, material moduli 
and subgrade condition are enîered with i n d ~ d d  esign modules. 
The eigbtb d u I e  is the FWD anaiysis, for which the details are descfl'bed in Cbapter 5. 
Figure 7.3 shows the orgiinization of this group. 
7.1.4. Report 
The 'Report" task group has four huictions: input report, Output report, Semitivity report 
and Crosssection report. While more d e a h  on the report are given separately in the next section, 
Figure 7.4 sbows tbe organization of this group. 
Figure 7.4 nie Task Gmup of Report 
7.2 Report Module 
A amprehemive report module is designed in OPAC 2ûûû to handie the data eniucd iiuo tbe 
systern as weU as the data €rom the structural and mmmic analyses with the hdp of an interna1 
database. Tbe design repon module is used to ocganize the data so that they can be presented in 
different categories, as foilows: 
1. input Report 
2. h i g n  Altemath Report (Output Report) 
3. Sensitivity Analysis Report 
The following discission provides a brie€ summaty of these reports which helps to m e r  the 
question "What the system is able to provide as the outputm. Actuai example scteens for these reports 
are given in the OPAC MOO User's Guide in Appendix J, 
7.21 Input Report 
The input repon is used to summarize ail the information that the pavement designer put into 
the system in order to perfonn the design anaiyses. The input data is arranged in sections such as: 
1. Project Description: the pmject location, section ID, the cross-sectionaï Monnation, the 
performance criteria and reliability, the designer and rhe design date, 
2. Traffic Infomatioxx initial AADT, grwth rate and the breakdom of the truck traffic, 
3. Design and Eoonomic Information: materiais of layem, layer thickness limits and 
iacrements, unit costs, maintename schedufe and cos&, information on future 
rebabilitatba(s) and shoulders, etc. 
The input report can be vkwed on the amputer sneen and printed as a hard copy, so tbat the design 
engùieer can have a quick review of tbe input information and cietennine if any adjustment is needed 
for further analysis. It can also be used as a part of the pavement design document. 
7.2.2 Design Alternatives Report 
The design alternatives report summarizes the structural and ecommic analysis results h m  
running the system. The foUOWibg information is shown Ur the teport for aU the seven types of 
pavement desigus in OPAC 2000: 
1. ProW I)emiption: the type of design, project ID, the designer and the design da&, 
2. Project Cos&: agency costs (ihitial canstniction cost, mainteriance cost, rehabiiitation 
cost), user a s t s  (user delay cost and VOC), raidual value (as a negative cost) and toial 
-t, 
3. Pavement Structure: layer thicknesses of each design alternative, in terms of both the 
actual layer deplh and the equivaient tbickness, 
4. Performance Tirne: life-span of the initial pavement structure as weU as after each future 
overlay, etc. 
Al1 the design results are arrangeci in columris corresponding !O each pavement design 
alternative, and the design alternatives are ranked in an ascending order accorduig to theh total casts. 
Similar to the input report, the design alternatives report can be viewed both on the cornputer screen 
and be p ~ t e d  as a hard copy. It can also be used as a part of the pavement design document. 
7.23 Sensitivity Analysis Report 
The OPAC 20 semitivity anaiysis module provides a tool to examine the impact of a design 
variable on the design output. Four indeperdent design variables are amidered in the sensitivity 
analysis: the minimum acceptable PCI, design reliability, initial AADT and traffic p w t h  rate. The 
analysis outputs to be examined are the toial cos4 the agency cost and the user cost. 
Sensitivity anaïysis b perfoimed after !he structural and mmmic analyses. The designer 
mais to seiect a pavement design alternative lrom tbe output report and a design variable from the 
four independent variables rnentioaed above. The program wül select a range of the variable and 
recalculate the total cos4 the agency cost and the user cost for the given pavement design altemative. 
The resuit of rnsitivity aaalysis is plotted ovcr the range of the selected independent variables. 
SemitMy anaiysis cm ôe perEonned for aiî the design alicmatives at the user's cboicc Examples on 
sensitivity d y s i s  can be lound in the OPAC 2000 User's Guide. 
7.2.4 Graphia Outputs 
Graphic outputs are avaiiabk for the pndicted pavement performance, the cross section and 
the sensitivity analysis. Tbey are accessed tbrough Ihe dmpdown menus of the system. To activate a 
graphic output the design analyses need to be perfofmed fit, and the user specifies a design 
alternative nurnber so that the pavement performance curve, the cniss-section or the sensitivity 
anaiysis result can be plotted Some ssmple graphics can be found in îhe OPAC 2000 User's Guide. 
7.3 Software Package 
The acîual software package is efféaively d e s c r i i i  in Appendix J, as previorsly noted, It 
was initially tested in-bise (alpha testing), and then with a selected group of regional and head office 
MT0 users *ta Ming). As weU, spreadskt calculaiions for a l  elements of the package, using the 
engineering modek and ecunomic anaiysis modeIs descri'bed in previous chapters of the thesis, were 
Camed out to ver@ the outputs of the package. The result is Veision 1.0 of the software package, 
which is intended to be installed in al1 MT0 regions in the near hture. 
CHAPTER 8 EXTENDING OPAC 2000 TO N E T W O ~  
LEVEL PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT 
The objective of netwotk lm1  pavement mariagement is to ammr two types of quatbm: (1) 
the "what if" question: to investigafe the relationship bennaen various funding levels and the pavement 
network status, and (2) the "what to do" qwstion: white a pavement management system imlf can not 
make decisios, it cm pmvide a network b e l  pavement work program baseci on a set of criteria to 
support the decision-making- 
As shown prcviously in Figure 2.1 project lewel pavement design is performeci for those 
pavement sections selected aon-line" h m  the network level anaiysis. In an ideal pavement 
management system the project b e l  analysis on the selected needs sections (sectioiis which need 
rehabilitation), including the mrrespondiag rehabilitation strategies and cos& fiom the network Ievei 
analysis, should not mit in major modifications. In reality, however, discrepancies ofkn exist 
beniveen the decisionsi made at the two levels. A basic reason is that different models are used at the 
two levels, particularly t h e  regarding performance predictiotis. Network analysis is not practid 
with 'data hungry" models; that is, w h e ~  a great deal of t h e ,  effort and cos& are requined to obtah 
the input data. The flemile pavement performance prediction model in OPAC 2 0 0  does offer the 
potential, however, to be ised at the uetwork level. 
The purpose of this cbapter is to demonstrate how the OPAC 2 0 0  pavement performance 
prediction model is also applicable in the nehwodt level pavement management, and thereby provide a 
way to reduce the d h p a n c y  behneen analysis carried out in the two levels. 
8.1 Sample Network and Assumptions 
To lirnit the amount of calculatioos, a subset of the 17 sections h m  northem Ontario is 
selected to fonn a mpIe nehvok Th detaiîed information in terms of the pavement structure, the 
subgrade and the traffi is given in Appendices B and C. The sectioiis are re-numbered as  listed m 
Table 8.1, to facilitate the ensuing analyses. 
Network level anaiyses include Needs Analpis, Rebabiiiiaüon Analysis anâ Opcimization 
Analysis. Needs analysis identifii the pavement sectiors in the network which have reached a 
minimum acceptable PCS b e l  and are -fore "due" for rehbliiation Rebabûitation analpis 
determines the costs and benefit of different tehabilitation alternatives for each pavement section 
Needs and rehabilitation analyses provide the input for the optimization analysis whiçh is rrsed to 
answer tbe Iwo types of questions mentioued at tfrt begiMing of this cbapter. 
Table 8.1 Sample Seclions for Nemrk Level Anaiysis 
4900 1 NlO )NR-14-402000 1 35.6 
Pavement performance data of several sections in the selected subset are dated back in the 
1970's to 1980's. To make the p u p  of pavement sections within a relatively closer time Game, they 
are shifted 10 years forward. The sections king sbifted include: NI, N2, N4, NS, Nb, N11, NI2  and 
Nl6. Furthemore, tbe following assumptions are made for the network analysis: 
1. The minimum acceptable performance level is selected ai  PCI = 60 for the needs analysis 
and the rehabilitation analysis, 
2. Three rebabiiitation treatment alternatives are considend for each pavement section in the 
shdy: 
niin asphalt hot mix overlay of 25 mm, 
Medium asphait hot mix overiay of 75 mm, 
W k  aspbalt bot mix oveday of 125 mm, 
The material unit cost @LI) is $40 pr cubic meor. 
3. The structural analysis perioâ is 10 years, or in otkr words, pavement performance is 
aoaiyzed for al1 tbe sections during the perid of 1991 to 200,  
4. Budget prograrilming period is 5 years h m  1991 to 1995. "ho 1eveki of expeaed anarial 
nhabûitaiion budget, S500,ûûû and Sl,ûûO,oOO are considered in the study. They are 
assumed to remain co~~taa t  during the 5-year period, 
5. If thece is itisufficient budget in a given year. cbe maximum delay of a rehabilitatioa 
treabnent is 3 years h m  the neeâs year. 
8.2 Needs Year and Rehabilitation Analysis 
Needs year refers to the year in which a pavement section deteriorates to the minimum 
acceptable performance level, which in this case, is PCI = 60. The f i t  step in the network levet 
amiysis is to Tuid the portion of the network wbich is or will be needs in the analysis period. This is 
accomplished by pavement perforxnance prediction. S b  aii the sedons in the sampIe network are 
locateci in northem Ontario, the performance prediction mode1 in Equatiom (4.11, (4.4) and (4.7) with 
coefficients $ = 10.5478 and a = -0.0415 h m  Table 4 3  are used in the pavement performance 
predictions. Table 8.2 contains the mult of the performance predictions. 






















































Figure 8.1 shows the percentage distribution of ihe netwotk weds, in wbich 5696 becorne 
needs sections in the first 5 years and the rest become needs for  habilitation in the later years. 
Figure 8.1 Nenivork N& Distriution 
The step following the ne& analysis is the rehabilitation analysis which serves the purpose of 
determinhg the beoefiri ami uists of different cehabilitation alternatives for each pavement section. In 
general the benefit of pavement rehabilitaticin can be represented by the reduced cost to road users in 
terms of the veWe operating cost (VOC). Since VOC is clasely related to the predicted pavement 
performance, a simple and collvenient surrogate measwe that is oommoaiy used in practiœ is the a m  
under the pavement performance m e ,  weigôted by traffi volume and section length, as shown in 
Figure 8.2 [Haas 19941. nie ami is te- as (be "effectiveaess" of a cehabliîation altemative. 
Basically the higber the performance cuwe, the longer is the Me span of a rehablitation alternative, 
which iesults in higher effectiveness or greater benefie to t&e m d  user. 
Figure 8.2 Effectiveness of Pavement Rebabüiiation 
As happens mmmonly in practiœ, a pavement nhabiiitation may not be implemented at the 
needs year due to budget coastmints. In chis case the pavement wiii continue to deteriorate until the 
implementation year. The ana below the minimum acceptable ihe in Figure 8.2 represents negative 
effectiveness or the negztive benefit to the uses. The mtai effectiveaas is calculated using the 
following equatbn [Haas 19941: 
Re hdYr 
Effectiveness - 
PCIR = Pavement Condition Index (PCI) aîter rebabûitation (i.e., for the implementation year) 
and for each year until K t M  isreached, 
P C b  = minimum acceptable level of P a  
PCIN = yeaily KI h m  the needs year to the implementation year. 
The effectiveriess dculated ushg i3pation 8.1 in actuality has mixed uni&, but it is ined as 
a unitiess quantity. Because a maximum delay of 3 y e m  is onsidered in this study, the effectivenesi 
is caIculated for the needs year and for ine ensuing tbree passible implementation years for each 
rehabüitation alternative and each pavement section based on the predicted performance h m  OPAC 
2000. 
The project cost caldation is amhi out by multiplying the length of tbe section with the unit 
cost output (one kilometer in length) of the OPAC 2000 package. The mahtenanœ cost is not 
considered since it is noi the main tbeme of the chapter. User cas& are not considered dm to the fact 
that the effectiveness calculalions are usxi to account for the rehabilitation benefits- The effdveness 
and project cost calculation results can be found in Appendix H (note: the cut-off year is 2001 for the 
effectiveness calculation). 
8.3 Opîimization Analysis with Integer Rogramming 
The optimization analysis uses the resuIts h m  the needs and rehabilitation analyses. Whiie 
the main objective of optimization analysis is to pmvide a network level strategy that maximizes the 
benefits, it can be hutber divided into tbe following two fwictions: 
(1) Investigate the efféct of various hding levels on the network performance 
(2) DeveIop pavement worlring programs componding to the hinding levels 
An Integer Programming (IP) methaï is used for the neiwork optimization aaalysis in this 
study. The IP formulation, as intro<luced in th& &on, is foliowed by the interpretation of the results 
with respect to the above mentioned two functions. 
An IP mode1 with 0-1 decision variables is applicable to this study because a pavement 
rehabilitation alternative can either be selected or not selected. The decirion variables in the problem 
are d e E i i  as: 
N(ij): O - 1 decirion variable, 'la mam the ~hbilitation alternative is slected by the 
optimization procedure, and "OW rneaus the rehabüitation alternative is not selected, 
i s 1...17, one of the pavement sections in the nemrk, 
j = A, B or C, pavement reha5ilitation alternatives: thin overlay, medium oveclay and 
thick overlay, rapectively, 
f = 1991 ... 1995, the year rehabiïitation alternative j is selecied for pavement section i. 
For the fwe-year pmgramming pnod the IP model can be exprascd as @ased on [Haas 19943): 
for i = L.17 
for t = 1991...1995 
Nifi = Section i with iehabilitation aiternative j, in year t 
E& = Effectiveaess of secîïoa i, with iehabilitation alternative j, in year t 
c# = C&t of section i, with rehabilitation alternative j, in year t 
& = budget for year t. 
In the above [P model, Eqmtion (8.2) is the objective function for maximmng the 
effectiveaas. Equation (8.3) is the u~u*queness comtraint whkh requins that at maximum one 
rehablitation aitemative can be seleced once in the pto&ramming period for any pavement section. 
Equation (8.4) staies that the cost of al1 the rehabûitation alternatives selected in a given year can aot 
exceed the budget iimit of tbat year. auation (8.5) is the non-negative amtiaint which is iepuirrd by 
al1 Integer Pmpmming modeb. 
The solution of the IP model is obtained tbrough Che UNDO amputer sofhware. The analysir 
is performed at two budget levels: yearly budget le31el$500,000 and $1,000,000, and the output of the 
LINDO is included in Appendix L 
To answer the What if" question, Figure 8.3 shows tbat with tk F i t  budget level the average 
nehuork performance wiU k raised to slightly above Pa = 75 at tbe end of 5 ycars. With budget l e ~ l  
2, the netmil perfonaaaa will be mised even highcr to about PCI = 80 at the end of the 5 year 
programmiag period. For cornparison purposcs the nenivork condition without rehabûitation (or no 
builci) is also predicted in Figure 8.3. It shows tbe petforniaire would be lowerrd subsîantially to 
about PCI = 63 by the year 1995. 
Amiher way to look at the f&on of r~twock opthkation anaiysis is Cor the IP model to 
minimise the networlc rehabilitation cast subject to constrainis that ibe network performance wüi be 
better tban or quai to a specified perfominwc staadard. This appioach is ureN O T i  out the budget 
requirements, but it was not performed in this study. 
Figure 8.3 Network Performance Vs. Budget kve1 
Weighted OC1 vs Budget Level 
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The 'what to do" question involves pmviâing a network wotking pmgmn in responding to "3 
W'sw: whut section to impme, whut alternative to select and at whar t h e  to implement. In thc 
pcocess of solving the IP model the potential rehabilitation projecpi are evaIuated so that the sections, 
within-pmjecî alternatives and tbeir timing are detennined to rnaximize the overall network 
effectiveness or bencfiiis subject to the giwn budget levek Table 8.3 provida the priority list on the 
two budget ievels based on the solution to the above IP model. An action plan can then be developed 
based on the selected budget level and the conespondhg priority list. 
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Table 8.3 Networlr Rebabilitation Program Prionty List 
Year 1 Budget Level 1: S500,000/year 1 Budget Level2: S1,~OOO/Year 
8.4 Summary 
As a summary to Chapter 8, the network level pavement management involves needs, 
rehabilitation and opthkation anaiyses. The OPAC 2000 pavement pefiormance prediction mode1 
developed for the project IeveI pavement desigus can also be used in the network level nseds and 
rehabilitation analyses. Since pmjad Iewd analysis is a continuation of the network level analysis, a 
major benefit of applying the OPAC 2 W  pavement performance piediction model in the network 
h e l  analysis is to help reduce tbe differenœ between tbe decisions made at the two levels. 
CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Development of the OPAC 2000 pavement design system is prrsented in lhir thesis. ThEi 
comprehensive nnv system is ibe f i t  major update to Ontario's existing OPAC pavement design 
system. The key enhancemens include: 
A new set of OPAC 2000 Eiex1'ble pavement performance models, 
Capability of carrying out overlay designs, 
Capabiiity of carrying out reihbiiity aaalysk, 
Capabiiity ofc~nying out ri@ pavement design includhg overhy desigis by employing 
the AASHTO rigid pavement design equation, 
A new, improved economic analysis module, 
Capacity of estimating impacts to environment due to pavement works, and 
Use of the MS ~ p d o w s ~ - b a s e d  cornputhg environmeot, and 
A versatile, 'user-friendly" software package, 
This thesis provides the procedures, equations and the related background englliee~g 
principks that wete used in the development of the system. The foiiowing wnclusions are made based 
on the shîdy: 
The mechanistic-empiricai nature of the OPAC pavement design method is retained in the 
OPAC 2000 pavement design system, 
The OPAC pavement performance prediction mode1 is updated based on in-service 
pavement performance data. l'Iwo separak modeis am devdoped based on cluster 
analysis: one for Southern Ontario, and one for Northern Ontario, 
A systematic metbodology was used ia developing OPAC 2 0  as a hiUy fwctional self- 
contained pavement design package, 
A pmject level pavement design system sbould be considered within the scope of an 
overall pavement management system. 
Although efforts have been made to make full use of the avaiiable data and the state-of-art 
technology in designing the system, the following areas are mmmerided to be comidered for fuaher 
enhancements in the friture. 
Data Base 
Data collecüon repiaented a major and tuae mnsuming pan in the study. For the sîmctunil 
data, some of the layer thicknes and subgrade data are mlcsing on the MT0 pavement perCormoafe 
fact sheeg and h i &  to the regional pavement engineers bad to k made for moxe amplete 
information- Becam of tbeir importance in prformauce model building or updating, enough thne 
should be planned to coïiect the data in future updating pmjects, perhaps with the help of coring tests 
(coring tests are offered by the Road and Development Branch in MTO, but were not made due t the 
the limits). For the traffic data, AADT and ammercial vehicle percentage (trucks) Qia were 
provided by the Traific Management Pmgramming Office. Advice was @en, however, that the 
cornmerciai vehice data are not of hi@ quality. Wth the Ministry switching to the FHWA vehicle 
cIassify ing system, it is hoped that better ûaffic data will be avaiiable for future mode1 calibrations. 
Trafic Associoted Performance Loss M&I 
The traffic related pan of the fiemile pavement performance prediction mode1 remained 
unchangexi in the mode1 calibration. The main reason is that it was based on curve fittinp to the 
AASHTO Road Test data [Jung 19741 wbich was basically a load-iniemive test. The AASHO Road 
Test is considered still to be the best source of this type. It is tecommended, however, that this pan of 
the model to be calibrated in future upâates when bemr data sources are made available (for example, 
the SHRP data or data b m  other specialiaed projects), ami ihe envimmental pan of the madel 
sbould also be re-calibrated accorâingly. 
Granular Base Equhralency (GBE) factors play an e q u y  important role as the layer 
thickness data in the OPAC 2ûOO niodels. If handled propetly, they should be able to characterize the 
pmperties of variois types of paving malerials TEe research on th& bue sbwld be oontinueû to keep 
up with the evolution of new materials aad œw eostmction meibadf such as the wld in-plaœ and 
hot in-place recycling, e&. A similar situation exists with tbe subgrade modulus, Ms- R o c k a t  and 
rock-fiU type of subgrades exist in the North part of Ontario, but the conespondiag moâulls (MJ 
values are m t  available in the c m n t  MT0 Pavement Design and rebablitation Manual [MT0 
19901. OPAC 2ûW has the provision of imnrporatïng drainage coefficients for non-asphait layers. 
Research on drainage coefficients sbould be canied out to provide appmpriate inputs. 
Performance Modehg AsAn OnCohg E e  
Due to the changes in traffii loads and emririonmental factors, as well as the variabüity of 
pavement material properties, pavement performance modelhg heeds to be m * e d  out in a progressive 
and iterative way. It is imporiant to note U t  the OPAC #MO model sbouid go through several cycles 
of future caliirations based on long-term pavement performance data in order to m e r  reduce the 
prediction enor. This in tum emphas* the importance of a good data base. 
One related issue is to consider incoxporating the OPAC 2 0  pavement perfomaace 
prediction model in the network level of pavement mamagement. As pointed out in Chapter 8, the 
benefit will be to reduœ the difTerences between the decisioas made at the network level and the 
project level. 
Finally, OPAC 2000 was developed spcci€dly for the province of Ontario. Notwithstandbg, 
the engineering principles, the techniques and the mechodology used in developing the system are 
iransferable to other regiom. OPAC 2 0 0  type systenrr muid be irred in such other regions through 
appropriate calibrations of the performance and economic analysis models. 
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Sample of MT0 Action Plan Fact Sheet and Pavement Performance Record 
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2 1 3 6 0 0  
1. ïhe layer tbickncss of Overlay, Aspbalt Concmtc (AC), Granular Base (GB), and Subbase (SB) is in mm. 
2- Nurnbea in the column "sbglw indicaies the subgrade type as lisîed in Table 4 5  ("1" for Gtanular, "2" 
for Sandy Silt and Clay Till with silt~4046 or very Gnc sand and silt<45%, and so on, Y+" indica tes the 
rock-cut or rock-fil1 type of subgrade. Since this type of subgmde is missing in the MT0 Pavement 
Design and Rchabilitation Manual, the highest M, coemcient in Table 4.5 (79.3 MPa) is used.). 
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SYSTATB Tree Plot of Cluster Aaalysis 
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Appendix E 
SYSTATB Output of Regcession Analysis 














DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PEPO 
SOURCE SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE 
REGRESSION 28.632321 2 14.316161 
RE SIDUAL 2.965607 542 O -005472 
TOTAL 31.441852 544 
CORRECTED 10.115315 543 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE A-SmE- LOWER <95%> OPPER 
BETA 12.721113 6,008033 O. 919227 24.522999 
ALPHA -0.032915 0.003022 -0 - 038851 -0 026978 
BETA 1 . O00000 
ALPHA O 982003 1 .O00000 

























DEPENDEUT VARfABLE IS PEPO 
SOüRCE SüK-OF-SQUARES Dl? NEAN-SQUARE 
REGRESSION 10 007684 2 5 003842 
RESIDUAL 0.382672 159 0aOOî407 
TOTAL 10.360383 161 
CORRECTED 2.857170 160 
RAW R-SQUARED (1-REsIDUAL/TOTAL) 5 0. 963064 
CORRECTED R-SQUARED (1-RESIDUAL/CORRECTED) 0.866066 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE A.S.E. LOWER <95%> UPPER 
BETA 10.547760 3,049370 4.525266 16.57 0254 
ALPElA -0 041463 Oa003139 -Omo47663 -0,035264 
ASYMPTOTIC CORRELATION MATRIX O€ PARAUETERS 
BBTA ALPBA 
Appendix F 




Partial Derivatives Used in Flexible Pavement Reliabili ty Anal ysis 
(Output of Maple V 3.0) 
Partial Denvatives for Reliabüity Analysis: 
bl := -9 

Appendix H 
Results of Effectiveness and Roject Costs Calculations 
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LINDO Integer Rogramming Outputs 
LIlOO output for budgmt love1 $ 500,00O/yoa 
MAX 2954523 N8A91 + 3017586 N8B91 + 3071497 N8C91 + 18534258 N9A91 
+ 24695584 N9891+ 26463146 N9C91+ 2466082 N8A92 + 2529145 N8B92 
+ 2583056 N8C92 + 14080376 N9A92 + 20241702 19892 + 22009264 N9C92 
+ 12173220 N3A92 + 12510153 N3892 + 12759867 N3C92 + 2000152 N8A93 
+ 2061785 Na893 + 2114409 N8C93 + 9931554 N9U3 + 15976847 19893 
+ 17705732 N9C93 + 10078047 N3A93 + 10414981 N3B93 + 10664694 N3C93 
+ 13506082 N13A93 + 16970676 NI3893 + 17783372 N13C93 + 1903621N14A93 
+ 1946640 NI4893 + 1981014 Nl4C93 + 1425964 NlSA93 + 1461947 NI5893 
+ 1482364 N15C93 + 1555984 N8A94 + 1614471 N8B94 + 1664521 N8C94 
+ 6087984 N9A94 + 11892188 N9B94 + 13543717 N9C94 + 8085357 N3A94 
+ 8412732 N3B94 + 8654679 N3C94 + 10157417 N13A94 + 13621212 NI3894 
+ 14433908 N13C94 + 1553923 N14A94 + 1596942 NI4894 + 1631316 N14C94 
+ 1158953 N15-4 + 1194936 NI5894 + 1215353 NlSC94 + 4425417 N2A94 
+ 4626524 N2894 + 4725063 N2C94 + 1168032 NllA94 + 1241043 NllB94 
+ 1265110 N11C94 + 6191178 N3A95 + 6499436 N3B9S + 6726448 N3C95 
+ 7065691 N13A95 + 10437374 N13895 + 11221286 N13C95 + 1219880 114A95 
+ 1261272 NI4895 + 1294324 N14C9S + 904201 NlSA95 + 938933 N15B95 
+ 958489 N15C9S + 3490581 N2A9S + 3691687 N2B95 + 3790227 N2C95 
+ 911432 NllA95 + 984443 N11B95 + 1008510 NllC95 + 7270890 N17A95 
+ 7352111 NI7895 + 7425619 Nl7C95 + 3209232 N6A95 + 3271632 N6095 
+ 3313440 N6C95 
SüBJECT TO 
UNQ1) N8A91 + N8B91 + N8C91 + N8A92 + N8892 + N8C92 + N8A93 + N8B93 
+ NBC93 + N8A94 + N8894 + N8C94 <= 1 
UNQZ) N9A91 + N9891 + N9C91 + N9A92 + N9B92 + N9C92 + N9A93 + N9B93 
+ N9C93 + N9A94 + N9B94 + N9C94 1 
üNQ3) N3A92 + N3B92 + N3C92 + N3M3 + N3B93 + N3C93 + N3A94 + N3B94 
+ N3C94 + N3A95 + N3895 + N3C9S <= 1 
mQ4) N13A93 + NI3893 + N13C93 + N13A94 + H13B94 + N13C94 + Ni3395 
+ Ni3895 + N13C95 <= 1 
UNQS) N14A93 + N14B93 + N14C93 + N14A94 + NI4894 + N14C94 + N14A95 
+ N14B95 + N14C95 <= 1 
üNQ6) NISA93 + N15B93 + N15C93 + N15A94 + NI5894 + N15C94 + N15A95 
+ N15B95 + N15C95 <= 1 
UNQ7) N2A94 + N2B94 + N2C94 + N2A95 + N2B95 + N2C95 <= 1 
mQ8) NllA94 + NllB94 + NllC94 +NlU95 + NllB95 + NllC95 <= 1 
- 9 )  N17-S + N17B95 + N17C95 <= 1 
UNQlO) N6A95 + N6B9S + N6C9S <= 1 
BûGT91) 177100 N8A91 + 531300 N8B91 + 885500 N8C91 + 307510 N9A91 
+ 922530 N9B91 + 1537550 N9C91 <= 500000 
BDGT92) 177100 N8A92 + 531300 N8B92 + 885500 N8C92 + 307510 N9A92 
+ 922530 N9892 + 1537550 N9C92 + 165830 N3A92 + 497490 N3892 
+ 829150 N3C92 <= 500000 
BDGT93) 177100 N8A93 + 531300 N8893 + 885500 N8C93 + 307510 N9A93 
+ 922530 N9B93 + 1537550 N9C93 + 165830 N3A93 + 497490 N3893 
+ 829150 N3C93 + 162610 N13A93 + 487830 N13B93 + 813050 N13C93 
+ 181930 Nl4A93 + 545790 N14B93 + 909650 N14C93 + 239890 NlSA93 
+ 719670 N15B93 + 1199450 N15C93 <= 500000 
BDGT94) 177100 N8A94 + 531300 N8B94 + 885500 NSC94 + 307510 N9A94 
+ 922530 N9B94 + 1537550 N9C94 + 165830 N3A94 + 497490 N3B94 
+ 829150 N3C94 + 162610 N13A94 + 487830 N13B94 + 813050 N13C94 
+ 181930 Nl4A94 + 545990 N14B94 + 909650 N14C94 + 239890 NlSA94 
+ 719670 NI5894 + 1199450 N15C94 + 96600 N2A94 + 289000 N2B94 
+ 483000 N2C94 + 148120 NllA94 + 444360 NllB94 + 740600 NllC94 
<= 500000 
BûGT95) 165830 N3A95 + 497490 N3095 + 829150 N3C9S + 162610 Nl3A95 
+ 487830 N13B95 + 813050 N13C95 + 181930 N14A95 + 545790 NI4895 
+ 909650 N14C95 + 239890 NlSA95 + 719670 NI5895 + 1199450 N15C95 
+ 96600 N2A95 + 289800 N2895 + 483000 N2C95 + 148120 N 1 W S  
+ 444360 NllB95 + 740600 NllC95 + 442750 N17A95 + 1328250 N17B95 




LP OPTfMDM POUND AT STEP 32 
OBJECTIVE VAL= = 68455090.0 
F I X A L L V A R S * (  5) WfTBRCS *12584OE+O8 
SET N9B91 TO <= O AT 1, BNbs *67643+08 TWXHs -.10003+31 47 
SET N9C91 TO <= O AT 2, ENDI .66973+08 TWINs -.10003+31 65 
SET N9C92 TO <+ O AT 3, B m  *6684Z+08 TWINs - 0  1000E+31 74 ... a-. 
(314 lines delsted) 
FLZP N6A9S TO s r  1 A T  8 W I T H B N D a  657434900 
SET N17-5 TO <= O AT 9, BNDI .63103+08 TWINs -. 10003+31 678 
DELETE N17A95 AT LEVEL 9 
DELETE N6A95 AT LEWEL 0 
DELETE N8C91 AT LEVZL 7 
DELETE Na891 AT UVeL 6 
DELETE N3C92 AT UVtI; S 
DELETE N9892ATUVCL 4 
DELETE N9C92 AT LEVEL 3 
DELETE N9C91 AT UVEt 2 
DELETE N9B91 AT LEVEL 1 
ENUMERATION COMPtETE BRANCHES= 5 0 PrVOTS* 670 
LAST ïNTEGER SOLUTION IS THE BEST FOüNû 
RE-INSTALLZNG BEST SOLUTION.-* 
OBJECTIVE FVNCTION VALUE 










NO. 1 TERATIONS* 679 
BRANCHES= 50 DETERMOs 1a000E O 
LllDO output fos budget l a v d  $ 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 / ~ ~ u  
MAX 2954523 N8A91 + 3017586 Ne891 + 3071497 N8C91 + 18534258 N9A91 
+ 24695584 89891 + 26463146 N9C91 + 2466082 N8A92 + 2529145 N8892 
+ 2583056 N8C92 + 14080376 N9-2 + 20241702 N9892 + 22009264 N9C92 
+ 12173220 N3-2 + 12510153 N3B92 + 12759067 N3C92 + 2000152 N0A93 
+ 2061785 WB93 + 2114409 MW93 + 9931554 N9-3 + 15976847 N9093 
+ 17705732 N9C93 + 10078047 N3A93 + 10414981 N3893 + 10664694 N3C93 
+ 13506862 N13A93 + 16970676 N13B93 + 17783372 N13C93 + 1903621 N14A93 
+ 1946640 N14893 + 1981014 N14C93 + 1425964 NISA93 + 1461947 NlSB93 
+ 1482364 NlSC93 + 1555984 N8A94 + 1614471 N8B94 + 1664521 N8C94 
+ 6087984 N9A94 + 11892188 N9B94 + 13543717 N9C94 + 8085357 N3A94 
+ 8412732 N3894 + 8654679 N3C94 + 10157417 N13A94 + 13621212 NI3894 
+ 14433908 N13C94 + 1553923 N14A94 + 1596942 NI4894 + 1631316 N14C94 
+ 1158953 N15A94 + 1194936 NlSB94 + 1215353 N15C94 + 4425417 N2A94 
+ 4626524 N2B94 + 4725063 N2C94 + 1168032 NllA94 + 1241043 NU894 
+ 1265110 NllC94 + 6191178 N3A95 + 6499436 Na895 + 6726448 N3C95 
+ 7065691 N13A95 + 10437374 N13B95 + 11221286 N13C95 + 1219880 N14A95 
+ 1261272 NI4895 + 1294324 N14C95 + 904201 NISA95 + 938933 NI5895 
+ 958489 NlSC95 + 3490581 N2A95 + 3691687 N2B9S + 3790227 N2C95 
+ 911432 NllA35 + 984443 N11895 + 1008510 NllC95 + 7270890 N17A95 
+ 7352111 NI7895 + 7425619 N17C95 + 3209232 N6A95 + 3271632 N6895 
+ 3313440 N6C95 
SUBJECT Tû 
üNQ1) N8A91 + NO891 + N8C91 + N8A92 + NB892 + N8C92 + N8A93 + Ne893 + Nec93 + N8A94 + N8B94 + N8C94 <= 1 
üNQ2) N9A91 + N9B91 + N9C91 + N9A92 + N9B92 + N9C92 + N9-3 + N9B93 
+ N9C93 + N9A94 + N9B94 + N9C94 <= 1 
üNQ3) N3A92 + WB92 + N3C92 + N3A93 + N3B93 + N3C93 + N3A94 + N3B94 
+ N3C94 + N3A95 + N3B95 + N3C95 <= 1 
UNQ4) N13A93 + N13B93 + N13C93 + N13A94 + N13B94 + N13C94 + N13A95 
+ NI3895 + Nl3C95 1 
üNQ5) N14A93 + N14893 + N14C93 + N14A94 + N14B94 + N14C94 + N14A9S 
+ N14B95 + N14C95 <= 1 
UNQ6) NISA93 + U15B93 + N15C93 + NISA94 + N15B94 + NlSC94 + N15A95 
+ NI5895 + NlSC95 <= 1 
UNQ?) N2A94 + N2B94 + N2C94 + N2A95 + N2895 + N2C95 1 
üNQ8) NllA94 + NllB94 + NllC94 + NllA95 + NllB95 + NllC95 1 
üNQ9 ) N17A95 + N17B95 + N17C95 1 
UNQLO) N6A9S + Nb895 + N6C9S <= 1 
BDGT91) 177100 N8A91 + 531300 N8B91 + 885500 N8C91 + 307510 N9A91 
+ 922530 N9B91 + 1533550 N9C91 <= 1000000 
B M 9 2 )  177100 N8A92 + 531300 N8B92 + 885500 N8C92 + 307510 N9-2 
+ 922530 19892 + 1537550 N9C92 + 165830 N3A92 + 497490 N3B92 
+ 829150 U3C92 <= 1000000 
BDGT93) 177100 N8A93 + 531300 N8893 + 885500 N8C93 + 307510 N9A93 
+ 922530 N9B93 + 1537550 N9C93 + 165830 N3A93 + 497490 N3893 
+ 829150 N3C93 + 162610 Nl3A93 + 487830 N13893 + 813050 N13C93 
+ 181930 N14A93 + 545790 N14B93 + 909650 Nl4C93 + 239890 NlSA93 
+ 719670 NI5893 + 1199450 N15C93 <= 1000000 
BDGT94) 177100 N8A94 + 531300 N8894 + 885500 #8C94 + 307510 N9A94 
+ 922530 N9894 + 1537550 N9C94 + 165830 N3A94 + 497490 N3B94 
+ 829150 N3C94 + 162610 N13U4 + 487830 N13B94 + 813050 N13C94 
+ 181930 N14A94 + 545790 Nl4B94 + 909650 Nl4C94 + 239890 N15A94 
+ 719670 NI5894 + 1199450 N15C94 + 96600 N2A94 + 289800 N2894 
+ 483000 N2C94 + 148120 NlU94 + 444360 NI1894 + 740600 NllC94 
<= 1000000 
BDGT9S) 165830 N32195 + 497490 N3B95 + 829150 N3C9S + 162610 N13A95 
+ 487830 N13B95 + 813050 N13C95 + 181930 Nl4A95 + 545790 NI4895 
+ 909650 N14C9S + 239890 N15A95 + 719670 NlS895 + 1199450 NlSC9S 
+ 96600 N2-S + 289800 N2895 + 483000 N2C95 + 148120 N l W S  
+ 444360 N11B95 + 740600 NllC95 + 442750 NlfA95 + 1328250 N17B95 




LP OPTIWH POUND AT STEP 45 
OBJECTXVE VALUE 77441940oO 
SET N689S TO >= 1 AT 1, BNDI  *73933+08 m~ e7744t+08 49 
SET N17A9S TO <+ O AT 2, B N W  ,714SE+08 TWXNz --LOOOE+31 52 
SET N17B95 TO <= O AT 3, BND= .7096E+08 TWINI --1000E+31 55 
0. O*. 
( 2123 lines deletad) -,. 0,. 
DELETE N17C95 AT LtVEL 4 
DELETE NI7895 AT LEVEL 3 
DELETE N6C95 AT LGVtL 2 
DELETE N6B95 AT LEVtL 1 
ENUMERATION COCIPLETE . BRANCHES- 222 PIVOTS= 3925 
LAST -GER SOLUTION IS T E  BEST ?O- 
RE-INSTAUING BtST SOLUTIONee- 























ROW SLACK OR SURPLUS DUAL PRICES 
Appendix J 
OPAC 2000 User's Guide 
(Adapted fiom ITX Stanley, Deœmber 1996) 
Mr. Zhiwei He 
2 1 9- 1 55 University Avenue W. 
Waterloo, Ontario 
N2L 3ES 
Refcrence: OPAC 2000 USER'S GUIDE 
Please consider this as our written permission to use information fiom ITX Stanley Ltd.'s 
document entitied "OPAC 200 User's Guide - Dec. 1996" for your Ph.D. thesis at the University 
of Waterloo. 
S incerely, 
ITX Stanley Ltd. 
Frank Meyer, Ph.D., P.Eng. 
Vice President 
- - - - 
ITS Stanley Ltd 151 U n  Street Cambridge OX Canada SIR 6R1 Ph: (519) 62-3005 Fax (519) 622-2580 
1 .O Introduction 
About OPAC2000 
OPAC2000 is a project-level pavement management tool for pavement design. It incorporates 
structural analysis and life-cycle cost analysis to evaluate projed design alternatives. 
OPAC2000 was developed as an enhanced vefsÎon of the existing -AC. The Ontario Pavement 
Analysis of Costs (OPAC) has been used extensively by the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario for 
about 20 years. Due to significant changes in pavement design needs since its original inception, 
OPAC was updated in the following areas: 
improved flexible pavement penomance predidion model, 
addition of a rigid pavement design module, 
addition of an overlay pavement design module, 
incorporation of reliability analysis, 
impmved economic analysis module, 
addition of emission effect model, and 
extension fmm a DOS system to a ~ i n d o d  based system. 
The engineering and model development for this enhanced pavement design package has been 
carried out at the University of Waterloo. Software for the package was prepared by Pavement 
Management Systerns Limited, under contract to The University. 
System Requirements 
The following is a list of the minimum hardware requirements to install and fun OPAC2000: 
CPU: 80486 
RAM: 8 Mb of extended or expanded memory 
VIDEO: VA adapter card and color monitor 
HARD DISK: 20 Mb of free disk space. this nquirement may increase as the database gmws 
FLOPPY: 3.5' 
MOUSE: Microsoft compatiMe 
Ease of use and speed of pr0cessiroCessing will increase with the addition of the following mcommended 
hardware upgmdes to the base configuration listed above: 
CPU: Pentiurn or better 
MM: The most beneficial hardware addition that can be made is to add as much 
RAM as -ble. 16 Mb is recommended, although 32 Mb m'Il further irnprove 
performance. 
This version of the software is currently designed to operate with the following operating system 
installation: 
DOS Version 5.x or higher 
Windows 3X, or Windows for Workgroups 3x 
Other versions of the software will mn on Windows NT or Wirrdows 95- If your operating system of 
preference is elher of these systems please phone the number listed below (Technical Support) to 
receive a free upgtade. 
Technical Support 
If you have any questions about OPAC2000 review the documentation and search the on-line help. 
If you cannot find the answer contact a Pavement Management Systems representative at: 
152 Main Stree!, 
Cambrtdge, ON 
Canada, NI R 6R1 
Phone: 51 9-622-3005 
FAX= 51 9-622-2580 
Note, however, that system support for OPAC 2000 has not yet been arranged at the time of 
preparation of this User's Guide (December, t 996)- Consequently, questions and consultations may 
involve a fee. 
Disclaimer 
OPAC 2000 is intenâed to aid personnel who are knowledgeable in pavement engineering, and it 
cannot replace the professional judgment of a pavement design engineer. The partÏes and 
individuals associated in developing the program cannot assume responsibilities for any irnproper 
use of the program, or for the accuracy of the sources upon which the program is based. 
Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a 
comrnitment on the part of Pavement Management Systems Ltd. The software and/or databases 
may be used or copied only in accordance with the tenns of the agreement. The purchaser may 
make one wpy of the software for backup purposes No part of this manual andfor databases rnay 
be reproduced or transmitted in any fom or by ariy means, electronic or mechanical, including 
photocopying, recording, or information storage and retrieval systems, for any purpose other than 
the purchaser's personal use, without the m e n  permission of Pavement Management Systems. 
O 1996 Pavement Management Systerns. All rights reserved. 
MS-DOS and Windows are registered t rademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
Unless othecwiCWise noted, all names of streets and persons cantained herein are part of a completely 
fictitious scenario or sanarios and are designed solely to document the use of a Pavement 
Management System product. 
2.0 Starting the Program 
Installation 
1. Start Microsoft Windows 
2. Insert Disk 1 - Setup in drive A: (or 8:) 
3- From Pmgram Manager, W?d File menu and choose Run. 
4. Type a:\setup (or b:\setup) and press Enter. 
5. Follow the setup instructions as they appear on the screen- 
6. Restart Windows after the installation is complete. 
Starting OPACZOOO 
Once the OPAC2000 application has b e n  pmperly installed as described above, it may be started 
by doubleclicking on the OPAC2000 program item in the OPAC2000 pmgrarn group of the 
Windows Program Manager, as show belaw. 
- _  ,. v.: - , . œ . . -  Rogmin Mhigcr  1 ~ i l h  
' 




This will bring up the OPAC2000 starting smen and main menu. The starting sunm shows the 
agencylcompany nsme of the Iicensed user as well as provides sorne information regarding the 
authors of the software. The starting screen is shown below. 
1' - 
Usina the windowse Interface 
The windows interface is designed to make user interaction easy to leam and easy to use. The 
power of ~ i n d o d  is in its Graphical User Interface (GUI) - the user c m  data and hiahliaht 
entries through a point and click approach. This is done by rnanipulating the Mouse and pressing 
the Mouse Buttons when input is requiféd. The intefiace is made up primarily of meaus and ~WQS 
Menus 
Selecting a menu can cause one of Wo actions to occur - a pulldown menu can be triggered from 
which further menu options c m  be made or a dialog can appear. Pulldown menus are sub- 
groupings of menu options that can lead to further groupings for several levels deep until a dialog is 
encountered. If a dialog foHows a menu item, an ellipsis (,..) will be show to the right of the menu 
option. 
Menu Availability 
Menu options are not always available for seledion depending upon the applications current status. 
For example, under the File menu, if no project is currentty seleded then the Delete Current Project 
menu option will be disabled. 
Select a Menu Using the Mouse 
To make a menu seleaion using the mouse place the pointer over the item and click. In most cases 
a pulldown menu appears. Click on the desired option to choose it- Releasing the button will initiate 
the action assocl*ated with the highlighted menu item. Click anywhere outside a menu pulldown to 
close it and not select an option. 
Dialogs 
The majority of the user interface is composed of dialogs. Dialogs are redangular regions on the 
screen endosed by a border- In addition to displaying information, a dialog can contain rnany 
cantrol objeds which a l l ~ ~  you to make seledions. These contra1 objeds include radio buttons, 
check boxes, po~um, list boxe. fext boxes, and push buttons. 
Managing Dialogs and Windows 
A dialog is a type of window. The majority of dialogs are capable of k i n g  moved by dragging the 
title bar to the desireci location. In some instances windows a n  be sitecl, closed, maximized andfor 
minimized. When a *ndow is capable of being manipulated as mentiorred, its border will have 
special symbob that ate used to indicate each type of action. These symbols vary with each version 
of ~ i n d d  - consult your Windome documentation for fuucther information. 
Starting a New Project 
... A new design pmject Gan be initiated by selecüng File, New Projed fmm the main menu. as 
show below, 
The user will be pmrnpted for a Pmjed 10 which will be verified against the existing project 
database, to ensure that the ID is unique. If it is unique the Section Information input form will be 
displayed. If it is not unique, the userwill wamed and then prompted to enter another ID or return to 
the main menu. 
Opening an Existing Project 
An existing pmject can be opened by seleding File, Open Projed ... from the main menu, as shown 
below, 
.,-, --. :,.,...,.+.y. '..... W.,. 
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A search form will appear which enables the user to hild a project search based on a nurnber of 
criteria as shown befow. Once the criteria has been identifieci, the user can initiate the search. The 
results of the search will be displayed in a W. The user can then select the projed to be opened- 
Once the projed has been selected, the Section Information input form will be displayed with the 
data from the current pmjed- 
J 
If a project is already open, it will be closed when a different existing projed is seleded as curtent. 
Saving and Deleting Projects 
The saving of pmjed and design infornation is taken care of at the input form level. Whenever a 
change is made in the input. the user will be prompted as to whether or not they would like to Save 
the data. At this point they are given the option of saving or discarding the data. Because of this 
feature it is not necessary to 'manually' save the data, i-e., there is no 'Save' item in the File menu 
that must be dicked before exiting the program. 
The current pmjed may be swed under a different Projed ID. Saving under a different Projed ID 
ailows a pmjad's input data to kt duplicated for easy formulation of testing alternatives. Saving 
under a different Projed ID is done by selecting Füe, Copy Pmject to ... Once again. the user is 
prompted for a Projed 10, and as befom, this ID must be unique. 
The cumnt pmjed may be deleted by seleding F %, Delete Current Pmjed ... fmm the main menu. 
This deletes a l  data records associated with the cunent pmject, induding mults. For both Copy 
Projed to ... and Delete Cumnt Pmje ct... a project must be cumnt. meaning that an existing project 
must have been opened or a new pmjed created. 
Program Preferences and Settinas 
Praferctnces may be globally set for the operation of the program by sdeding File. Preferences 
fmm the main menu. Fmm this point the Deta Lïbroy. the Layer Nomes. and the Program Settings 
can be acccried. In the Data Likery, the Matefial Table and the Maintenance Adivity are user 
defined libran'es that d-be the materials and maintenance acüvities that are availabie to the user 
during pavement design. The Truck Faeton, Lane Distribution Factors, the lane and shoulder width 
as well as the Distrid List can also be eâited at this point. 
The Layer Names list identifies the different names that can be used when labeling eacti of the 
layers in the structure design, It is ver- important for the proper operation of the application that 
one of these tayers be riamed 'Subbase'. 
This screen enables the user to tum vahous economic models on and off. and to identify the 
nurnber of days per year to use in the ESAL calculation as well as the default number of maximum 
alternatives to display in the Design Alternatives Report. 
3.0 Project Information 
The data which defines the design project is divided into 2 parts: Projed Information and Design 
Infornation- The Pmjed Information contains data such as peflonnance criteria, sedion 
identification, project identification, economic, and ttaffic information. This information can be 
accessed thmugh the Main Menu by clicking on Pmjed. 
The 'Projecî' section of the main menu reveals the following 3 menu items: 
Section Information 
The section information screen provides a fom for the userto input data such as Projed ID, Design 
; shown below: 
Project ID 
Used to identify the pmject. 
Reg ion 
The geographically defined reg ion in which the pmjed is Iocated. 
Designer 
Enter the name of the projed designer/engineer. This can be used later for retrieving specific 
projeds. 
Initial Life 
Minimum required initial life of pavement to the first overlay. 
Analysis Period 
The pen'od through which the pavement design will be analyzed. 30 years is suggested for flexible 
pavement designs, 40 years for rigid pavement designs. 
Reliability 
Urban 
Functional Class Range (%) 
Interstate and Freeways 85.0 - 99.9 
Pn'nciple Arterials 80.0 - 99.0 
Colledors 80.0 - 95.0 
Local 50.0 - 80.0 
Number of Lanes 





75.0 - 95.0 
75.0 - 95.0 
50.0 - 80.0 
- -  - -  
The trafic information m e n  pmvides a fonn for the user to input data rch as initial AADT, traffic 
growth rate, and truck percentages. The input form is shown below 
I .- . ..*. - . -  . . . . . 3 ,  . .. ' ' .. . . <  . - . . - - .  
Lane Distribution Factor (LDF) 
Distributes traffic to the lanes accofdirig ta the AADT and the nurnber of lanes. This is done 
automaticalfy by OPAC 2000 according to the following table: 
Lane Distribution Factor 
NUMBER OF LANES 
IN ONE DIRECTION 
AADT 
1 al1 
Truck Percent (W) and Truck Factor (TF) 
There are 2 vehicle classification schernes available, These are the FHWA vehicle classification 
and the simdifieâ truck classification. In both cases the truck traff~c is divided into a number of 
differeiit dassifications and a Twck Factor (TF) assigned to each. A percent distribution must be 
entered to indicate what share of the total truck tmffic Bach class represents. The classifications 
and their typical Truck Factor's are shown below in the format that is presented in OPAC2000. 
Truck percent (T%) is the percentage of trucks in the AADT. 
FHWA Vehicle Classification 
Federal Highway Administration vehicle classification breaks vehicfes into 1 3 different classes. The 
. * 
-. - Three-axle single unit trucks . . 0.81 
- . Four or more axle single unit trucks 4-01 
Four or less axle single trailer trucks 0.51 
b - a x l e  single trailer trucks 1 .21 
Six or more axle single trailer trucks 3 3  
F i  or less axle mufti-trailer trucks 1 3  
Six-axle rnutti-trailer trucks 5-1i 
Seven or more axle multi-tniler trucks 4.1[ 
It is important that the sum of the percentage numbers of al1 truck classes is 100. 
Simplified Truck Classification 
A sim~lification of the FHWA vehicle ciassiSSification which divides tnick tmffic into 4 vehh 
It is important that the surn of the percentage numbers of al1 truck classes is 100. 
Initial Year AADT 
Average annual daily traffic during the design year. 
Directional Split Factor (DF) 
Used for converting two-way traffic into oneway traffic, 
Growth Rate (GR) 
e classes. 
Annual traffic growth rate. The growth rate can be linear or geometnc (similar to compound 
interest). 
Economic Information 
The economic information s m n  provides a f o n  for the user to input data such as initial 
constnicüon cost, maximum fun& available, and maintenance COGfS. The input fom is shown 
- -  - 
Base Year Maintenance Cost 
Expected cost of maintenance during the design year in Wane-km. 
Maintenance Cost lncrease 
The expeded increase in maintenance cas& each year- Can be identifiecl as a fwed increment or 
as a percent increase (similar to compound interest). 
Maintenance Schedule 
The maintenance scheduk pmvides the user with an opportunity to identify particular maintenance 
treatments whidi am anticipated during a parücular year of the madway sections life. For example, 
the designer may exped that Hot Mi% HL4 Patching may be nquired in Year 7, at a cast of 
$1 500nanekm. 
Add a Treatment 
Add a maintenance treatrnent in a given year, Le. Year 3. A treatment name and a cost must be 
induded with each entry. 
Delete Existing Treatrnent 
Delete an existing, seleded maintenance treatrnent- 
Note: Do not leave the 'Use Maintenance S&edulem table open without input. 
Discount Rate 
Compound rate used for calculating the present worth of future costs. Represents a blend between 
expeded rate of retum and expeded rate of inflation. 
4.0 Design Infornation and Analysis 
The procedure for preparing a pavement design requires design data input and subsequent analysis- 
The format of the data input va- according to what type of design is seleded, There are 2 basic 
types of degn which are fumer divided into different material arrangements, These design types 
are shown below with their associatecl material arrangements. 
New Pavefnerit Design 
New Overîay ûesign 
Once the data is input, the analysis can be perfomed by clicking of a mouse on the following line 
from the 'Desian' menu: 
Flexible (AC) Pavement 
Subarade Data (AC) 
The subgrade data input screen is shown below. 
f [~ands and a i .  5-75 M m  rn - 4û%% 
Subgrade Type 
The subgrade type is used to determine the strength of the subgrade. The type may be chosen 
from the following picklist: 
1. Gravels and sands, 
2. Sands and Silts, 5-7Spm~40%, 
3. Sands and Silts, 5-75pm=4&55%, 
4. Sands and Silts, S75prn>SS%, 
5. Lacustrine Clays, 
6. Va- and Leda Clays. 
Subgrade Condition 
The subgrade condition is used to detemine the strength of the subgrade. The type may be chosen 




C.O.V. of Subgrade Strength 
The Coefficient of Variance of subgrade stnngth is used to detemine the uncertainty in subgrade 
strength. The coefficient of variance specifies the magnitude of the emr in a design variable for 
reliability analysis. 
Laver Data (AC1 
Material 
Matenal names are selectexl from the Material Table in the Data Library. If a material to be used in 
the design does not appear on the dropdown list, the Material Table needs to be edited priot to 
inputtin0 the pavement layer information. 
1 I~ud~xis t inq l~ayer  Nome I~ateriai  Name 
I 
2 r  Surface 2 Hot Mix H L-8 
I 
a 3 p  Granular Base Granulai A 
4 4b Subbase Granular 8, Type II 
For overtay designs, the 'Existing' box should be checked for al1 layes that already exist. 
C.O.V. of Traffic Estimation 
The Coefficient of Variance of traffic estimation is used to determine the uncertainty in traffic 
estimation. The coefficient of variance specifies the magnitude of the enor in a design variable for 
reliability analysis. 
Thickness 
Use this field to define the thicirness range for each layer. 
Lapr M~terïd . 1 Thiekness 1 GBE ) Costs 
. . 
Num l~xisting Lower (mm) Upper (mm) inc (mm) 
4 1 1p 38 70 10 
Lower Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the lower limit of thickness for the design layer. 1 his value must be entered in millimetres. 
Upper Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the upper limit of thickness for the design layer. This value must be entered in millimetres. 
lncrement of Layer Depth 
Detemines the number of design alternatives based on the upper and lower boundanes of layer 
depth. The smaller the incrernent, the more design alternatives - this should be considered during 
design, as it may affect computing tirne. 
GBE 
Granular base equivalence fadors, 
C.O.V. of GBE 
Coefficient of Variance of the GBE is used to detenine the uncertainty in GBE factors. The COV 
specifies the magnitude of the emr  in a design variable for reliability analysis. 
Num ~ x i s t i n $ ~ ~ ~  COV of GBE ~ r a i n - ~ a c t o < l ~ a t e n a ~  Nome 
0.10 
Drainage Factor 
Drainage factors are currently set to 1 .O for al1 materials Further studies may suggest using a value 
smaller than 1 .O for individual materials. 
Unit cost of materiak. It can be in $/cu.rn or Wonne. 
Layar Material 1 Thkkness 1 G8E 1 Costo I 
Num Existing UnîtCost Units Salvage Retum (%) 
4 1 lj- 50.00 cu.m 20 
Dummy Layer 
Allows using a layet that is only counted for the cost. 
Future Overlav Data (AC1 
The future overiav data in- screen is shown below. 
Future Overlay Depth (AC) 
Defines the depth of future AC overlays wtiich may be applied, if necessary, beyond the initial life of 
the pavement structure. 
Shoulder Data (AC) 
The shoulder data input screen is shown below. 
Rigid (PCC) Pavement 
Subarade Data [PCC1 
The subgrade data inp@ screeq is show below. . 
- .  . . 
-x 
Roadbed Soil Resilient Modulus (MR) 
AASHTO Guide suggests using a relationship of 1SOO'CBR for the subgrade resilient modulus, Mr 
(psi). Typical value: 7-345 MPa. 
Loss of Support (LS) 
Typical LS values: 
Type of material 
Cernent treated granular base (€=7000-14000 MPa) 
Cernent aggregate mixtures (E=345&7000 MPa) 
Asphalt treated base (E=2400-7000 MPa) 
Bituminous stabilized mixtures (EI280-2100 MPa) 
Lime stabilized (€4 40-480 MPa) 
Unbound granular materials (E=lOO-3IO MPa) 
Fine grained or natural subgrade materials (EsZû-280 
MPa) 
LS 




1 to 3 
1 to 3 
2 t03  
Laver Data (PCC) 
Material 
Material names are selected fmm the Material Taôie in the Data Library. If a material to be used in 
the design does not appear on the dropdown list. the Material TaMe needs to be e d i  @or to 
inputting the pavement layer infomation- 
1 I ~ u d ~ r i s t i n d ~ a y e r  Name I~atenal Nome . -, 1- 
Am- 
" - 





Use this field to define the thickness range for each layer. 
Name &Material 1 Thickness 1 Modulus 1 Costs -- - . . - . . _  
Lower Boundary of Layer Depth 
A 
Defines the lower Iimit of thickness for the design layer. This value must be entered in millirnetres. 
Upper Boundary of Layer Depth 
Oefines the upper limit of thickness for the design layer- this value must be entered in rnillimetres. 
Nui 
lncrement of Layer Depth 
Detemiines the number of design alternatives based on the upper and lower boundaries of layer 
depth. The smaller the increment, the more design alternatives - this should be cansidered during 
- .  100 250 50' 
design, as it may affect carnputing tirne, 
Upper (mm) Inc (mm) Exioüng 
Modulus 
Use this field to define material moduli. 
G e r  (mm) 
Narne & Material 1 Thickness 1 Modulus 1 Costs 
Load Tmnd Material Name 
I 
4.00 29000 2.80 CRCP - 
140 GRAN B . . 
El 
1 *:i 
Modulus of Rupture 
AASHTO suggests the 28-day mean value Sc' be calculated as: 
where, 
Sc is construction specification on concrete modulus of rupture (MPa) 
Sd, = estimateci standard deviation of concrete modulus of rupture (MPa) 
z = standard normal deviate 
Please corisult the Engineering Document for more details. 
Madulus of Elasticity (Ec) 
The modulus of elasticity (Ec) of the concrete can be approximated as: 
Ec = 6.750 Sc' (MPa) 
Load Transfer Coefficient (J) 
Recommended Load transfer Coefficient 
S houlder Asphalt Tied PCC 
Load Transfer Yes No Yes No 
Devices 
Pavement Type 
Plain jointed and 3.2 3.84.4 2.5-3.1 3.6-4.2 
jointed reinforced 
CRCP 2.9-3.2 NIA 2-3-2.9 NIA 
Costs 
Unit cost of materials. It can be in Wcum or Wonne. 
Nome 8 Material. 1 Thicknrss . 1 Modulus 1 cœb L 
, 
h i ,  
. : B. m.' 
+1 4 1 q 
.. ': 
- 










CRCP .- , . 
GRAN B 





Allows using a layer that is only counted for the cost- 
Future Overlav Data 
The future overiay data input screen is shown below. 
Future Overlay Thickness 
Defines the depth of future ovedays which may be applied. if necessary. beyond the initial Iife of the 
pavement structure. 
Shoulder and Drainaae Data 
The shoulder and drainage data input saaen is shown below. 
Drainage Coefficient (Cd) 
Recornmended Drainage Coefficient. Cd 
Quality of Percent of Time Pavement Structure is Exposed to 
Drainage Moisture Levels Approaching Saturation 
Fair 1.15-1.10 1-1 0.1 .O0 1 .oo.O.90 0.90 
Standard Error and Adiustment Factors [PCC) 
The Standard Ermr and Adjustment Fadors input screen is show below- Adjustment Factors are 
used in new oveday designs. 
Combined Standard Error (So) 
The combined standard emor of the traffic and performance prediction is a coefficient used in 
deriving the AASHTO design equations. A range of 0.3 - 0.4 is recommended by AASHTO for rigid 
pavements. 
AC Overlay of AC Pavement 
Subarade Data (AC1 
The subgrade data input screen is shown below. 
Subgrade Type 
The subgrade type is used to detemine the strength of the subgrade, The type may be chosen 
fro rn the following pickiist: 
1. Gravels and sands, 
2. Sands and Silts, 5-75pm<40%, 
3. Sands and Sills, S-7Spm=40-55%. 
4. Sands and Silts, S-75pm>SS%, 
5. Lacustrine Clays, 
6. Vawed and Leda Clays. 
Subgrade Condition 
The subgrade condition is used to detemine the strength of the subgrade. The type rnay be choseri 




C.O.V. of Subgrade Strength 
The Coefficient of Variance of subgrade strength is used to detemine the uncertainty in subgrade 
strength. The coefficient of variance specifies the magnitude of the error in a design variable for 
reliability analysis. 
Laver Data (AC1 
Material 
Matenai names a n  sslected fmm the Material Table in the Data Library. If a rnaterial to ôe used in 
the design does not appear on the dropdown list, the Material Table needs to be edited prior to 
inputting the pavement layer information. 
Layer Material 1 Thickness 1 GBE 1 Costs 
For overlay designs, the 'Existing' box should be checked for al1 iayen that already exid. 
C.O.V. of Traffic Estimation 
The Coefficient of Variance of traffic estimation is used to determine the uncertainty in traffic 
estimation. The coefficient of variance specifies the magnlude of the e m  b a design variable for 
reliability analysis. 
Thlckness 
LayarMatarisl 1 Thiçknrrs 1 GBE 1 Costs 
Num I~xisting Lower (mm) Upper (mm) Inc (mm) lr 38 70 10 
57 67 10 
150 160 IO 
375 385 10 - 
v - - 
Lower Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the fower lima of thickness for the design layer. This value nust be entered in millimetres. 
Upper Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the upper limit of thickness for the design layer. This value must be entered in millirnetres. 
lncrement of Layer Depth 
Determines the number of design alternatives based on the upper and lower boundaries of layer 
depth. The smaller the increment. the more design alternatives - this should be considered during 
design, as it may affect computing tirne. 
OB€ 
Granular base equivalence factors. 
C.O.V. of GBE 
Coefficient of Variance of the GBE is used to detemine the uncertainty in GBE factors. The COV - 
specifie 
Drainage Factor 
Drainage factors am cunently set to 1.0 for a l  materials. Fuither studies may suggest using a value 
smaller than 1 .O for individual materials. 
Cos* 
Unit cos! of materials. It can be in $/cu.m or SiTonne. 
LayerMatwial 1 Thickness 1 GBE 1 w 
Nun Existind~nit Cost UnPs 
I ir 50.w T 
Dummy Layer 
Allows using a layer that is only counted for the cost. 
I 
2p 0.00 T 
3pz 0.M T 
0.m T 
25 H L-1 
I 




25 H L-I 
Future Overiav Data (AC1 
The fi 
Future Overiay Depth (AC) 
Definas the depth of Mure AC overîays which may ôe appiied, if nec8ssary. beyond the initial life of 
the pavement stnidure. 
Shoulder Data (AC) 
The shouider data input scmen is shcmi bdow. 
AC Overlay of PCC Pavement 
Subnrade Data (PCC1 
The subgrade data input screen is shown below. 
Roadbed Soil Resilient Modulus (MR) 
AASHTO Guide suggests using a relationship of 1SOO0CBR for the subgrade resilient modulus. Mr 
(psi). Typical value: 7-345 MPa, 
Loss of Support (LS) 
Typical LS values: 
Type of rnaterial 
Cernent treated glanular base (Et7000-14000 MPa) 
Cernent aggregate mixtures (E=3450-7000 MPa) 
Asphalt treated base (E=2400-7000 MPa) 
Bituminous stabilized mixtures (E=28&ZlW MPa) 
Lime stabilized (E=l4&480 MPa) 
Unbound granular materials (E=lOO-310 MPa) 
Fine grained or natural subgrade materials (E=2&280 
MPa) 
LS 
Oto l  
O to 1 
O to 1 
O to i 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
2 to 3 
L a y  Data (PCC) 
Material 
Material names are seleded from the Material Table in the Data Library. If a material to be used in 
the design does not appear on the dropdown W. the Material Table needs to be edited pfior to 
inputting the pavement layer information. 
Projed ID: 446. - 
Ragiorc Noithcm 
W i î N u m b s r :  116 
Dcrisner: WH 
Desipi Data 12AW96 
I=z&-( 
Name & Materid 1 Thickness Modulus Costs 
Name Material Name 
AC Overlay H L-1 I 
Surface 1 CRCP , 
B 3P Subbase GRAN A a- - .  
I 
I I  I f l l *  
Thickness 
Use this field to define the thickness range for each layer. 
f 
Nome & Material 1 T h i d n a  Modulus Costs 
- 
nM O O GRANA'. 




Lower Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the lower Iimit of thiclcness for the design layer. This value must be entered in millimetres. 
Upper Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the upper limit of thickness for the design layef. This value must be entered in millimetres. 
lncrement of Layer Depth 
Detemines the number of design alternatives based on the upper and lower boundaries of layer 
depth, The smaller the increment, the more design alternatives - this should be considered during 
design, as it may affect computing time. 
Thickness of Existing PCC Slab (D) 
The thickness of the existing PCC slab should be obtained through review of original design and 
construction documents. Coring of the existing pavement is recommenâed to ensure the accutacy 
of  this input. 
Modulus 
- 
Name & Matenal f Thickness 1 Modulus r costs 




L H L-1 
KI 2k 4.00 CRCP 
Modulus of Rupture 
AASHTO suggests the 28day mean value Sc' be calculated as: 
Sc'(mean) = Sc + z(S04 
where, 
Sc is construction specification on concrete modulus of rupture (MPa) 
SOS = estimated standard deviatbn of concrete modulus of rupture (MPa) 
z = standard normal deviate 
Please consuft the Engineering Oocument for more details. 
Modulus of Elasticity (Ec) 
The moduius of elasticity (Ec) of the concrete can be approxirnated as: 
Ec = 6.750 Sc' (MPa) 
Load Transfer Coefficient (J) 
Recommended Load Transfar Coefficient 
Shoulder Asphalt fied PCC 
Load Tnnsfer Yes No Yes No 
Devices 
Pavement Type 




Unit cost of materials. lt can be in $/mm or Wonne. 
Narne &Material 1 lhickness 1 Modulus 1 Costs 
Num Existing Unit Cost Units ~a lwa~e-~eturn  (96) 
7.00 cu.m 10 
Dummy Layer 
Allows using a layer that is only counted for the cost. 
Future Overlav Data 
The future overlay data input screen is shown below, 
: .  . , . . - .  - . . ..; : . '1 . - .  
: h i  & diph (--.- hd;n .. -- , . ' .. . .. : . 
* : - :- ., . ., 1 ; .- .- ; - .- 25 [ml $-:: . .  . 
Future Overlay Thickness 
Defines the depth of future overlays which may be applied. if necessary. beyond the initial Iife of the 
pavement structure. 
S houlder and Drainaae Data 
The shoulder and drainage data input screen is shown below 
Drainage Coenicient (Cd) 
Recommended Drainage Coefficient, Cd 
Quality of Percent of Time Pavement Structure is Exposed to 
Drainage Moisture Levels Approaching Saturation 
(1 % 14% 525% ~25% 
Fair 1.15-1.10 1.10-1.00 i.OM1.90 0.90 
Standard Error and Adiustment Factors (PCC) 
The Standard Emr and Adjustrnent Fadors input smen is showri below. 
Combined Standard Error (Sa) 
The combined standard emr  of the traffic and performance prediction is a coefficient used in 
deriving the AASHTO design equations. A range of 0.3 - 0.4 is recommended by AASHTO for rigid 
pavements. 
Joints and Cracks Adjustrnent Factor (Fjc) 
According to Figure 5.12 in the AASHTO guide, this factor can be detemined based on the 
condition suwey of the ewsting PCC pavement. Recornmended value t .O, repair al1 deteriorated 
areas. 
1 .O-0.8C 0-40 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks. punchouts and wida expansion joinWkm 
0.84-0.70: 41-80 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion 
jointsikm 
0.709.56: 81 -1 20 unrepired deteriorated joints. cracks. punchouts and wide expansion 
jointslkm 
0.56: > 120 unrepaired deteriorated joints. cracks. punchouts and wide expansion jointskm 
Durability Adjustment Factor (Fdur) 
This factor is detemind based on the condition suwey of the existing PCC pavement: 
1.00: No sign of PCC durability proMems 
0.96-0.99: Some durability cracking exist. but no spailing 
0.W-0.95: Substantial cracking and some spalling exist 
0.80-0-88: Extensive cracking and severe spalling exist 
Fatigue Damage Adjustment Factor (Ffat) 
This factor is detemiined based on the condition survey of the existing PCC pavement: 
0.97-1 -00: Few transverse crackslpunchouts exist 
JPCP: c 5 percent slab6 are cracked 
JRCP: < 16 worlting cracks pet km 
CRCP: < 3 punchouts per km 
0.94-0.96: A significant number of transverse cracks/punchouts exist 
JPCP: 5-15 percent slabs are cracked 
JRCP: 16-47 working cracks pet km 
CRCP: 3-7 punchouts per km 
0.9û-0.93: A large number of transverse cracWpunchouts exist 
JPCP: > 15 percent slabs are craclied 
JRCP: > 47 working cracks per km 
CRCP: > 7 punchouts per km 
AC Overlay of ACIPCC Pavement 
Suberade Data (PCC) 
The subgrade data input screen is shown below. 
Roadbed Soil Resilient Modulus (MR) 
AASHTO Guide suggesls using a relationship of lSOOgCBR for the subgmde resilient modulus. Mt 
(psi). Typical value: 7-345 MPa. 
Loss of Support (LS) 
Typical LS values: 
Type of materiai 
Cernent treated granular base (E=7000-14000 MPa) 
Cernent aggregate mixtures (E=3450-7000 MPa) 
Asphalt treated base (E=2400-7000 MPa) 
Bituminous stabilized mixtures (E=28012100 MPa) 
Lime stabilired (E114û-480 MPa) 
Unbaund granular materials (Et1 00-310 MPa) 
Fine grained or natural subgrade materials -20-280 
MPa) 
LS 
O to 1 
O to 1 
O to l  
O to 1 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
2to 3 
Laver Data (PCC) 
Material 
Material names are selected from the Material Table in the Data Library- If a matefial to be used in 
the design does not appear on the dropdown list, the Material Table needs to be edited pn'or to 
inputting the pavement layer information. 
Name & Material 1 Thickness 1 Modulus 1 Costs 
Nur Existing(Layer Name Material Name 
' IF AC Oveday H L-1 
I 
El 2b Surface 1 H L-1 
, 
Surfsce 2 JRCP 
GRAN 8 . 
Thickness 
Use this field to define the thickness range for each layer. 
lower Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the lower limit of thickness for the design layer. This value must be eritered in millimetres. 
Upper Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the upper limit of thickness for the design layer. This value must be ente- in millimetres. 
lncrement of Layer Depth 
Determines the number of design alternatives based on the upper and lower boundaries of layer 
depth. The smaller the increment, the more design alternatives - this should be considefed during 
design, as it may affect computing time. 
Thickness of Existing PCC Slab (O) 
The thickness (in mm) of the existing PCC slab should be obtained through review of original design 
from construction documents. Cofing of the existing pavement is recommended to ensure the 
Name & Material 1 Thidmer Modulus - 1 Costs I 
accuracy of this input. 
Modulus 
Name & Material 1 Thickness 1 Modulus I Costs 
. 







Num Existin$Lower (mm: Upper (ntm#nc (mm) 
El 1-r 75 
Material Name 



















Modulus of Rupture 
AASHTO suggests the Zûday mean value Sc' be calwlated as: 
Scl(mean) = Sc + z(SDJ 
where, 
Sc is wnstnidion specificaüon on concrete rnodufus of rupture (MPa) 
SOS = estirnatecl standard deviaüon of concrete rnodulus of rupture (MPa) 
z = standard normal deviate 
Please consuit the Engineering Document for more details. 
Modulus of Elasticity (Ec) 
The rnodulus of elasticrty (Ec) of the concrete can be appmximated as: 
Ec = 6,750 * Sc' (MPa) 
Load Transfer Coefficient (J) 
Recommenôeâ Load Transfèt Coefficient 
S houlder Asphal Tied PCC 
Load Tmnsfbr Yes No Yes No . 
Devices 
Pavement Type 
Plain jointed and 3.2 3 .844  2.5-3.1 3.6-4.2 
jointed reinforced 
CRCP 29-32 NIA 23-29 NJA 
Costs 
Unit cost of materiais. It can be in $icu,m or Wonne. 
Dummy Layer 
Allows using a layer that is only counted for the cost, 
Future Overlav Data 
The future overlay data input screen is show below. 
7-Switdr ta 0- t e -  -- 
Future Overlay Thickness (PCC) 
Defines the depth of future overiays which may be applied, if necessary, beyond the initial life of the 
pavement structure. 
Shoulder and Drainaae Data 
The shoulder and drainage data input screen is shown below. 
,sikk m o a a  lm- - t I  
Drainage Coefficient (Cd) 
Recommended Drainage Coefficient, Cd 
Quality of Percent of Time Pavement Structure is Exposed to 
Drainage Moisture Levels Approaching Saturation 
(1 % 1 -5% 525% ~25% 
Excellent 1.25-1 20 1.2û-1-15 1-151.10 1.10 
Fair 1.15-1.10 1.10-1.00 1.00-0.90 0.90 
The Standard Emr and Adjustment Factors input screen is show below. 
Combined Standard Error (So) 
The combined standard error of the trafic and performance prediction is a coefficient used in 
denving the AASHTO design equations. A range of 0.3 - 0.4 is recommended by AASHTO for ngid 
pavements. 
Joints and Cracks Adjustment Factor (Fjc) 
According to Figure 5.12 in the AASHTO guide, this factor can be detemineâ based on the 
condition sutvey of the existing PCC pavement. Recamrnended value 1 .O, repair al1 deteriorated 
areas. 
1 .O-0.84: M O  unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion joints/km 
0.84-0-70: 41 -80 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion 
jointskm 
0.7û-0.56: 8 1-1 20 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion 
joinwkm 
0.56: > 120 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and Mde expansion jointslkm 
Durability Adjustment Factor (Fdur) 
This factor is determined based on the condition survey of the existing PCC pavement: 
1.00: No sign of PCC durability problems 
0.96-0.99: Some durability cracking exist, but no spalling 
0.88-0.95: Substantial cracking and same spalling exist 
0.80-0.88: Extensive cracking and severe spalling exist 
Fatigue Damage Adjustment Factor (Ffat) 
This factor is determined based on the condition suwey Of the existing PCC pavement: 
0.97-1.00: Few transverse crackslpunchouts exist 
JPCP: < 5 percent slabs are cracked 
JRCP: < 16 worlring cracks pet km 
CRCP: c 3 punchouts per km 
0.94-0.96: A significant number of transverse cracks/punchouts exist 
JPCP: 5-1 S percent slabs are cracked 
JRCP: 16-47 wor)<ing cracks per km 
CRCP: 3-7 punchouts per km 
0.90-0-93: A large number of transverse cracks/punchouts exist 
JPCP: > 15 percent sfabs are cracked 
JRCP: > 47 working cracks pet km 
CRCP: > 7 punchouts per km 
Bonded PCC Overlay of PCC Pavement 
Subarade Data IPCC) 
The subgr.de data input screen is shown below. 
- -  - -  -- 
Roadbed Soil Resilient Modulus (NIR) 
AASHTO Guide suggeds using a relationship of 1SOO'CBR for the subgrade resilient modulus. Mr 
(psi). Typical value: 7-345 MPa. 
Loss of Support (LS) 
Typical LS values: 
Type of matetial 
Cernent treated granular base (E=7000-14000 MPa) 
Cernent aggregate mixtures (E=3450-7000 MPa) 
Asphalt treated base (E=2400-7000 MPa) 
Bituminous stabilized mixtures (E=28û-2100 MPa) 
Lime stabilized (E=l4CU8O MPa) 
Unbound granular materials (E=lOO-310 MPa) 
Fine grained or natural subgrade materials (l320-280 
MPa) 
LS 
O to 1 
O to 1 
Oto 1 
Otol 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
2 ta 3 

Lower Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the lower limit of thickness for the design layer. This value must be entered in millimetres. 
Upper Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the upper limit of thickness for the design layer- This value must be entered in millimetres. 
lncrement of Layer Depth 
Determines the number of design alternatives based on the upper and lower boundaries of layer 
depth. The smaller the increment. the more design alternatives - this should be considered during 
design, as it may affect computing time. 
Thickness of Existing PCC Slab (D) 
The thickness (in mm) of the existing PCC slab should be obtained through review of original design 
from construction documents- Coring of the existing pavement is recornmended to ensure the 
accuracy of this input- 
Modulus 
Name & Material 1 Thickness Modulm T Costs 
Load Transf Material Name 2 
CRCP - 
3.00 4a100 4.00 CRCP . 
3p 1 75 GRAN B 
--- - r-, - 
, 
1* 
Modulus of Rupture 
AASHT O suggests the 28-day mean value Sc' be calculatecl as: 
Scm(rnean) = Sc + z(SDJ 
where, 
Sc is construction specification on conme modulus of rupture (MPa) 
SOS = estimateci standard deviation of wnaete modulus of rupture (MPa) 
z = standarc! normal deviate 
Please consult the Engineering Document for more details. 
Modulus of Elasticity (Ec) 
The modulus of elasticity (Ec) of the concrete can be approximated as: 
EC = 6.750 ' Sc' (MP8) 
Load Transfer Coefficient (J) 
Recommended Load Translar Coefficient 
Shoulder Asphait Tied PCC 
Load TmnMer Yes No Yes No 
Davices 
Pavement Type 
Plain jointed and 3.2 
jointed reinforced 
CRCP 2-9-3 -2 
Costs 
Unit cost of materiais. It can be in $/cu.m or SîTonne. 
Dummy Layer 
Allows using a layer that is only counted for the cost- 
e 
Nome & Material r Thickness 1 Modulus cosb 
Future Overlav Data 
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Future Overlay Thickness (PCC) 
Defines the depth of future overiays which may be applied, if necessary, ûeyond the initial Iife of the 
pavement structure. 
Shoulder and Drainaae Data 
The shoufder and drainage data input screen is show below. 
Drainage Coefficient (Cd) 
Recommended Drainage Coefficient, Cd 
Quality of Percent of Tirne Pavement Structure is Exposed to 
Drainage Moisture Levels Approaching Saturation 
4 % 14% 525% ,236 
Fair 1.lS-1-10 1 -1 G1.00 1 .004.90 0.90 
Very Poor 1 -0OQ.90 0.90Q.80 0.804,?0 0.70 
Standard Eror and Adiustment Factors (PCC1 
The Standard Emr and Adjustment Factors input screen is shown below. 
Combined Standard Error (So) 
The combined standard error of the traffic and performance pfeâidion is a coefficient used in 
deriving the AASHTO design equations. A range of 0.3 - O 4  is tecommended by AASHTO for rigid 
pavements. 
Joints and Cracks Adjustment Factor (Fjc) 
According to F'igure 5-12 in the AASHTO guide, this fador c m  be detemineâ based on the 
condition suwey of the existing PCC pavement. Recommended value 1 .O. mpair al1 deterïorated 
areas. 
1 .O-0.84: M O  unrepaired deteriorated joints. cracks, punchouts and wide expansion jointslicm 
0.84-0.70: 41-80 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion 
jointsikm 
0.70-0.56: 81-120 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion 
joinWkm 
0.56: > 120 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouîs and wide expansion joinWkm 
Durability Adjustment Factor (Fdur) 
This factor is deterrnined based on the condition sunrey of the existing PCC pavement: 
1.00: No sign of PCC durability problems 
0.96-0-99: Some durability cracking exist, but no spalling 
0.88-0.95: Substantial cracking and some spalling exist 
0.80-0.88: Extensive cracking and severe spalling exist 
Fatigue Damage Adjustment Factor (Ffat) 
This factor is determined based on the condition suwey of the existing PCC pavement: 
0.97-1.00: Few transverse cracks/punchouts exist 
JPCP: < 5 percent slabs are cracked 
JRCP: c 16 working cracks per km 
CRCP: < 3 punchouts per km 
0.94-0.96: A signifiant number of transverse cracks/purictiouts exist 
JPCP: 5-15 percent slabs are cracked 
JRCP: 16-47 working cracks per km 
CRCP: 3-7 punchouts per km 
0.90-0.93: A large number of transverse crackslpunchouts exist 
JPCP: > 15 percent slabs are cracked 
JRCP: > 47 working cracks per km 
CRCP: > 7 punchouts per km 
Unbonded PCC Overlay of PCC Pavement 
Subqrade Data (PCC) 
The subgrade data input screen is shown below. 

Roadbed Soi1 Resilient Modulus (MR) 
AASHTO Guide suggests using a relationship of 1 SOO'CBR for the subgrade resilient modulus, Mr 
(psi). Typical value: 7-345 Mpa. 
Loss of Support (LS) 
Typical LS values: 
Type of material 
Cement treated granular base (Er7000-14000 MPa) 
Cernent aggregate mixtures e=345&7000 MPa) 
Asphalt treated base (E=2400-7000 MPa) 
Bituminous sta bilized mixtures (E=28012100 MPa) 
Lime stabilized (E=140-480 MPa) 
Unbound granular materials (E=100-310 MPa) 
Fine grained or natural subgrade materials (E=20-280 
M Pa) 
Laver Data (PCC) 
Material 
Material names are selected from the Matenal Table in the Data Library. If a material to be used in 
the design does not appear on the dropdown Iist, the Material Table needs to be edited pnor ta 
inputting the pavement layer information. 
b 1 
Manie i Material [ Thickness 1 Modulus 1 Costs 
Namr Material Name - + 
PCC Overlay JRCP - 
2P surface 1 CRCP 
Thickness 
Use this field to define the tfiickness range for each layer. 
Lower Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the lower liml of thickness for the design layer. This value must be entereâ in millirnetres. 
r 
Name & Material Thidaieer 1 Modulus Costs 1 
Upper Boundary of Layer Depth 
Defines the upper lirnit of thickness for the design layer. This value must be entered in millimetres. 
r 




















lncrement of Layer Depth 
Determines the number of design alternatives based on the upper and lower boundaries of layer 
depttr. The smaller the inmement, the more design aiternatives - this should be considered during 
design, as it may affect computiw time. 
Thickness of Existing PCC Slab (D) 
1 he thickness (in mm) of the existing PCC slab should be obtained thmugh feview of orQinal design 
from construction documents. Con'ng of the existing pavement is recornmended to ensure the 
accuracy of this input. 
Modulus 
8 Material T Thicknrss T Uodulii. T Costs 
~ u r n l ~ x i s t i n d ~ u ~ t  u toad Transf Matenal Name & 
D Ib CRCP 9 
Modulus of Rupture 
AASHTO suggests the 284ay rnean value Sc' be calculated as: 
Scl(mean) = Sc + z(SDs) 
where, 
Sc is construction specification on cancrete modulus of rupture (MPa) 
SOS = estimated standard deviation of cancrete modulus of rupture (MPa) 
z = standard normal deviate 
Please consult the Engineering Document for more details. 
Modulus of Elasticity (Ec) 
The modulus of elasticity (Ec) of the concrete can be approximated as: 
Ec = 6.750 Sc' (MPa) 
Load Transfer Coefficient (J) 
Recornmended Load Transfer Coefficient 
Shoulder Asphaiî lied PCC 
Load Tlansfer Yes No Yes No 
Devicei 
Pavement Type 
Plain jointed and 3.2 
jointed rein forced 
CRCP 2.9-3.2 
Costs 
Unit cost of materials It can be in $/mm or $/Tonne. 
# 
Nome & Ma!erial 1 Thickness Modulus w 
C 
16û.W CU-m O CRCP 
0.00 CU-m O CRCP 
El 3F 0.00 T OGRANB l El 1 ! - 
1 + 
*J .l 1 
Dummy Layer 
Allows using a layer that is only caunted for the mst. 
Future Overlav Data 
The future overlay data input screen is show below. 
Future Overlay Thickness (PCC) 
Defines the depth of future overlays which rnay be applied. if necessary. beyond the initial Iife of the 
pavement structure. 
ShouIder and Drainaae Data 
The shoulder and drainage data input screen is show below. 
Drainage Coefficient (Cd) 
Recommended Drainage Coefficient, Cd 
Quality of Percent of Time Pavement Structure is Exposed to 
Drainage Moisture levels Approaching Saturation 
cl% 1 -5% 525% ,2596 
Gcelmt f .SI .20 1.30-1.15 1.151-10 1.10 
Cood 1 -20-1 -1 5 1.1s1.10 1*1&1*00 1-00 
Fair 1.1S1-10 1, t Olt .ûû 1 ,000.90 0.90 
Poor 1-1Gt .m 1.m.90 0.940.80 0.80 
Very Poor 1 .mO.90 0.90-0.80 0.804.70 0.70 
Standard Eror and Adiustment Factors [PCC) 
The Standard Error and Adjustment Factors input screen is shown below. 
Comblned Standard Error (So) 
The cornbined standard enor of the traffic and performance prediction is a coefficient used in 
deciving the AASHTO design equations. A range of 0.3 - 0.4 is recomrnendeâ by AASHTO for rigid 
pavements. 
Joints and Cracks Adjustment Factor (Fjc) 
According to Figure 5.12 in the AASHTO guide, this fac&orcari be deterrnined based on the 
condition survey of the existing PCC pavement. Recommended value 1 .O. repair al1 deteriorated 
areas. 
1.0-0.84: 0-40 unrepaired deteriorated joints. cracks. punchouts and wide expansion jointslkm 
0.84-0.70: 41-80 unrepaired detenotated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion 
jointMun 
0-70-0.56: 81-120 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion 
joinWkm 
0.56: , 120 unrepaired deteriorated joints, cracks, punchouts and wide expansion jointskm 
Design Alternatives 
f O begin processing the data which has been input for the design alternative, select 'Design 
Alternatives' from the Design menu. The program will examine the design input and bring up a - - 
design prooress window asshown below 
- Design Progrtss Information 
I 
Total N u b r  d Akematk: ) 4 
Cment St- 1 Vddaag input data aga- reqiied performance yea+ 
1' 
After selecting the number of desian alternatives ta be Process 1. OPAC 2000 will Hart the 
~tnidutal and-economic analysis. f i e  results will be sa& in the on-line database and they can be 
viewed and printed from the repoR menu. 
FWD Backcalculation 
OPAC 2OW u n  be useâ for rigid and composite pavement badccalailations based on falling weight 
defledometer (FWD) data which has been input into the system. The output of the backcalculation 
includes the PCC rupture modulus. the elastic modulus. the subgrsde readion as well as the load 
transfer coefficient J. These resuh can be used for design inputs of rigid and composite pavement 
overlays. f o  use the bacûcalculation tool select '8ackcalwlation' from the Oasign menu. 
5.0 Reporting 
Their are 7 different reports available fmm the Reporthg menu, These are: 
The input report includes al1 input data including . , 
Eçonomic . and An on-men preview is available as 
well as a hard copy report, 
I OPA C2000 - PIoje~t Data Rw~rt NewFlexible (AC) Pavement Design 
Design Alternatives Report 
The design alternatives report sumrnarizes the results of the design analysis. This report shows the 
project costs, the layer thicknesses, the initial life and overlay life, and the equivalent thicknesses 
for esch design aiternative. Also. the Proie- Hiihway Nwnber. Unear Highway Refarencing 
System (LHRS) Number, Offset, Design Date, and Designer are al1 shown. 
A maximum of 8 alternatives cari be displayed on each page. An on-men pieview is available as 
well as a hard copy report- 
Performance Cuwes 
The perlormance curve report shows the yeariy PCI data in graphic fom. Each of the accepted 
Sensitivity Report 
- -- 
A sensitivity analysis may be performed on the design m l t s  based on 4 possible independent 
variables: minimum acceptable PCI. gmwlh rate, reliability, and AADT. A cost type to be displayed 
on the graph may also be seleded, along with the number of points to display. Be awafe that 
increasing the number of points may increase the pmcessing time. 
View Layer 
Displays the layer thickness of the sedion for the seleded alternative. 
Independent Variable 
Seleded an independent variabie for perfoming ansitivity analysis. The variable will be analyzeâ 
through the range identified below. 
Cost Type 
Identifies which type of cost to display: total cost. user mil. or agency cost. 
View Data 
Displays the calculated data of the dependent variable. based on the identified range of the 
independent variable. 
Variable Range for Sensitivity Analysis 
Identifies the range over which the independent variable will be anal-. 
Plot 
Plots the selected cost type based on the independent variable range. 
Vripbh: @ Min.Acc.PCI C Growth Rate 
C Refiabilit: AAûT 
~ori~mlldbtl 
*p&io~iaf?d. i VWD.C._~ - --- .- -- -- -  




i m i k t m : ( 5 0 ~ û m ~  'las, 
:RaMib: 1--':..I I 
Calculate 
Calculates the sensitivity analysis results given the identifiecl inputs. 
Cross-Section Re~ort  
The CrossSedion mport shows a layet by Iayer section of the design roadway. based on a seleded 
alternative- An example of this report is show bekw 
fiextester: New Flexible (AC) Pavement 
. - . . F  
Draw 1 
Emissions Re~ort  
The emissions report gives the predicted amount of CO and HC associated with a design alternative 




Average annual daily traffic duting the design year. 
Analysis PenW 
The period through which the pavement design wil be analyzeâ. 30 years is suggested for 
flexible pavement designs, 40 years for rigid pavement designs. 
-8- 
Base Year Maintenance Cost 
Expected cost of maintenance dun'ng the design year. 
4- 
CO. K of GBE 
Coefficient of Variance of the granular base equivalency factor (GBE), 
C. O. V. of Subgyade S&ng?h 
Coefficient of Variance of subgrade strength. 
Co O. K of 7iim Edirnathn 
Coefficient of Variance of traffic estimation. 
Combined Standard GTW (Sd 
Corn bined standard error of the traffic and petTormance predidion. 
-O- 
Directional Split Facfor 
This factor is used for converting two-way ttaffic into oneway traffic- 
Discount Rate 
Compound rate used for calculating the present worth of future costs. It represents a blend 
between expected rate of retum and expeded rate of inflation, 
Dummy Layw 
Atlows using a rayer that is only counted for the cost. 
Durabilïty AdJ'ustment Factor (Fdw) 
This factor is deterrnined based on the condition survey of the existing PCC pavement: 
Fatigue Damage A~ustment Fadar (Ffet) 
This factor is determined based on the condition survey of the existing PCC pavement: 
F H WA Vehicle CiassiRath 
Federal Highway Administration (U.S.) vehicle classification breaks vehides into 1 3 
different classes, The last 10 of these dasses are truck classifications. 
Future Ovérlay Depth 
Depth of future AC or PCC overlays which may be applied. if necessary. beyond the initial 
life of the pavement structure. 
4- 
Growth Rate (GR) 
Annual traffic gmwth rate. The growth rate can be linear or geometric (similar to compound 
interest), 
GBE 
Granular Base Equivaiency factors 
Increment of Lay- ûep(h 
Used to determine the number of design alternatives based on the upper and lower 
boundan'es of layer depth. The smaller the incrernent, the more design alternatives. 
Infial &ik 
Minimum required life of pavement to the first overîay. 
4- 
Joints and Cracks Aqustment Factor (FR) 
According to Figure 5.12 in the AASHTO guide, this facfor can be determined based on the 
condition suwey of the existing PCC pavement. Recommended value 1 .O, repair al1 
deteriorated areas. 
4- 
Cane Distributitw Fadw (LW) 
Oistributes traffic to the design lane according to the AADT and the number of fanes. 
Lower Boundaty of Layer Depfh 
Defines the lower lima of thickness for the design layer. This value must be entered in 
millimetres. 
-M. 
Maintenance Cost lncrease 
1 he expected increase in maintenance costs each year. It can be identified as a fixed 
incrernent or as a percent inctease (sirnilar to compound interest). 
Maintenance Scheduk 
The maintenance schedule provides the user with an opportunity to identify particular 




Poisson's ratio ranges frorn 0.1 to 0.4 for pavement materials- The typical value for a 
concrete slab is 0.1 S. 
-R- 
Roadbed Soi1 Resilient Madulus (Md 
AASHTO Guide suggests using a relationship of 1 SOO'CBR for the subgrade resilient 
madulus, MR @Si). Typical value: 7-345 MPa. 
S- 
Simplified Tnrck Classiticat&n 
A simplification of the FHWA vehicle classification which divides truck traffic into 4 vehicle 
classes. 
Subgrade Condition 
The subgrade condition is used to detennine the strength of the subgrade. 
Subgrade Type 
The subgrade type is used to detemine the strength of the subgrade. 
4- 
Thickrtess of Existing PCC Stab (D) 
The thickness of the existing PCC slab should be obtained through review of original design 
and construction documents. Coring of the existing pavement is recommended to ensure 
the accumcy of this input. 
Truck Pemnt f7%) and TNck Factor (TF) 
There are 2 vehicle classification schemes available. These are the FHWA vehicle 
classification and the sirnplified truck classification. In both cases the truck traffic is divided 
into a number of different classifications and a Truck Factor (TF) assigned ta each- A 
percent distribution must be entered to indicate mat share of the total truck traffic each 
dass represents. 
4- 
Upper Boundary of Layer Deprh 
Defines the upper Iimit of thickness for the design layer. This value must be entered in 
miIl imetres. 
